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Abstract
The goal of performance engineering is to make the resource usage a controllable property
of software. This thesis contributes to this field from the perspective of a computer scientist
who is involved in scientific computing.
In the beginning, it provides the necessary basis: This is first an understanding of the
development process of numerical software and of the emergence of performance at the
hardware/software interface. But further, methods to model, predict, analyze, measure,
and assess software performance and a tool set of optimization techniques to improve it accordingly are required. Then adaption and application of established and novel approaches
are described at numerical algorithms and applications.
The first study is a port of a fluid simulation in complex geometries using a lattice Boltzmann method to the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture, in order to profit from its high
arithmetic and memory throughput of its unique heterogeneous design. Although the previous data structures provided a good compromise between flexibility and regularity for
cache-based architectures, a thorough adaption to the peculiarities of the accelerator cores
of this architecture and subsequent low-level optimization are required. The Cell variant
of the simulation can nearly saturate the memory interface when only about half of the
accelerator cores are employed. Using single precision on an IBM QS 20 Cell blade, the
program is able to update 200 million fluid lattice cells per second for a simple channel
flow and 90 million when simulating the flow through a real intracranial vessel geometry
with an aneurysm.
The batch variant of the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm allows to efficiently derive
sparse representations for a large number of signals. It is based on common operations
in linear algebra, i.e. on dense and sparse vectors and matrices. Eventually, comparable
performance is achieved on an dual-socket system with a total of twelve cores (Intel Westmere microarchitecture), an IBM QS 20 Cell blade, and on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX
480 graphics card. Each architecture, however, needs a different approach to achieve this.
On the general purpose processor, an implementation in C99 that has been primarily optimized on the algorithmic level is accelerated by addition of compiler hints and tuning
of the compilation process. Preliminary tests show that this approach results in disappointing performance on the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture. Therefore a complete
re-implementation that employs a sophisticated memory layout to enable platform-specific
low-level optimizations is developed. The graphics card demands for reorganization of the
algorithm to enable massive parallelism and a modified data layout to enable data access
patterns that fit the architecture.
Stencil computations on regular grids are often memory bound. They can then only be
accelerated considerably by use of temporal blocking techniques that fuse multiple of such
operations in order to reduce the associated memory transfer. As temporal blocking is
generally tedious to implement, a novel generic approach is proposed. It enables temporal
blocking on cache-based architectures as well as on the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture
whose accelerator cores operate only on scratchpad memory, it can be strongly supported

by a cross-platform framework, and it allows for good prediction of resulting main memory
transfer.
Implementations of a correction scheme multigrid method to solve Poisson’s equation as
well as a Full Approximation Scheme multigrid method to solve a diffusive partial differential equation with complex numbers are described, analyzed, and measured on a Playstation 3 and on a common dual-socket workstation (Intel Harpertown microarchitecture).
For the Poisson multigrid method, predicted and measured amount of memory transfer
agree well on both test platforms, and its components are at least 1.5 and up three times
as fast as optimistic estimates for alternative implementations that do not block temporally. For the complex diffusion multigrid method, prediction of data transfer agrees well
on Playstation 3 and is rather close on the Xeon system. The kernels, however, could not
be accelerated sufficiently, so that at least highly optimized alternatives could be competitive on the latter platform and that there is no benefit on the Playstation 3 in terms of
run time.
Design and implementation of a software program which is able to simulate heat conduction
within rolls in hot rolling mills in real-time with the aid of graphics cards concludes the
list of examples. As this application requires outstanding run time performance, a holistic
co-design approach is taken which matches model, numerical method, implementation, and
target platform. This study does therefore not only derive and verify a fast approach to
numerically compute the heat equation in cylindrical geometries with rapidly changing
boundary conditions, but also demonstrates the exertion and potential of performance
engineering principles at its best.

Zusammenfassung
Die Aufgabe von Performance Engineering ist es, den Ressourcenverbrauch von Software
beherrschbar zu machen. Diese Arbeit trägt dazu aus der Sicht eines Informatikers im
Umfeld des Computational Engineering bei.
Dazu wird zunächst Verständnis geschaffen, wie numerische Software entwickelt wird,
und wie ihre Performance an der Hardware-Software-Schnittstelle entsteht. Des Weiteren werden Verfahren erläutert, um Software-Performance zu modellieren, vorherzusagen, zu analysieren, zu messen und auch zu bewerten. Eine Auswahl an PerformanceOptimierungstechniken vervollständigt die nötigen Grundlagen. Daraufhin wird die Anpassung und Anwendung von etablierten und neuen Ansätzen am Beispiel von numerischen
Algorithmen und Anwendungen gezeigt.
Die erste Untersuchung beschäftigt sich mit der Portierung einer Fluid-Simulation innerhalb komplexer Geometrien unter Verwendung einer Lattice-Boltzmann-Methode auf die
Cell Broadband Engine Architecture, um von der hohen Rechenleistung und Bandbreite
dieser außergewöhnlichen, heterogenen Architektur zu profitieren. Obwohl die bestehende
Datenstrukturen für auf Caches basierende Architekturen einen guten Kompromiss zwischen Flexibilität und Regelmäßigkeit darstellten, ist eine grundlegende Anpassung an die
Besonderheiten der Beschleunigerkerne in dieser Architektur nötig sowie eine maschinenorientierte Optimierung. Die Cell-Version der Simulation kann die Speicheranbindung bei
Nutzung von ungefähr der Hälfte der Beschleunigerkerne nahezu auslasten. Unter Verwendung einfach genauer Fließkommazahlen auf einem IBM QS 20 Blade können bei einem
einfachen Kanalfluss 200 Millionen Fluid-Zellen pro Sekunde aktualisieren werden. Bei der
Durchströmung eines Blutgefäßes mit anhängendem Aneurisma sind es effektiv noch 90
Millionen Aktualisierungen pro Sekunde.
Die Batch-Variante des Orthogonal-Matching-Pursuit-Algorithmus erlaubt es, einen großen
Satz an Signalen als schwach besetzte Linearkombination eines Signalwörterbuches darzustellen (Sparse Representation). Er verwendet allgemeine Operationen der Linearen Algebra, also mit dichten und schwach besetzen Vektoren und Matrizen. Letztendlich wird
eine vergleichbare Performance auf einer Workstation mit zwei Prozessoren und insgesamt
zwölf Prozessorkernen der Westmere-Mikroarchitektur von Intel, einem IBM QS 20 Blade,
und auf einer NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480 Grafikkarte erreicht. Dafür ist aber jeweils ein
ganz unterschiedlicher Ansatz nötig: Auf dem Allzwecksystem wird eine Implementierung
in C99, die insbesondere algorithmisch optimiert wurde, mit Hilfe von Annotationen und
durch Anpassung des Übersetzungsprozesses beschleunigt. Vorversuche zeigen jedoch, dass
dieser Ansatz auf dem Cell-System nur zu unbefriedigenden Ergebnissen führt. Deshalb
wird ein ausgeklügeltes Speicherlayout entwickelt, welches eine verbesserte, maschinennahe Neuimplementierung ermöglicht. Für die Grafikkarte muss der Algorithmus umformuliert werden, damit ausreichend Parallelität zur Verfügung steht. Auch eine Anpassung des
Speicherlayouts ist nötig, um weiterhin günstige Speicherzugriffsmuster zu ermöglichen.
Stencil-Berechnungen auf regulären Gittern sind oft durch die Speicherbandbreite beschränkt. In diesem Fall kann nur die Anwendung von hochentwickelten zeitlichen BlockingTechniken Abhilfe schaffen, welche den Bedarf an Speichertransfer durch die Verschmelzung

mehrerer solcher Berechnungen senken können. Der Aufwand solche Techniken zu implementieren ist im Allgemeinen sehr hoch. Deshalb wird ein Ansatz vorgestellt, der sowohl
auf Cache-basierten als auch auf der Cell-Broadband-Architektur, bei der die Beschleunigerkerne nur auf einem Notizblockspeicher arbeiten können, eingesetzt werden kann. Er
kann außerdem gut mit einem Framework unterstützt werden und erlaubt eine genaue
Vorhersage der zu übertragenden Speichermenge.
Die Implementierungen eines Mehrgitterverfahrens nach Korrekturschema zur Lösung der
Poissongleichung und eines Mehrgitterverfahren mit Full Approximation Scheme zur Lösung einer partiellen Differentialgleichung für Diffusion mit komplexen Zahlen innerhalb
eines solchen Frameworks werden zunächst beschrieben und analysiert. Die Messungen
von Performance-Werten finden auf einem Arbeitsplatzrechner mit zwei Prozessoren der
Harpertown-Mikroarchitektur von Intel und auf einer Sony Playstation 3 mit einem CellProzessor statt. Beim Poisson-Mehrgitterverfahren stimmen vorhergesagter und gemessener Speichertransfer auf beiden Architekturen sehr gut überein. Die einzelnen Komponenten sind mindestens 1,5 und bis zu 3 mal so schnell, wie nach optimistischer Schätzung
ohne zeitliches Blocking möglich wäre. Beim Diffusions-Mehrgitter mit komplexen Zahlen weichen vorhergesagte und gemessene Speichermengen auf dem Allzwecksystem etwas
voneinander ab. Die dazugehörigen Rechen-Kernel konnten jedoch nicht ausreichend performant implementiert werden, um von vom eingesparten Speichertransfer zu profitieren.
So könnten auf der Workstation zumindest hochoptimierte Alternativen ohne zeitliches
Blocking ähnlich schnell werden, und auf dem Cell-System sind keine Vorteile mehr zu
erkennen.
Der letzte Anwendungsfall ist der Entwurf und die Implementierung einer Software, die
die Wärmeausbreitung innerhalb einer Walze beim Warmwalzen mit Hilfe von Grafikkarten in Echtzeit berechnen kann. Da dies höchste Anforderungen an die Rechengeschwindigkeit hat, muss ein ganzheitlicher Ko-Design-Ansatz gewählt werden, bei dem Modell,
numerisches Verfahren, Implementierung und Zielplattform aufeinander abgestimmt werden. Dabei wird nicht nur eine sehr effiziente Methode zur numerischen Berechnung der
Wärmegleichung mit sich schnell ändernden Randbedingungen in zylindrischen Körpern
hergeleitet und verifiziert, sondern auch die Ausübung von Performance Engineering in
seiner ganzen Bandbreite demonstriert und sein Potential untermauert.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Performance has been an important concern since the first calculating machines. But
as programmable circuitry is ubiquitous today, it got a huge impact on many areas of
everyday life how well hard- and software play together. It constraints price and feature
set of entertainment devices and is substantial part of the user experience. It limits or
advances the productivity in many business areas and determines how many, how large,
and how complex simulations are feasible in research and product development.
Clearly, every field has a different view and every application puts emphasis on another
aspect of performance. This thesis takes the perspective of a computer scientist working in
a group dealing with scientific computing, and contributes to the domain of performance
engineering with a focus on numerical software. In general terms, the goal of performance
engineering is to make the resource usage of software a property that can be predicted,
controlled, and traded against other desirable properties. In scientific computing the performance metric of interest is typically time-to-solution on a certain system or a set of
platforms.

1.2 At the Hardware-Software Interface
Software performance eventually emerges when a program is executed on a computational
device, as the necessary state transitions of the machine consume resources (for instance
time, energy, CPU cycles). This process is largely deterministic and can be therefore
controlled by the choice of ingredients for this reaction: Besides a particular forming of the
program in machine language and the physical machinery, this comprises a certain softand hardware environment, foremost the operating system as well as configuration and
state of the hardware.
A performance engineer therefore needs knowledge of all those aspects and the necessary
skills to tune their interplay. A performance engineer hardly has the skills or budget to
design custom hardware, but has to choose in a limited set of platforms and possibly
accelerators or at best consult the acquirement of appropriate equipment.
Fortunately, basically all computational devices today are based upon similar principles,
even if those are implemented differently and combined to unique and often specialized
designs. Understanding the characteristics and implications of the individual building
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blocks and their interplay allows to develop a tool set of methods and techniques to predict,
measure, and optimize performance which can be adapted and applied to the majority of
designs.

1.3 The Development Process of Numerical Software
Considering the whole range of tasks from a given problem to a binary program that
can solve it accommodates the greatest potential, but also the hardest challenges. In
scientific computing, the first steps typically involve finding a suitable model and state it
as a mathematical problem. In most instances, a numerical method must be chosen to
address it, before an algorithm is formulated and implemented. Eventually, the respective
source code —may it be high-level or assembler language— must be preprocessed and
packaged, often compiled and linked to a binary image that only needs minor attention
by the operating system before it can execute on silicon. This final step can also be
deferred, e.g. in scripting languages, when an intermediate byte code is used, or when code
is compiled at run time.
Each of those phases has substantial influence on the observable performance, but also
requires a different view on it. The first phases are problem-specific, and already benefit
performance, because reduction and simplification are natural parts of modeling and common motivations for selecting one numerical method over the other. But also robustness
or how well an approach is researched or accepted within a community can be decisive.
On the more abstract level of algorithms conciseness and clearness play an important role.
Performance is also only one of many desirable properties of the software to be implemented – the ISO/IEC 9126 standard, e.g., lists six categories for software quality[75]:
functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability. Last but not
least, all decisions in this process, many of which eventually trade performance against
other characteristics, are influenced and restricted by the personal preferences and abilities
of the involved parties.
As it is hardly possible to compensate for wrong decisions in later steps, performance should
be of consideration throughout the whole development process. In most instances, it is
sufficient to regularly check if certain aspects of the current design oppose to reach satisfying
performance. Only when specific problems with hard-to-meet resource constraints cannot
be solved otherwise, a holistic co-design approach must taken that considers the specifics
of the application and peculiarities of the target platform. In this case, all stages of the
development process must be matched so that model, algorithm, and implementation are
tailored for optimal performance.

1.4 Outline
A brief survey of the interplay between hardware and software is provided by chapter
2. It starts out by an overview of relevant features that are hard-wired in modern chips,
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hinting how those can be indirectly or explicitly exploited, before moving to coarse-grained
thread-level parallelism and eventually peculiar concepts that combine these techniques in
unique ways. As its title already indicates, this thesis will confine itself to shared memory
systems.
After having acquired the necessary basics, chapter 3 introduces tools and methods to master software performance. Essential are performance models which allow for predictions
and serve as reference to which measurements can be compared to. They are complemented by techniques to measure time and metrics, which eventually allow to assess the
performance an implementation achieves on a certain platform. An overview of common
performance optimization techniques and strategies for numerical software conclude this
chapter.
The remaining chapters illustrate the application of performance engineering principles
to practical applications and show their benefit for numeric and engineering problems.
Chapter 4 demonstrates choice of a suitable target platform for fluid simulation in complex geometries on basis of the lattice Boltzmann method and exhaustive tuning of its
implementation.
Three fast implementations of batch-OMP, a particular variant of the orthogonal matching
pursuit algorithm which is often encountered in signal processing, are discussed in chapter
5: For an implementation in the high-level language C, the emphasis is on performance
assessment and on usage, strengths, and limitations of contemporary compilers. Due to
the peculiarities of the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture, this port allows for the study
of elaborate memory layout and low-level code optimizations. Eventually, the algorithm
is thoroughly restructured to provide the necessary degree of task-level parallelism that is
required when using graphics cards as accelerators.
Many algorithms comprise a series of sub-tasks whose individual performance tends to be
primarily memory bound. In some cases, temporal blocking techniques can overcome this
limitation by combining multiple sub-tasks to increase data reuse and lower pressure on
the memory system. A general approach to temporal blocking of stencil codes on regular
grids that suits common cache-based as well as the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture is
presented in chapter 6 along with a supportive software framework. Its benefit is demonstrated for two multigrid methods, where measurements are compared to a descriptive
model that can be adapted to future applications.
A true co-design effort is made in chapter 7 to enable real-time 3-D simulation of heat
conduction within rolls in hot rolling mills with the help of graphics cards. More important than the optimization of individual aspects is the holistic view that weights the
consequences for performance during every design decision.
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Nearly 70 years ago Von Neumann [90] proposed a “stored-program computer” design.
It consists of a “memory” for “orders” and arbitrary data, and a “central control” unit
which takes these orders. It then either executes them itself, dispatches them to a “central
arithmetic part”, or utilizes “input” and “output” facilities.
Seemingly, these principles have largely remained by now, but only because designers
of processors, instruction sets and programming languages have tried to maintain the
impression of a machine changing its state according to a sequence of instructions as long
as possible. In reality, however, basically all processors have been working increasingly
parallel for a long time. Multicore processors and GPGPUs became common at the point
where hidden parallelism hit its limitations.
The following section gives an overview of hardware concepts that have been conceived to
increase computational speed of processors and are considered to have reasonable influence
on numerical software. Especially the presentation of general hardware concepts is to a
large extent a summary of Hennessy and Patterson [39] and [67]. The former also provides
a much deeper discussion of implementation details.

2.1 Parallel Processing of the Instruction Stream
All efforts to reduce the time of a single operation in contemporary processors is ultimately
limited by switching speed of semiconductors and the velocity of electric charges. But
as usually not all of its instructions are dependent on every preceding, basically every
instruction stream offers a certain degree of inherent parallelism. A fundamental concept
to exploit this instruction level parallelism (ILP) is pipelining, which splits the processing of
an instruction into multiple stages that each are fast to complete. If a series of instructions
is independent of each other, different stages of them can now be processed simultaneously.
A kind of minimal pipeline was used in the first reduced instruction set computing (RISC)
designs and contained five stages: Instruction fetch, instruction decode and register fetch,
execute, memory access, and write-back (i.e. result or load to register file).
Pipelining cannot reduce the time to complete a single instruction, but accelerates the
throughput of a whole batch. This is usually measured by average instructions per cycle
(IPC) or cycles per instruction (CPI=IPC−1 ). Creation of more and simpler pipeline stages
allows for higher clock rates and therefore a higher peak performance, but at the expense of
growing power consumption. After creating independent pipelines whose number of stages
respect the different complexity operations, the addition of some control logic allows to
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use those truly in parallel. Such processors can reach an IPC greater than one and are
therefore called superscalar.
These concepts provide high peak instruction throughput, but are sensitive to different
kinds of pipeline hazards. Computation cannot proceed if the next instructions are not yet
fetched and decoded, if operands from preceding operations and data fetches are pending,
or if conditional branches are to be evaluated. Patterson and Hennessy [67, 39] prefer
a distinction between data, control, and structural hazards – the latter denote resource
conflicts which can, in principle, be alleviated by reduplication.
With the techniques described for now, subsequent instructions are executed overlapped
or in parallel, but parallelism can only be exploited as far as it has been exposed by
the instructions’ order. Identification of the inherent parallelism and optimization of the
instruction sequence is completely up to compiler or low-level programmer. Some optimization techniques and how they can be promoted in high-level language will be briefly
outlined in section 3.3.
In-order superscalar execution units have high demands on code generation and induce that
the binaries are specific to a certain processor design. To profit from microarchitectural
improvements, recompilation may become necessary. A transparent hardware approach to
overcome this restriction is dynamic, out-of-order scheduling. Instructions are still fetched
and decoded in-order, but first placed in an instruction buffer. An out-of-order logic
must identify instructions that are independent and have no resource conflicts (structural
hazards) from this limited instruction window, and orchestrated reading of operands and
the actual execution. Eventually, it also has to make sure that the instructions become
effective in their original order.
Common extensions to dynamic scheduling are forwarding techniques that arrange for early
availability of results (before writing to registers or memory completes) and to overcome
false or potential dependencies (e.g., register renaming or memory disambiguation). Together with concepts to improve supply with instructions and operands from memory (see
section 2.3), the occurrence of data hazards can be reduced without the need for highly
optimized and tuned code.
Control hazards at branches or indirect jumps and some data hazards, however, cannot
be eliminated. The only way out is to (successfully) speculate on the future course of
action instead of partially or completely stalling pipelines. If the speculation turns out
to be wrong, however, the results must be discarded or actions made undone. Only in
case of successful speculation the architectural state must be allowed to change when the
instruction is finally retired. It is common to speculate
• on the availability and validity of input, e.g. that operands reside in the first level
data cache (cf. section 2.3) and arrive within a certain number of cycles,
• on the independence of operations, especially of memory references which allows to
reorder a store with respect to load and other store operations long before a definite
memory disambiguation according to the effective addresses is possible, and
• on the outcome and target of branches and jumps.
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As speculation at least consumes transistors and power, it depends on good predictions
to be of avail. A mostly correct prediction of jumps and branches is of utter importance,
because a misprediction does not only imply work in vain, but also incurs the latency of
loading and decoding instructions anew. Simple schemes rely on the compiler to explicitly
encode likely conditions or hint branch targets in advance, or expect a certain arrangement
of likely branch targets. Sophisticated predictors try to defer from a recorded branch
history.
An alternative concept to branches is predication, where a status flag or dedicated register
decides if a certain operations will eventually become effective or not. In any case, the
instruction is dispatched to an execution unit and therefore consumes resources. If the
predicated code sequences are short, this approach can turn out to be faster than branches,
especially if they are likely to be mispredicted.

2.2 Exploitation of Data Level Parallelism
Data level parallelism (DLP) refers to situations where an operations can be applied independently to a set of operands. Vector processors implement the corresponding Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) paradigm. But even if there are good arguments to use
advanced vector processors for many numerical applications, this type of processor has become uncommon and was replaced by systems that are based on more general commodity
hardware. In fact, the second Earth Simulator from 2009 located in Yokohama, Japan, is
the only vector processor in the November 2013 TOP500 list at rank 472[57].
Some concepts, however, have been incorporated into instruction set architectures (ISAs)
as SIMD vector extensions. In contrast to true vector instructions, they operate on small
vectors of a fixed size and conceptually define operations on wide custom data types with
a set of wide registers. Most vector extensions do not support gather (Intel64 introduced
it with the second Advanced Vector Extensions AVX 2) or scatter. Masking of operations
for designated vector slots is also rare, but this form of predication is often emulated
by computing all possible outcomes and eventually merging the relevant ones (compare
section 4.3). Besides typical memory, arithmetic or bit operations, some ISAs provide
specialized operations that are expected to be useful for, e.g., cryptography and multimedia
applications.
SIMD vector instructions do more productive work than a scalar operation for the same
decoding and scheduling effort, and are the more advantageous the smaller the basic data
type is. Additionally, they can naturally make use of wide data paths to caches. On the
other hand, DLP must be identified and utilized by compiler or low-level programmer.
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2.3 Reduction and Acceleration of Data Transfer
The perfect memory is huge, cheap, and provides high bandwidth with low latency. Unfortunately, these properties are mutually exclusive. But as data references in many workloads are more likely to be identical or adjacent to preceding ones, a memory hierarchy
with smaller but faster caches between processing unit and main memory can often come
close.
DRAM allows for the construction of relatively inexpensive large main memories. Already
providing insufficient bandwidth and latency, it can deliver optimal bandwidth only for
transfers that are larger than a scalar or common SIMD data type. For many workloads,
however, caches can satisfy much of the processor’s demand for instructions and operands
and can accept results for storage, while the organization in cache lines does not only
simplify bookkeeping, but also results in larger block transfers.
First level (L1) caches are usually designed to meet the processors abilities if it can contain
the whole working set. Providing separate first level caches for instructions and data (L1D)
perfectly makes sense as it increases the total bandwidth to the processor and honors the
inherently different access patterns of instruction stream and operand references. Some
transistors can be saved by making the instruction cache read-only. Especially SIMD
operations profit from wider buses between processing core and first-level data cache.
The designs of memory hierarchies differ greatly and in detail, as they shall benefit a
certain range of workloads expected for the respective platform. Besides size, latency,
and bandwidth, the associativity, eventually describing which memory blocks compete for
which set of cache entries, and the replacements strategy when space for new data must
be made are graspable properties.
Long before the advent of multicore processors, memory subsystems have developed into
parallel systems. Caches may be able to serve multiple requests per cycle or to continue
in the presence of outstanding misses (lock-free caches), which benefits superscalar and
speculative execution. Write buffers allow a cache to replace a cache entry sooner and
defer eviction to the lower cache levels.
Dedicated prefetch logic can analyze data accesses and load cache lines in advance which
are predicted to become useful. Some architectures rely instead on software prefetching
or allow for supplemental prefetch instructions. In some cases, prefetchers can also be
completely disabled, typically through firmware settings or privileged software.
A substantial drawback of most designs is the necessity to read cache lines from memory
before they can be modified – parallel architectures often make use of this behavior to
ensure coherency (cf. section 2.4). This behavior can double the associated DRAM access
for data that shall only be written. The Intel64 architecture, e.g., provides so-called nontemporal store operations[46] that can bypass caches to prevent previous allocation. Data
is collected only temporarily in write-combining buffers to enhance write bandwidth to
DRAM.
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Another aspect is the virtualization of memory. The prevalent approach is paged virtual
memory, which requires indirection at some point of the memory hierarchy. The involved
management data is rarely handled through the usual caches, but preferably in separate
single- or multilevel table lookaside buffers (TLB) which have been tailored for this purpose. TLB misses are already expensive by substantially increasing the latency of memory
accesses, and extraordinary costly if a page fault in the actual page table must be resolved
through interrupts and operating system.

2.4 Parallel Execution of Threads
The previous approaches to increase efficiency and peak performance largely preserve the
illusion of sequential execution by exploiting fine-grained parallelism. None of them comes
for free in terms of transistor count, power consumption, development time, and license
fees, and intensifying their usage soon encounters diminishing returns.
An obvious alternative is the replication of compute units, but this only makes sense if
multiple threads of execution can be processed in parallel. Therefore true multiprocessing,
in contrast to time-slicing to provide the illusion of parallelism, was first encountered in
areas where task-level parallelism (TLP) is natural, like multiuser mainframes or servers
that process many requests concurrently, or where the necessary performance could not be
provided otherwise, like in demanding scientific applications.
To enable the various compute units to run a single instance of the operating system and
to cooperatively solve problems, it is not sufficient to ensure that data can be modified in
a consistent way (coherence), but also a rule-set how this operations are observed by all
actors is necessary (consistency model). As all communication goes through the shared
memory space, ways to ensure synchronization and guarantee a temporary common view
of it must be provided.

2.4.1 Multiprocessing
The common notion of “multiprocessor system” is a computer that combines multiple
processors to a single system, but it also applies for the now common machines with
a single multicore processor. Also the term chip multiprocessors (CMP) is common for
multiprocessors. Of course, it is also possible to build multiprocessors systems out of
CMPs.
If a single CMP or multiple chips are connected to a single memory bus, they constitute
a symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) system. Even if using multiple memory channels can
improve bandwidth, this approach does usually not scale well. Using a separate memory bus for subsets of processing units instead, typically for each CMP, can multiply the
attainable bandwidth. Other processing units can equally access these remote memory
banks, but with higher latency and often lower bandwidth, so that the system exhibits a
non-uniform memory access (NUMA) behavior.
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From a pure functional perspective, there is no difference between single-CMP, single-coremultiprocessors, or CMP-multiprocessor systems. But from a performance view, it can be
necessary to tune or modify software to exploit a certain design. Obviously, NUMA systems
are only of avail if the threads process mainly data in the local memory, while performance
can be substantially degraded if most threads access primarily remote memory.
At first glance, caches seem a challenge for consistency, as they introduce the possibility
that multiple copies of main memory exist. On the other hand, they provide a way to
ensure coherence and implement consistency. A common approach is to handle cache line
allocation through a protocol that guarantees coherency: A special read-for-ownership ensures that all other copies are invalidated and that the single copy can be safely modified.
Shared caches can provide ways for fast communication and synchronization, but must
also supply multiple processing units with instructions and operands. A very toxic effect
results if multiple processing units try to modify alternately the same data or data that just
happens to end up in the same cache line. The mutual reactions within a multiprocessor
system are specific to cache and memory topology and current workload, which can become
difficult to grasp.

2.4.2 Multithreading
Also multithreading enables concurrent execution of multiple threads on a single processing
unit to enhance utilization of its execution units.
Fine grained multithreading is capable of instantaneous thread switches. A popular implementation is simultaneous multithreading, which issues instructions from multiple threads
to a single out-of-order engine. In this case, a single physical core is acting as multiple
virtual cores.
For GPGPUs, thread switches are the principal way of dealing with memory and instruction
latencies. If most tasks for a graphics card are massively parallel, this also allows to
increase memory bandwidth at the cost of increased latency and to go with simple in-order
execution.
Coarse-grained multithreading only switches between threads when long latencies are imminent, for instance at deep cache misses, and therefore a small switching penalty is tolerable.
It resembles time slicing, but is implemented in hardware.

2.5 Peculiar Hardware Concepts
2.5.1 NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture
Rendering of real-time 3-D scenarios relies on a minor set of operations that are applied and
repeated en masse. General-purpose multiprocessor architectures are therefore not capable
to create high-quality images with great resolution and high frame rates. But under the
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growing demand for professional applications as well as visually appealing computer games,
frame buffers evolved into tuned and specialized co-processors.
This potential for computations with similar characteristics was first exploited by mapping
them to primitives for graphics processing, for instance using OpenGL[32], and eventually
led to the creation of programming paradigms and languages suitable for general purpose
computing on graphics processing units.
In the following we will restrict ourselves on the Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) which NVIDIA introduced in 2006. Actually, CUDA is neither micro- nor instruction set architecture, but an ecosystem of a parallel programming model that extends
C and C++ to make use of specific hardware features (C for CUDA), device drivers and
tools, and supported graphics cards. C for CUDA uses single-source programs which are
decomposed during compilation. It should be noted that the Portland Group, now owned
by NVIDIA, provides a C for CUDA compiler targeting the Intel64 instruction set architecture.
CUDA GPUs can also be programmed using the Open Compute Language (OpenCL), an
“open, royalty-free standard for cross-platform, parallel programming of modern processors
found in personal computers, servers and hand-held/embedded devices”[2] that uses a
similar programming model as C for CUDA, but a different terminology. OpenCL uses
a library-oriented approach where code for accelerators is compiled or loaded in binary
format at run time.
In contrast to CPU threads, all concurrent threads on a GPU must execute the same
or one of few kernels. The threads are logically associated with a unique position on a
regular multidimensional grid which is made out of equally sized thread blocks (OpenCL:
work groups). By querying their position within grid and block, threads must infer their
respective task.
On the physical side, a GPU contains a number of Streaming Multiprocessors (SM), each
of which processes one or multiple thread blocks at a time. Using an array of processing
elements, it executes the same instruction for a number of threads that are adjacent in a
thread block. NVIDIA calls this approach single-instruction multiple-threads (SIMT). The
sets of threads that are always executed together are called warps. While this approach is
akin SIMD vector engines, it is more flexible as every thread has its own set of registers
and can refer to arbitrary memory locations. SIMT can execute conditional statements
not only through predication but actually branches.
If threads within the same warp take different branches, however, the SM must follow all
taken branches and each time disable those threads that do not participate. This thread
divergence within a warp can cause severe performance degradation, especially in nested
conditionals. As long as the SM can schedule another warp from the same or a different
block, non-diverging branching is computationally cheap.
Threads can only synchronize and exchange data within the same thread block by means
of a dedicated scratchpad memory within an SM (CUDA: shared memory, OpenCL: local
memory). For some patterns, C for CUDA provides a direct exchange on some recent
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GPGPUs. As there is no guarantee when and on which SM a thread block is scheduled,
threads cannot synchronize with other blocks except for atomic operations on the common
graphics memory.
The number of threads and blocks that can coexist on an SM is not only limited by the
internal logic, but also by their resource requirements, because an SM allots registers and
shared memory dynamically, in contrast to multithreading CPUs.
CUDA provides only a weakly consistent memory model. Consistency is provided between
serialized kernel calls or enforced for threads of the same block through synchronization.
OpenCL adopts this approach[49]. While former GPUs did not provide caches except for
alternative memory space (texture and later surface memory), the memory hierarchies of
CUDA GPUs contain caches starting from the Fermi microarchitecture.
Especially budget graphics processors are placed on the main board and take a portion
of the usual DRAM, which allows for convenient data sharing with the host CPU, but
provides only mediocre bandwidth. Graphics memory provides higher bandwidth at the
cost of higher latency, and is therefore met on separate graphics cards. CPU and GPU
must communicate and access each other’s memory then through a bus like, e.g., PCI
Express. To provide optimal bandwidth for the respective processor, data must be copied
to its memory in advance.
Solving numeric problems by GPGPUs is demonstrated in section 5.5 and is the central
aspect of section 7.

2.5.2 STI Cell Broadband Engine Architecture
The Cell Broadband Engine Architecture[40] (CBEA) was a joint effort by Sony, Toshiba
and IBM (STI), which was implemented in the Cell/B.E. and the improved PowerXCell 8i
processors. This architecture defines two different types of compute cores:
The first is general purpose and based on the PowerPC RISC instruction set architecture
and therefore called PowerPC Processor Element (PPE) – both implementations of the
CBEA contain a single PPE that executes in-order and is recognized as two virtual cores
by means of multithreading.
The other type is a custom design with restricted capabilities but high peak performance
and bandwidth. A Synergistic Processor Element (SPE) consists of three parts: The Synergistic Execution Unit (SXU) processes instructions and data from a dedicated scratchpad
memory called local storage (LS), but has no direct access to main memory or I/O facilities.
For this purpose, it must make use of the Memory Flow Controller (MFC), which provides
simple communication and an asynchronous Direct Memory Access (DMA) engine that
can copy data between the associated LS and the global memory space. Memory mapping,
of which the PowerPC architecture makes heavy use of, can also provide access to remote
LSes. The combination of SXU and LS is also called Synergistic Processor Unit (SPU).
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These accelerator cores are designed to enable high peak performance and memory bandwidth with a low transistor count, but are limited in flexibility and features. The need for
a general purpose core is therefore obvious, as it must must not only run the operating
system, but also launch code on SPUs and assist in its execution whenever privileged tasks
are required.
SPUs are designed through and through for SIMD processing, ISA and local storage do
not support scalar computations or memory accesses that are not of 16 B and naturally
aligned. If scalar computations cannot be avoided by tuning algorithm and memory layout,
they must be intricately mimicked.
Asynchronous DMA transfers of contiguous blocks cannot only be overlapped with computation to hide long memory latencies, but also allow to optimize the memory subsystem
for transfers of large chunks with high bandwidth. As they only make copies, additional
SPEs hardly increase the complexity of maintaining coherence. Therefore only the PPE’s
cache must be considered during memory accesses, which snoops accesses to the memory
interface controller (MIC). PPE, SPEs, MIC and a bus interface for NUMA connections
and peripherals are connected through a fast ring bus.
The CBEA has clear advantages for data-parallel applications with regular access patterns:
If SIMD vectorization is possible, the simple dual-issue in-order logic of an SXU provides
great performance-per-transistor and performance-per-power ratios. Such applications also
provide DMA transfers of large, contiguous chunks. The overhead to start and check for
their completion is then small in proportion and even the long latencies in a NUMA CBEA
system can be fully hidden.
Dealing with algorithms that do not immediately meet these criteria is a major topic in
section 4 and section 5.4, where also relevant specifics of this architecture are detailed.
More comprehensive discussions of this architecture and how it can be programmed are
found, e.g., in Scarpino [72], Buttari et al. [16], Arevalo et al. [5] and in [42, 41].
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To master software performance, abilities in prediction, modifying, and measuring software
performance are necessary. An important role in this play performance models, which can
provide bounds, estimates, or even predictions for software performance. They are not
only useful to foresee the consequences of certain implementation approaches, but can also
serve as reference to gauge the quality of software by measurement. Measuring methods
do not only allow to determine the run time of programs, routines, or code blocks. By
investigating other properties of execution on real hardware, they are an important tool
to verify model assumptions or explain deviations. Besides a tool set of optimization
techniques, a performance engineer needs an understanding of their function principles to
appraise which from the plethora of approaches should be taken into consideration.

3.1 Performance Modeling
The following section briefly presents three generic performance models that are applicable for many numeric codes on single-core and shared memory systems. They take only
execution units and memory sub-systems into account and assume a largely homogeneous
workload. This makes them unsuitable for stochastic workloads or programs whose performance is noticeable affected by I/O and communication, like in cluster computing or
out-of-core algorithms.

Loop and Machine Balance
The simple balance model for loop-based code from Callahan et al. [17] is around now for
more than 25 years, but still very popular. It relates how much data a loop iteration requires
to process the respective computations with peak performance and memory bandwidth.
The loop balance βL is defined as the ratio between the number of words accessed, ML , and
FLOPs executed per iteration, FL . The platform is characterized by the machine balance
βM , which is the ratio of peak bandwidth in words mM to the peak FLOP rate fM per unit
time, typically a cycle. Comparing both balances, one can assess if the loop is compute
bound, balanced, or memory bound.
If the loop is memory bound, the number of loop iterations per unit time is determined by
the data feed from the memory system. Relating this to the peak flop rate, the efficiency
can be computed as:
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ep :=

M
FL m
ML

fM

=

βM
≤ 100 % .
βL

(3.1)

The pipeline interlock that results from data hazards in a simple RISC pipeline can be
ML
incorporated by modifying the loop balance to βL := FL +(stall
cycles) . In this case, also
balanced and compute bound loops are unable to reach an efficiency of 100 %. While loop
and machine balances are independent properties inherent to binary and platform, the
interlock results from their interplay and must be derived by analysis or measurement.
Unfortunately, modern multiprocessor systems are considerably more complex than in
1988. The model is neither able to capture the behavior of a superscalar dynamically
scheduling execution unit nor the events within a complicated memory hierarchy. A systematic extension of this simple but useful model is done within the following Roofline
model, which also adds an intuitive visualization to interpret bounds and kernel properties.

Roofline Model
The Roofline model was proposed by Williams et al. [97] as a “bound-and-bottleneckmodel”. It generalizes the loop balance to an operational density that relates kernel work
to required supply and is not necessary FLOPs/word. This allows to account for kernels that are not dominated by floating point calculations. The machine is consequently
characterized by its ability to provide supply and operations per time.
For visualization, a log-log-scale graph is used – cf. figure 3.1. The abscissa represents the
operational density of a kernel implementation, while the y-axis represents the corresponding operational rate per time. The platform sets two limitation: The peak operational rate
can be directly plotted as constant function. The limitation through peak supply rate is
related through the operational density of the kernel and is plotted as a sloped, straight
line. These two lines form the shape of a roofline, which the model owes its name.
Given a certain kernel implementation and its operational density, its performance is definitely limited where a vertical line at the respective x-position hits the roofline – if it hits
the horizontal or inclined part also indicates if the kernel is operation or supply bound.
Entering a measured value on that line allows to estimate how close or far a certain implementation is from its optimum. Entering rooflines for multiple platforms or vertical lines
for multiple kernel implementations allows to match different alternatives.
In addition to the rooflines that are fixed for a platform, ceilings can be entered that
represent even lower bounds under certain conditions. A horizontal ceiling could, for
instance, conform to the peak operational rate when only scalar operations are used. A
ceiling that is parallel to the inclined part could be the maximal bandwidth attainable with
a single core. Considering the position of a measured point or a kernel’s line with respect
to ceilings and rooflines can guide implementation or optimization.
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Figure 3.1: A schematic Roofline graph. It contains the bounds imposed by the executing
platform (red roofline) and two lower performance bounds (red dashed ceilings),
the attainable range of operational rate for a supply-bound kernel (blue vertical
line) as well as a measured operational rate for one possible implementation
(green circle). Given that the axes are log2 -scale, that implementation runs at
less then half peak rate. But if one of the ceilings apply, it cannot be made
significantly faster unless a way to eliminate the corresponding impediment is
found.

Execution-Cache-Memory Model
The Execution-Cache-Memory (ECM) model is a “diagnostic performance model for bandwidth-limited loop kernels which is founded on the analysis of modern cache based microarchitectures” introduced by Treibig and Hager [86], where it is applied to a STREAM[3]
vector triad. In contrast to bottleneck models which imply infinite bandwidth within the
memory hierarchy, it tries to “analytically predict the performance of bandwidth-limited
algorithms in all memory hierarchy levels”. In Hager et al. [38], ECM is extended from a
single-core model to certain multicore scenarios, applied to the Schönauer vector triad[74]
and a lattice Boltzmann kernel, and eventually coupled with an energy model to minimize
energy-to-solution.
The basic idea of the model is that the total execution time Ttotal can be expressed as sum
of the “core time” to process the problem from L1 cache and the “data delays” to move
data between intermediate caches and from and to main memory as
Ttotal = TL1 +

mem
X

Ti .

(3.2)

i=L2

TL1 should be derived through a static code analysis (cf. use of the Intel Architecture Code
Analyzer in section 5.3.2), which also provides the number of actual loads and stores to
the first level cache. The model assumes that prefetching can eliminate transfer latencies,
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so that the data delays result from the bandwidth with which cache lines are transferred
between memory levels. Hence not only “intimate knowledge of cache architectures and
data paths” is required to employ the EMC model, but also a fine grasp of how many cache
lines must be transferred within the memory hierarchy for allocation and eviction during
kernel execution.
Applicability of this detailed white-box model is not only limited by its need of expertise
and architectural information, which is not always fully disclosed, but also by the —at
time of this writing— only rudimentary support for shared or diverging data paths in
multiprocessor systems. Its inventors therefore emphasize its contribution “to develop a
deeper understanding of the interaction of code with the hardware.”

3.2 Performance Measurement and Assessment
The task of a performance engineer is eventually guided by the following two questions,
that both relate to externally observable characteristics:
1. How “fast” (or whatever matches the objective) are a program and its components?
2. How and how much can the performance be improved and by which means?
But before these question can be considered, methods to investigate software performance
on real hardware are required. Besides instrumentation and sampling, simulation or static
code analysis can be used to derive performance numbers, which can be combined to create
additional software metrics.
For instrumentation, a separate version of the program must be created which contains
additional instructions that record events or the current state or properties of the environment. This usually made in source code or automatically by the compiler. Automatic
instrumentation and evaluation of recorded execution profiles are an indispensable method
to identify the hot spots when evaluating an already existing piece of software.
Sampling, however, is a statistical approach that momentarily records particular properties
of the program in execution and its environment at certain intervals. Sampling can be
therefore applied to unmodified binaries and the overhead can be controlled by varying the
time between samples. It is especially powerful if debugging information for the program
has been generated that allows to match program counter addresses with functions or
code lines. On the downside, this technique is blind to the events between two sampling
points.
Although it does not actually measure software performance, static analysis can often
provide similar insights. It is especially useful to investigate small instruction sequences
that execute too fast to be investigated by instrumentation or sampling, because those
cannot provide low overhead and fine resolution at the same time. Given the necessary
microarchitectural knowledge, static analysis of short instruction sequences can even be
done manually.
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Running software within a simulator enables to investigate short sequences as well as the
evolution over time. Like the static analysis, simulation enables to study the interplay of
software with hardware that is not available or does not exist. As the emulated environment
is not affected, thorough inspection and analysis of the current state of execution are
possible. Full system simulators emulate a whole virtual machine on which an operating
system can run, while others can be restricted to certain software interfaces. Simulators
that are accurate enough to provide useful performance information have to model or
track the state of many hardware features and therefore need large amounts of memory
and substantial time – they are often slower than the real hardware by several orders of
magnitude.
Usually a performance engineer wants to reduce the consumption of an external resource,
for instance time-to-solution or energy-to-solution. As this results from the usage of internal
resources, those are equally important, e.g. clock cycles, instruction execution, memory
transfers, cache line evictions, etc.. Virtualized resources, like memory utilization or I/O,
can also influence performance and narrow the range of possible modifications. Wall clock
time can usually be found through system calls. But usage of internal resources can
only be investigated through the hardware performance monitoring (HPM) features of the
microarchitecture. The task is challenging in many ways:
Usually, only a subset of supported events can be tracked at a time. There is no platform
or operating system independent standard or de facto standard. Often, but not always,
configuration of the monitoring hardware and information retrieval is made through dedicated registers that may be accessible only for privileged software running on the respective
core or processor. As a deviating example, Intel’s SandyBridge microarchitecture provides
most of this information through the memory mapped PCI configuration space[23].
As also the feature set can be very different even between successive microarchitectures,
efforts like the Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI) or OProfile for
Linux cannot provide a comparable set of metrics over multiple platforms. Still, operating
system features, like the perf_events interface of recent Linux kernels, or libraries and tools
(likwid is used in section 5.3.2 and section 6.7 for this purpose) can drastically leverage
the complexity of retrieving HPM data.
HPM is generally not seen as essential functionality of a processor by the majority of
customers, but mainly used by the manufacturer and low-level programmers. It is therefore
often scarcely documented and can even be flawed. Moseley et al. [59] discuss this complex
in a vivid and, in parts, humorous way.
Measuring and processing performance events in a parallel system with high precision
and low overhead is demanding even when neglecting the cumbersome adaption to the
respective platform, as it occupies the very same hardware resources as it should monitor
and as it must deal with the uncertainties and variations in hard- and possibly software.
Not less difficult is the correct usage and interpretation of performance values. If a performance model was used to establish performance bounds or estimates, a close measured
value can positively answer question 1. Otherwise, either the performance model neglects
important aspects of execution, or the software does not behave as expected.
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If the platform allows to derive the necessary information, however, this helps to improve
and match model assumptions and software behavior. The goal is then to identify a
single bottleneck (e.g., memory bandwidth) or a combination of effects that eventually
establishes one (e.g., cache interplay in EMC model). Even if model and measurement
agree, verification of the underlying assumptions can substantiate the performance model.
Please note that performance numbers can only tell if the implementation has been carried
out well, but cannot judge the quality of algorithm or underlying method!
If such a bottleneck can be found, it is a hint where to seek for an answer to question 2. The
next section outlines general performance optimization techniques for this purpose. Usage
of HPM for such model-based performance engineering has been discussed and exemplified
by [88].
Besides performance metrics that can establish hard bounds, like for instance instruction
throughput or bandwidth within the memory hierarchy, others are only loosely related with
performance and more difficult to interpret. If a processor core is able to continue in case
of a cache miss, e.g., subsequent memory references to the same cache line may increase a
cache miss count further. It is then a bad indicator for actual cache line allocations and
resulting amount of data transfer. Relating this number to the total number of memory
references to derive a cache miss rate is even more susceptible to misinterpretation if
evaluated without consideration of the low-level instruction code: If a code sequence is
forced to spill registers temporarily onto the stack, this is likely to possess good locality
and thus improve the cache miss rate, while saving redundant memory references (cf.
register blocking in the next section) increases that rate. From a hardware perspective,
however, this metric makes completely sense, because it can rate the ability of different
memory subsystems to supply a compute unit with data under a fixed binary workload.
Besides the danger of misuse, such black-box approaches, which try to identify and resolve
poor performance metrics, can usually not assess performance with respect to an optimum
or estimate the effect of improvements.
A very popular way to quantify software performance is comparison with another implementation. This is, however, at most acceptable when comparing to a software that is
widely known and generally considered to be very fast, and if environment and exact way
of compilation and testing are revealed. Otherwise, such a comparison is hardly meaningful
and susceptible to cheating.

3.3 Performance Optimization Techniques
The following section will outline how implementation, compilation, and execution of a
certain algorithm can be tuned to result in good run time performance. This provides the
tool set a performance engineer can chose from. Most of these techniques have already
been discussed before in the context of numerical software[33, 37].
Often, a huge potential lies in choice and tuning of models, methods, and algorithms,
and in matching those with the target platform(s). This task, however, requires domain
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knowledge on all steps of the development process and is therefore very specific to each
project. Even most remaining chapters will only consider the suitability of platform(s) for
a certain algorithm and concentrate on the algorithmic and implementational level. Only
chapter 7 will equally cover the whole range from application to execution.

3.3.1 Reduction of Computational Work
Straightforward implementations of algorithms tend to have a number of redundancies that
can be eliminated to reduce the work for processors and their memory subsystems. Obvious
cases are arithmetic repetitions or noneffective expressions that could be avoided by making
use of common sub-expression or by moving loop-invariant code. This also includes implicit
redundancies in high-level language. For each reference into multidimensional arrays, e.g.,
complex address computations impend.
Such simplifications can, to some extent, be done by optimizing compilers. In practice,
however, those are not only limited by the complexity of the mere task. The semantics of
a correct and legal program generally exceed the intentions of a programmer (the opposite
is generally called a programming mistake). An example for this problem is the evaluation
of floating point computation in C and C++, which is of consideration especially in section
5.3.
Another way to reduce the necessary work is to replace computationally expensive operations with cheaper ones. In some cases, these operations can be fully equivalent, for
instance when using a shift operation instead of dividing an unsigned integral value by
a power of two. Other simplifications do not modify the algorithm from a mathematical
point of view, for instance replacing a division by multiplication with a reciprocal, but as
floating point computations are not associative, this is likely to produce differing results.
Depending on the application, it may also be possible to manage with less exact computations (cf., multiplication with reciprocal estimate with Newton-Raphson in section 6.6.2.
If function values are known to be required only in a certain range, also interpolation
and look-up tables, or approximations (e.g. small angle approximations for trigonometric
functions) can be sufficient.

3.3.2 Optimizing Memory Transfer
Equally important as computation can be data and instruction transfer. The goal can be
to either improve the bandwidth or reduce the amount of transferred data. The necessary
actions depend on the one hand on the memory topology and its features and on the hand
on the algorithm and the opportunities it offers.
For NUMA topologies, controlling placement of threads and data is crucial. Prefetching
also has great effect on bandwidth, for a great part because it prevents pipeline stalls
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or misspeculation that can result from cache misses. Besides low-level software prefetching techniques[85] or prefetch threads[91], already careful consideration of the hardware
prefetchers[93] can be effective.
Unrequested data may be moved because it is mixed with actual operands, which especially
happens for array-of-structures data layouts or accesses with nonunit stride. This can often
be cured by adaptions of the memory layout. Barkai and Brandt [9] published an interesting
work that optimizes a multigrid method around an adapted memory layout from algorithm
to the low-level implementation in 1983.
Fusion of consecutive sub-tasks often has great potential to reduce memory transfer. In
trivial cases this correspond to a simple fusion of consecutive loops, which sometimes
enables elision of temporary data structures – a compiler is usually never allowed to do the
latter.
Spatial blocking merely changes the order of independent operations on a data set to
increase locality and reduce main and inter-cache transfer. A demonstrative special case in
the context of stencil operations on regular grids is cache tiling, where the grid is traversed
in blocks that fit into a cache level of choice. The corresponding loop tiling transformation
first splits the nested loops to traverse the domain and then interchanges their order.
Fusion and spatial blocking can only be combined straightforward if in at most one subtask mutual data dependencies within the data set must be adhered. Otherwise, advanced
temporal blocking techniques[51, 29, 98, 92, 25, 94] must be applied to increase temporal
locality further.
Commonly, the term cache blocking techniques is used, but the approach can also be
applied on architectures that provide software-managed scratchpad memory like GPGPUs
[73, 50] or the CBEA (cf. chapter 6).

3.3.3 SIMD-Vectorization and Parallelization
As has been pointed out in section 2.2, wider execution units and multiple compute cores
are an effective way to provide more performance beyond exploitation of ILP. But while
the latter can be transparently exploited by means of dynamic scheduling, data and thread
level parallelism must always be utilized explicitly.
Unfortunately, common high level languages (C and its descendants, Java, FORTRAN,
and many others) favor a sequential programming paradigm. SIMD vector engines can
be directly employed only through platform- and compiler-specific language extensions.
To profit from task parallelism, a programmer must either make use of threads through
language features (e.g., Java threads and C++ threads), libraries (e.g., pthreads), or must
employ language extensions (e.g. OpenMP, OpenACC) which alter language semantics
accordingly for certain regions of the code. Some of those constructs actually serve both
purposes, because parallel loops with suitable access patterns imply the admissibleness of
SIMDization.
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The complexity for a compiler or runtime system to autonomously identify and make
use of parallelism in such languages, however, is usually high. For loops with suitable
access patterns and a number of loop trips that is known or predicted to be large enough,
aggressively optimizing compilers tend to use run time checks that resort to a scalar loop
if using the vectorized version may be illegal. As the benefit of SIMD-processing is high in
comparison to the involved run time overhead, this approach bears good potential at the
risk of only low performance degradation and limited code growth.
Approaches for cluster computing based on message passing (e.g. the Message Passing
Infrastructure (MPI)), or programming languages or extensions for a partitioned global
address space (PGAS) (e.g., coarrays in recent FORTRAN version, Unified Parallel C,
X10, Chapel) can also be used on shared memory multiprocessor systems. However, they
are often considered more complicated to program and have more difficulties in exploiting
finer parallelism and in dealing with imbalanced workloads than approaches only targeting
multiprocessors.
The Open Compute Language (OpenCL) and C for CUDA both implement an accelerator
model where the host code is written in a common high-level language (C, C++, or FORTRAN). The accelerator code is written in programming languages that strongly derive
from C (OpenCL) or C++ (CUDA), but provide semantics suitable for parallel processing
and provide SIMD operations and data types as genuine language features.

3.3.4 Tuning of Code Generation
An implementation in high-level language depends on the compiler to generate efficient
machine code. Many involved tasks, like register allocation and instruction scheduling, are
considered NP-complete. A compiler will therefore use a combination of approximations,
simplifications, and heuristics for this purpose. Flags can make it optimize for performance,
compile time, code size, or compromises in between, and also provide finer control over
target platform and admissible optimizations.
There are, however, many limitations beyond the complexity of this task that keeps compilers from exploiting their full potential, even when compiler flags indicate that the most
aggressive optimization is desired.
As already mentioned, a number of restrictions is already made by the language definitions
that must be obeyed. Especially modifications that can alter the result or the occurrence
of side-effects, like exceptions and floating point condition flags, can usually not be applied
autonomously.
The possibilities of a compiler are also restricted by its limited overview and missing
understanding of the application. Especially when codes is compiled in separate modules
or makes use of libraries, translation must be conservative and work for any possible input.
A difficult problem in this context is possible aliasing of data which is passed by reference
or pointer in C and C++. Equally difficult to decide is which optimization should be
applied from a set of largely conflicting options.
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A programmer can indirectly aid the compiler by rearranging the code or by using certain
language features, but can also make direct use of language extensions, compiler-specific
hints and directives, or provide appropriate compiler flags during compilations.
The actions can be roughly divided into two groups: The first group comprises merely
clues to the compiler. An example are extensions that indicate a likely value for an expression. This allows to prefer certain branches or better optimize for low or high loop trip
counts. A similar approach is feed-back directed optimization, where in a first pass slower,
instrumented code is generated and run on a training set. The recorded traces are fed to
the compiler when generating the actual production code.
The other group allows the compiler to make assumptions or transformations that can
change program behavior beyond the language definition and may have the potential to
break correct implementations. After assuring the absence of aliasing or the independence
of loop iterations, e.g., provides more freedom in instruction scheduling and applications of
loop transformations, including SIMDization. Neglecting side effects and limited accuracy
of floating point numbers allows for more aggressive reordering and can hereby enable
SIMD-vectorization as is demonstrated in section 5.4.2.
A very indirect way of assisting the compiler is to use language features that enable more
opportunities for optimization or avoid those that obscure them in hot spots of the program.
A usually expensive feature in C++, e.g., are virtual functions calls, which prevent inlining
and tend to have high overhead.

3.3.5 Manual Code Optimization
A number of compiler transformations can be arranged or mimicked in software, especially
loop transformations. On in-order architectures, manual unrolling of loops is common and
sometimes offers the opportunity to make use of constant expressions. In general, however,
there is no guarantee that a compiler will not revert such transformations.
Intrinsic functions are function calls that are not implemented within the programming
language or in external libraries, but evaluated by the compiler. They are often made use
of unnoticed, for instance when compilers intercept standard library calls and map them
to platform-tuned code snippets. Most compilers, however, also provide intrinsic functions
that represent low-level operations and sometimes directly map to individual instructions,
for instance SIMD vector operations, optimized memory operations, and approximate or
specialized operations that have no representation in the respective high-level programming
languages.
As intrinsic functions can be mixed with high-level language and are subject to scheduling,
they can be seen as low-level language extensions that are close to assembler language
Separately compiled assembler code can only be accessed through real function calls and
generally requires the programmer to comply with the application binary interface (ABI)
of operating system and compiler. Some compilers hence support inline assembly that is
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implemented within high-level source code and can be glued with the surrounding code so
that data can be passed, registers reserve, or side effects communicated to the compiler.
A number of the techniques mentioned above depends on the proper choice of parameters,
which are often not easily determined by compiler or programmer and may have mutual
influence. In this case, auto-tuning approaches that either seek brute force or are directed
by numeric or heuristic optimizers can assist in finding good combinations.

3.3.6 Noninvasive Optimizations
Some performance tuning is even possible without modifying the binary program but
adapting its environment. Software with very random access patterns, e.g., can profit
form disabled prefetch hardware. Tools that interface with the operating system can influence thread migration and, on NUMA systems, allocation on memory nodes. Which
measures are possible and useful is highly dependent on the respective operating system
and platform.
An interesting example how indirect software performance can be affected through the
environment is the interplay of memory allocation and file system buffering on NUMA
systems running Linux. On the one hand, Linux tends to cache file system data in unused
memory. On the other hand, the operating system tries to allocate new memory pages
on the memory node closest to the processing unit that caused the page fault (first-touch
policy). The operating system will, however, not evict buffers as long as unused memory
is available, even if this exacts allocation in remote memory. In toxic cases, individual
memory nodes are filled with file system data while others remain or become free. If
software relies on the implicit first-touch policy in favor of specific libraries, it can suffer
severely deteriorated performance from many remote accesses. The primary purpose of
the small user space utility memhog is to temporarily claim all obtainable memory, which
forces Linux to evict the interfering file system buffers.

3.3.7 Application-Specific Solutions
Besides generic approaches, an uncountable number of application-specific solutions exist
to write efficient programs. Libraries can provide reusable routines that are efficient and
tuned for the respective platform. Very popular examples are the Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms (BLAS) and the Fast Fourier Transform for which a number of public and
vendor-supplied implementations exist, for instance Intel’s Math Kernel Library (MKL) or
the Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW). Such tailored libraries provide great
performance for a limited set of tasks.
More flexible approaches make use of domain-specific properties and kind of software-code
the necessary expertise to provide good performance for a limited set of applications.
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Common variants are source-to-source compilers, which generate optimized, platformspecific code from a domain-specific language (DSL), or frameworks that provide interfaces that are easy to use for experts of the application domain (often referred to as an
“embedded DSL”) and eventually rely on features of the programming language and the
compiler to create an efficient solution from generic but tuned code blocks. Optimizing
and auto-tuning systems for stencil codes are, besides others, PATUS[21, 22], PLuTo[11],
and the software of Kamil et al. [48].
The framework presented in section 6.5 follows a different approach. It does not provide
black-box solutions, but allows experts to focus on the high-level design of data structures
and task blocks on the one side and on the low-level tuning of optimized kernel on the other
side. The recurring tasks, like management of threads and their interplay, are attended
by the framework. It also fosters a generic temporal blocking technique for stencil-like
computations on regular grids that works on cache-based as well as on the Cell Broadband
Engine Architecture.
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Boltzmann Method to the Cell
Broadband Engine Architecture
The first implementation of the Cell Broadband Engine architecture (CBEA), which was
later denoted as Cell/B.E., was released in 2006 as processors of the IBM QS 20 blade
servers and Sony’s Playstation 3. Its unconventional architecture made it difficult to estimate which applications suited it and how it is programmed best. Some finger exercises
and microbenchmarks confirmed that the CBEA can deliver great memory bandwidth and
FLOP rates, but only when a workload fits its features. To improve experience, an application was sought that was reasonably complex and could expect substantial acceleration
on the CBEA.
In the first half of 2006, a semi-structured approach to simulate fluid flow in complex
geometries using the lattice Boltzmann method had been developed by Götz [34]. A central
point of it is to divide the simulation domain into equally sized cuboids and only allocate
and process those which actually contain fluid cells. This preserves enough regularity for
SIMD vectorization and other optimizations while substantially reducing main memory
consumption. A long-term perspective of this effort is to simulate the hemodynamics
inside blood vessels to understand the development of aneurysms, and eventually assist in
their treatment. A blood vessel with aneurysm is shown in figure 4.1. Fast simulations
at reasonable resolutions, however, required small computer clusters at that time. The
Cell processor promised outstanding performance in a single box. The implicit objective
is therefore to optimize time-to-solution on a single system.
Results of that investigation have been published in Stürmer et al. [79] and also contributed
to Zeiser et al. [100]. For the medical background please refer to the former. Similarly, the
lattice Boltzmann method will be introduced as curt as possible in favor of a closer look on
the optimization techniques and their motivation. A better introduction to these methods
can be found, e.g., in Succi [83].

4.1 Programmer’s View on the Lattice Boltzmann Method
The lattice Boltzmann method is a mesoscopic approach to computational fluid dynamics.
After covering the domain by a lattice of cubic-shaped cells, the flow is approximated
through collision of particle distributions that move along discrete directions. In this case,
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Figure 4.1: Real intracranial vessel geometry with a saccular aneurysm. Data was acquired
by subtraction angiography and segmented. Taken from Stürmer et al. [79, Fig.
4], included in accordance with the author rights kindly granted by Elsevier [1].
the D3Q19 model proposed by Qian et al. [69] is used in combination with the common
BGK collision model.
For each cell (x, y, z) 19 particle distribution functions (PDFs) pi,j,k (x, y, z) with i, j, k ∈
{−1, 0, 1} are stored, which represent the respective flow into cell (x + i, y + j, z + k). p0,0,0
is related to the particles remaining within the cell. Flow through the corners, i.e. all
i, j, k 6= 0, is only considered in the D3Q27 model.

From an algorithmic point of view, the lattice Boltzmann kernel performs a time step to
compute new particle distribution functions pt+1 by an extensive, but local stencil operation: In its first phase, the particle distribution functions of all fluid cells are streamed
into the respective direction, i.e. p?i,j,k (x + i, y + j, z + k) = pti,j,k (x, y, z). As visualized in
figure 4.2, also the no-slip boundary conditions at solid walls must be considered in this
phase, which is done using a bounce-back scheme: If cell (x + i, y + j, z + k) happens to be
a solid cell, pti,j,k (x, y, z) is reflected at half distance and becomes p∗−i,−j,−k (x, y, z). Consequently, no computations take place during the streaming phase! In the collision phase,
new particle distribution functions pt+1 (x, y, z) are computed from p? (x, y, z), which is a
completely cell-local operation.
Fixed in- and outflow is realized by placing source or sink cells at boundaries. Additionally,
a pressure outflow condition based on Thürey [84] can be used.

4.2 Data Structures
The memory layout lays the foundation for a well performing implementation. It must
benefit the computation kernels, which in this case implies suitability for SIMD vectoriza-
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of streaming operations in the x-y-plane, neglecting all particle
distribution functions (PDFs) pi,j,k with k 6= 0. This corresponds to the twodimensional D2Q9 lattice Boltzmann model. Only PDFs affecting the central
cell are highlighted. pt−1,1,0 and pt0,1,0 are reflected when hitting solid and
become p?1,−1,0 and p?0,−1,0 .
tion and is outlined in section 4.3, and allow for minimal and fast transfer, which will be
discussed in section 4.4.
In contrast to the second generation of Cell processors, the PowerXCell 8i, the primary
Cell/B.E. relies on proprietary and soldered Rambus XDR memory. Hence, the 256 MiB of
the Playstation 3 and 1 GiB of the IBM QS 20 blade must be used economically. Another
reason for using single precision was that double precision computations were fully pipelined
only on SPUs inside the second generation of Cell processors, but caused a seven cycle
pipeline stall in the Cell/B.E..
Patches have a fixed size of 8 × 8 × 8 lattice cells, and all data of a patch is stored in a
single structure of fixed size and layout. Part of it are the current PDFs, arranged in a
contiguous structure-of-arrays layout.
As some of the PDFs at the exterior stream into neighboring patches, and vice versa, each
patch structure provides dedicated data structures for this halo exchange. Those contain
copies of the involved PDFs and are stored as packs that enable efficient retrieval when
processing neighboring patches: Only five PDFs are streaming over each of the six faces,
and just a single PDF across each of the twelve edges. As counterpart, a set of pointers
to the corresponding packs of neighboring patches – or a null pointer, if the respective
patch does not exist – are provided. To enable parallel updates in arbitrary order, actually
two sets of exchange structures are necessary, alternately serving the current PDFs and
accepting the newly computed. The whole set of interior PDFs, making up the bigger part
of data, is required only once.
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Table 4.1: Memory transfer for updating one patch on an SPU. The macroscopic velocities
and pressure totaling 8192 B must be transferred at imminent output (only
storage) or for pressure outflow conditions (both ways).
data transfer
read interior PDFs
read pointers to remote packs
read auxiliary data
read exterior PDFs (planes)
read exterior PDFs (lines)
write interior PDFs
write exterior PDFs

comment
19 × 8 × 8 × 8 floats
pointers and padding
bit fields, flags, etc.
5 × 8 × 8 floats each
8 floats each
19 × 8 × 8 × 8 floats
12 lines, 6 · 5 planes

total (without macroscopic data) enables 512 LUP
? rounded from 32 B to full memory blocks

resulting traffic [B]
38912
384
1248
(0 . . . 6) · 1280
(0 . . . 12) · 128?
38912
8064
87520 . . . 96736

A straightforward flag field denoting type and properties of each cell is only used during
setup. The respective information is transferred into a format more suitable for the compute kernels (see section 4.3) which is stored in a section for auxiliary data. This also
denotes general properties of the whole patch, for instance if it is affected by pressure
outflow and requires additional treatment. A pointer can refer to dynamically allocated
memory for storing macroscopic density and velocities (required for output and handling
of pressure outflow). The data required for updating a single patch is listed in table 4.1
together with the induced memory traffic.

4.3 Kernels
There are various reasons for moving all computation to the SPEs: First, there are eight
(or in case of the Playstation 3 six) times as many as PPEs. Second, while specifications
promise peak performance similar to an SPE, the PPE tends to achieve much lower sustained bandwidth and computation in practice. Finally, characteristics and instruction set
differ, so that two different sets of tuned computational kernels were required.
The processing core of an SPE and its instruction set architecture are SIMD-oriented
through and through. For efficient kernels it requires naturally aligned vectors, or at least
operands with fixed offset, and it is extremely sensitive to mis- or unpredicted branches.
While a “minimal” implementation of the collision in high-level language is more extensive
than of streaming, its optimization for the SPE is actually straightforward. All collisions
can be computed independent of each other, and for the described layout all input and
output vectors are nicely aligned. The remaining task is to merge the numerous common
sub-expressions in such a way, that a good scheduling of the computations is possible.
Especially the restricted compiler support made it reasonable to do this manually, which
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resulted in a loop body containing 153 instructions plus 4 no-ops to ensure suitable alignment. Every loop iteration computes four collisions in 624 floating point operations, encoded in 52 fused and 52 non-fused vectorized floating point operations. The spu_timing,
which can be used to statically analyze assembly code, indicates that the loop body can
be executed in 122 cycles.
Adaption of the streaming operations requires to find a SIMD-vectorized formulation and to
replace the conditional evaluation by predication. Given the general complexity of assembly
programming, this is quite straightforward for some PDFs. Choosing an arbitrary patch
with origin (X, Y, Z), let us consider how the PDF values p?0,−1,0 (X + 0 . . . X + 3, Y, Z) are
computed the SIMD way. Only (X + 2, Y + 1, Z) shall be a solid cell. As the corresponding
data is found naturally aligned in memory, we assume it has already been loaded into vector
registers as follows:
• $3 holds pt0,−1,0 (X + 0 . . . X + 3, Y + 1, Z), the PDFs likely to be streamed.
• $4 contains pt0,1,0 (X + 0 . . . X + 3, Y, Z), the PDFs that may be bounced back.
• $5 is a bit-field which holds consecutively for the first 128 cells (2 planes) of the patch
a 1, if it is solid, 0 otherwise.
Streaming requires the following 3 operations, which have been visualized in figure 4.3:
1. Initialize $6 by rotating the bit-field in $5 appropriately for the next step, which is
by 108 bits to the left.
2. Form a select mask in $7 from the four least significant bits of the first 32 bit word in
$6 by concatenating 32 copies of each. The previous rotation made sure that these
are the type information for cells (X . . . X + 3, Y + 1, Z). Now $7 is all zeroes except
the third 32 bit word which corresponds to the position in p0,1,0 (X + 2, Y, Z) in $4.
This PDF is undefined, as it comes “out of solid”.
3. Collect $8 bit-wise from $3 and $4 according to $7. Take the bit value from $3 if the
corresponding bit in $7 is 0, otherwise from $4. In this specific example, all single
precision values in $8 have been copied from $3 except for the third position, which
got the bounce-back value from $4.
This instruction sequence will take ten cycles to complete and produces correctly streamed
PDFs for all fluid cells involved. Like rotating the bit mask by 100 bits (mask is generated
for (X . . . X + 3, Y, Z)) and swapping order of $3 and $4 in the third instruction yields
p1,1,0 (X + 0 . . . X + 3, Y + 1, Z), many different streaming operations share operands. Unrolling and register blocking together therefore saves operations, increases ILP and allows
to better balance utilization of the two execution pipelines.
The example did not consider halo PDFs, but for those PDFs pi,j,k with i = 0 this adds only
minor complexity. Streaming of other PDFs is more intricate as operands are not naturally
aligned. In fact, source registers for the third operation can contain combinations of PDFs
from the interior, halo planes, and halo lines.
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bits 0…16 17 18 19…31 32 . . .
. . . 63 64 . . .
. . . 95 96 . . .
. . . 127
register $5
original bit field
?………?0010?…? ?…………………………? ?…………………………? ?…………………………?
1 indicates solid
relevant
cell types

rotqbii $6 , $5 , 108
(rotate quadword by bits)
The following mask generation
requires the relevant bits
at a certain position.

108 bits to the left
(equals 20 bit to the right)
bits 0 . . . 28 29 30 31 32 . . .
. . . 63 64 . . .
. . . 95 96 . . .
. . . 127
register $6
bit field, prepared
?………………?0010 ?…………………………? ?…………………………? ?…………………………?
for mask generation

fsm $7 , $6
(form select mask for words)
Duplicate relevant bits to
choose between single
precision values (32 bit).
bits 0 . . .
. . . 31 32 . . .
. . . 63 64 . . .
. . . 95 96 . . .
. . . 127
register $7
select mask, based
00……………………00 00……………………00 11……………………11 00……………………00
on cell types
0...

. . . 31 32 . . .

pt0,-1,0

(X,Y+1,Z)

. . . 63 64 . . .

pt0,-1,0

. . . 95 96 . . .

pt0,-1,0

. . . 31 32 . . .

pt0,1,0

(X,Y,Z)

bits

(X+1,Y+1,Z) (X+2,Y+1,Z) (X+3,Y+1,Z)

selb $8 , $4 , $3 , $7
(select bits)
Combine streaming and
bounce-back candidates
according to cell types.

0...

. . . 127

pt0,-1,0

bits 0 . . .
. . . 31 32 . . .
. . . 63 64 . . .
. . . 95 96 . . .
. . . 127
register $8
result of streaming,
p*0,-1,0
p*0,-1,0
p*0,-1,0
p*0,-1,0
ready for storage
(X,Y,Z)
(X+1,Y,Z)
(X+2,Y,Z)
(X+3,Y,Z)

. . . 63 64 . . .

pt0,1,0

(X+1,Y,Z)

register $3
streaming
candidates

. . . 95 96 . . .

pt0,1,0

(X+2,Y,Z)

. . . 127

pt0,1,0

(X+3,Y,Z)

bits

register $4
bounce-back
candidates

Figure 4.3: Instruction sequence to perform a simple streaming operation doing branchfree and SIMD-vectorized bounce-back. It is assumed that vector register $3 holds the streaming candidates pt0,−1,0 (X + 0 . . . X + 3, Y + 1, Z), $4
pt0,1,0 (X + 0 . . . X + 3, Y, Z), and $5 a bit-field that at the denoted place indicates if (X + 0 . . . X + 3, Y + 1, Z) are solids. Afterwards, $8 will contain
p?0,−1,0 (X + 0 . . . X + 3, Y, Z). An detailed reference on SPU assembly language can be found in IBM [43].
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A visual example is streaming into p1,1,0 (X . . . X + 3, Y, Z). Besides the bounce-back candidates p−1,−1,0 (X . . . X + 3, Y, Z), a register containing p1,1,0 (X − 1 . . . X + 2, Y − 1, Z)
is required. As memory operations must be naturally aligned, values for latter must be
loaded separately from a halo line as p1,1,0 (X − 1, Y − 1, Z . . . Z + 3) and a halo plane as
p1,1,0 (X − 4 . . . X − 1, Y − 1, Z), and eventually explicitly combined.
Performance of lattice Boltzmann methods is often given with respect to lattice site updates
(LUP), or when ignoring non-fluid cells as fluid lattice site updates (FLUP). To asses the
potential of the kernels, a minimalist channel flow with 8 × 8 × 8 fluid cells was set up in
local storage. For it, a single SPU operating achieved 49 MFLUP/s.
Comparing performance of a simple high-level implementation in C99 for the same scenario
on various core types makes clear why such a time-consuming optimization was made. An
Intel Xeon 5160 core of the Woodcrest microarchitecture at 3 GHz, which will also serve
as test platform in section 4.5, performed 10.2 MFLUP/s. The PPE could still manage
4.8 MFLUP/s, but an SPU only 2 MFLUP/s. As we will see in the rest of this section, at
least 10 times this performance per SPU is necessary to max out the available bandwidth.

4.4 Parallelization and Overlapping of Data Transfers and
Computation
An SPU cannot access main memory directly using load and store instructions. Instead a
program is required to utilize the associated Memory Flow Controller. It can be instructed
to copy data between main memory and local storage by means of direct memory access
(DMA). As this allows to issue the transfer long ahead and separates it from the operand
usage, this concept of asynchronous DMA transfers conceptually allow to cover long memory latencies, but it is necessary to comply with multiple criteria to also achieve sustained
high bandwidth:
• Memory is accessed in blocks of 128 B, so any transfer that is not a multiple of that
or not appropriately aligned potentially wastes bandwidth.
• Cell/B.E. as well as PowerXCell 8i use two memory channels, and their memory
controller must access 6 out of 8 banks concurrently at each of them for maximum
bandwidth. A great number of requests in-flight is therefore required.
• Issuing and synchronizing with DMA transfers is costly compared to a memory operation on a general purpose core. Large transfers which are given long time to
complete are therefore preferable.
• While DMA transfer, if used appropriately, can hide the increased latency of accessing
remote memory on a NUMA system like the QS 20, the interconnect between the
processors is a potential bottleneck.
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• If source and target addresses do not have the same offset with respect to the next
128 B boundary in main memory as in local storage, large transfers consume twice
the bandwidth. This is not a conceptual problem, but owed to the simplicity of the
Memory Flow Controllers (MFCs).
To allocate memory in a NUMA-aware way, about half of the patches are allocated within
each memory domain, and each subset of patches is handled by the local SPEs. The
only accesses to remote memory are for halo data and, hence, therefore rare. The data
structures shown in section 4.2 already arrange data so that it can be transferred in large
chunks, suitable alignment, and with as few waste that is not actually used as possible. As
the number of DMAs must not exceed the queue length of the MFC to prevent the SPU
from stalling, intricate scheduling of DMA transfers and computation is necessary. The
orchestration is shown in figure 4.4, which also indicates the duration that is given DMA
transfers to complete.
For the actual time-loop, nothing is left to the main program on the PPE except for
updating some parameters used during update, to release the waiting SPE threads, and
finally wait for them to finish their work. Its main job is to set up the simulation – reading
parameter and geometry files, analyzing the domain, allocating and linking the patches,
and eventually creating worker threads which in turn create and run SPE contexts – to
perform output and, of course, clean up resources when the simulation terminates.
Excluding temporal blocking techniques, an obvious upper limit for performance of the
lattice Boltzmann is found when considering that all 19 pti,j,k must be read and all 19 pt+1
i,j,k
must be written per time step:
upper limit =

peak_bandwith
FLUP.
38 · sizeof( data_type )

(4.1)

Using the traffic amounts given in table 4.1 and experimental peak bandwidth, a limit
imposed by memory bandwidth on this implementation can be computed. Please note
that the upper limit in (4.1) is about 20 % higher than this. Taking the harmonic mean of
best measured read and write bandwidth on the QS 20 and assuming that all neighboring
PDFs are required this computes as
specific limit = 49 GB/s ·

512 LUP
= 259 MLUP/s .
93664 B

(4.2)

4.5 Results and Discussion
Performance results for a simple channel geometry as well as a real aneurysm geometry have
already been published in Stürmer et al. [79] and are shown with some additional values
in table 4.2. Looking at the single-SPU performance, DMA management and repacking
induces noticeable overhead. But even then, memory bandwidth can be expected to remain
the limiting factor. In fact, performance can be increased only slightly by using more than
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preceeding_patch = invalid
succeeding_patch = get_index_by_atomic_add() # is invalid if done
no DMAs active before first loop iteration
while isvalid( preceeding_patch ) or isvalid( succeeding_patch ):
if isvalid( succeeding_patch ):
DMA: get pointers to halo data for succeeding_patch
if isvalid( preceeding_patch ):
DMAs: get subset of halo lines for preceeding_patch (p±1,0,±1 )
DMAs: get subset of halo lines for preceeding_patch (p0,±1,±1 )
wait for the following DMAs to complete:
getting supplemental data for preceeding_patch
putting subset of interior PDFs from predecessor of preceeding_patch (p±1,0,⇤ )
getting subset of interior PDFs for preceeding_patch (p±1,0,⇤ )
getting halo planes from neighbor X+ for preceeding_patch
getting halo planes from neighbor X- for preceeding_patch
if isvalid( preceeding_patch ):
streaming: p±1,0,0 in preceeding_patch
streaming: p±1,0,±1 in preceeding_patch, except contributions from halo
DMA: get last interior PDFs for preceeding_patch (p0,0,0 )
if isAﬀectedByOutflow( preceeding_patch ):
DMA: get former macroscopic values of preceeding_patch
wait for the all following DMAs to complete:
putting subset of interior PDFs from predecessor of preceeding_patch (p⇤,±1,0 + p0,0,0 )
getting subset of interior PDFs for preceeding_patch (p⇤,±1,0 )
getting some halo planes for preceeding_patch from neighbor Y+
getting some halo planes for preceeding_patch from neighbor Yif isvalid( preceeding_patch ):
streaming: p0,±1,0 in preceeding_patch
streaming: p±1,±1,0 in preceeding_path, except contributions from halo
wait for the following set of DMAs:
getting subset of halo lines for preceeding_patch (p±1,±1,0 )
streaming: p±1,±1,0 in preceeding_patch, only contributions from halos
if isvalid( succeeding_patch ):
wait for the following DMAs to complete:
getting pointers to halo data for succeeding_patch
DMA: get halo planes from neighbor X+ for suceeding_patch
DMA: get halo planes from neighbor X- for suceeding_patch
DMA: get subset of interor PDFs for preceeding_patch (p⇤,±1,0 )
wait for the following DMAs to complete:
getting subset of interior PDFs for preceeding_patch (p0,⇤,±1 )
putting subset of interior PDFs from predecessor of preceeding_patch (p0,⇤,±1 )
getting halo planes from neighbor Z+ for preceeding_patch
getting halo planes from neighbor Z- for preceeding_patch
if isvalid( processing_patch ):
streaming: p0,0,±1 in preceeding_patch
wait for the following DMAs to complete:
getting subset of halo lines for preceeding_patch (p±1,0,±1 )
streaming: p±1,0,±1 in preceeding_patch, only contributions from halo
if isvalid( succeeding_patch ):
DMA: get subset of interior PDFs for succeeding_patch (p⇤,0,±1 )
if isvalid( preceeding_patch ):
wait for the following DMAs to complete:
getting subset of halo lines for preceeding_patch (p0,±1,±1 )
streaming: p0,±1,±1 in preceeding_patch
if isvalid( succeeding_patch ):
DMAs: get subset of halo lines for succeeding_patch (p±1,0,±1 )
DMAs: get halo planes from neighbors Y± for suceeding_patch
DMAs: get halo planes from neighbors Z± for succeeding_patch
DMA: get supplemental data for succeeding_patch
DMA: get subset of interior PDFs for succeeding_patch (p0,±1,⇤ )
if isvalid( preceeding_patch ):
wait for the following DMAs to complete:
putting new macroscopic values from predecessor of preceeding_patch
getting former macroscopic values of preceeding_patch
getting last interior PDFs for preceeding_patch (p0,0,0 )
if isAﬀectedByOutflow( preceeding_patch ):
incorporate outflow boundary conditions
collision: compute new PDFs for preceeding_patch
DMAs: put all updated interior PDFs of preceeding_patch
if imminentOutput( preceeding_patch ) or isAﬀectedByOutflow( preceeding_patch ):
DMA: put updated macroscopic values from preceeding_patch
wait for the following DMAs to complete:
putting packed halo data from predecessor of preceeding_patch
pack exterior PDFs of preceeding_patch to serve as halos data for its neighbors
DMA: put packed halo data from preceeding_patch
preceeding_patch = succeeding_patch
succeeding_patch = get_index_by_atomic_add() # is invalid if done
wend
wait for any outstanding DMA, synchronize and wait for next iteration

Figure 4.4: Overlapping of DMA transfers and computation for one lattice Boltzmann time
step on an SPE. For patches that contain source or sink cells, additional kernels
are necessary to set the respective PDFs before streaming them.
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four SPUs per CPU. The best configuration achieves about 79 % of the limit found in
section 4.4 for the QS 20. Some favorable properties, however, apply only for the bandwidth
benchmarks:
1. All SPEs solely access local memory.
2. A permanently high number of large transfers is kept in flight, as the SPUs are not
busy with computation.
3. There are no intermingled read and write operations.
4. The whole data set is (quite) small.
Mixing read and write transfers, however, causes the memory bus to repeatedly switch
direction and consumes possible bandwidth[20]. The larger working set and less linear
access patterns of the LBM are probably another factor, as they cause more misses in
the Segment and Translation Lookaside Buffers of the MFCs. Tests with memory pages
of 16 MiB instead of only 4 KiB, which therefore require less table entries, support this
assumption: For a similar, but smaller channel geometry of 483 cells, this can increase
performance from 72 MLUP/s to 81 MLUP/s on a Playstation 3. This technique, however,
requires tedious setup and static reservation of a certain amount of main memory for such
huge pages, so that larger domains could not be tested.
The technical challenges for a NUMA-aware implementation are to allocate sub-sets of
data in a certain memory domain and to make sure that the threads acting on them spawn
and remain on a core, respectively SPE, nearby. Both depends on libraries and/or systemspecific behavior. As a simple alternative, data can be equally distributed to both memory
nodes with high granularity, typically by memory pages. On the average, every second
memory transfer is now to remote memory. Such an interleaving allocation can usually be
enforced by external tools or libraries, e.g. by the Linux tool numactrl and the associated
libnumactrl library. This method stresses the interconnect and does not scale well to more
memory domains, but does not even require recompilation and is robust against thread
migration.
Despite being a common benchmark, the CBEA implementation was actually designed
for more general geometries and therefore tested on the aneurysm geometry visualized in
figure 4.1. Its input data contains 250 × 250 × 220 voxels, about 2.5 % of which represent
fluid. Splitting the domain into patches of 83 cells yields 28672 patches, only 1388 of which
contain fluid cells. On average, 48 % of the remaining patches are fluid cells. The results
shown in table 4.3 confirm that effective FLUP rate roughly equals the LUP rate from
table 4.2 times average fluid fraction.
To estimate the success of our approach with respect to time-to-solution on a single system,
performance of the CBEA-optimized code is now compared with two other performanceoptimized implementations, one for box-shaped domains on graphics accelerators, the other
for complex and irregular domains on general purpose processors.
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Table 4.2: Performance of the optimized lattice Boltzmann solver for a 963 channel flow
in MLUP/s. For the Playstation 3, only the number of SPEs in use is varied.
For the QS 20 usage of only one processor and allocation of all data on its local
memory domain and with both CPUs with either interleaved or NUMA-aware
memory page allocation is shown. Adapted from Stürmer et al. [79, Table 3],
included in accordance with the author rights kindly granted by Elsevier [1].
CPUs
Memory
1 SPE/CPU
2 SPEs/CPU
3 SPEs/CPU
4 SPEs/CPU
5 SPEs/CPU
6 SPEs/CPU
7 SPEs/CPU
8 SPEs/CPU

Playstation 3
one
local

one
local

42
81
93
94
94
95
N/A
N/A

40
79
107
110
110
110
109
109

QS 20
both
both
interleaved NUMA-aware
73
129
156
166
171
174
174
173

70
136
189
204
199
205
200
200

Table 4.3: Performance of the optimized lattice Boltzmann solver for an aneurysm geometry (figure 4.1) in MFLUP/s. Adapted from Stürmer et al. [79, Table 4], included
in accordance with the author rights kindly granted by Elsevier [1].
1 SPE
Single Cell/B.E.
Dual Cell/B.E.

Playstation 3

QS 20

21.1
43.8
N/A

19.5
49.1
90.0
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One should refrain from over-interpreting these comparisons of different implementations
on different architectures for only two test scenarios. They can neither decide which platform nor which approach is superior. But by analyzing and comparing implementations,
the concepts they embody and the resulting performance, one can learn much about the
strengths and weaknesses of the platforms.
Utilization of graphics processing units for tasks previously earmarked for general purpose
processors (GPGPU computing) is now a common technique, but became popular only
after release of the Cell/B.E.. GPUs usually excel in memory bandwidth, but especially
the first architectures used for GPGPU seemed to be adapted only provisionary for nongraphics tasks. There were therefore severe restrictions on workload and memory access
patterns to exploit this potential. Because they span over multiple GPU generations, the
performance results from Habich et al. [35] are a fruitful source for comparison.
For a channel flow scenario with single precision, Habich et al. [35, Table 5] present FLUP
rates for an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX (release late 2007), an NVIDIA Tesla C1060
(release late 2008), and Tesla 2070C (mid 2011). The first has a peak memory bandwidth
of 86.4 GB/s and achieves about 172 MFLUP/s. With 102.4 MB/s, the Tesla 1060C has
only slightly more peak bandwidth than the 8800 GTX, but it achieves 384 MFLUP/s for
a 2003 domain. Besides having a higher instructions throughput, its memory subsystem is
much more flexible allowing to make better use of the bandwidth. The last platform, the
Tesla C2070, again brings only a moderate increase to 140 GB/s and focuses on improved
processing units and especially brings a two-level cache hierarchy, boosting performance to
nearly 646 MFLUP/s. Looking at the bandwidth-to-FLUP/s-ratio, GPGPUs have gained
by nearly a factor of three over time, but only the cache-based C2070 is able to outperform
CBEA in this perspective.
The International Lattice Boltzmann Development Consortium (LB-DC)[7] developed a
performance-optimized code for complex and irregular geometries, which uses 1-D lists to
store only fluid cells and encodes their adjacency explicitly. The LB-DC code was run for
the same aneurysm geometry on the following two platforms:
The first is an HP DL140G3 cluster node, housing two dual-core Intel Xeon 5160 processors
at 3.0 GHz. Both memory buses, each providing 10.6 GB/s of peak bandwidth, are accessed
through a common chip set. Preliminary tests using the STREAM benchmark achieved
between 6 and 7.5 GB/s in total. This processor brand was released mid 2006. The other
one is an NEC HPC-144 Rb-1 cluster node providing a NUMA topology made of two
quad-core Xeon 5560 processors at 2.8 GHz. Each memory bus has a theoretical peak of
32 GB/s. Preliminary STREAM tests achieved between 33 and 36 GB/s in total. This
processor is from early 2009. Using the full dual-socket node, the first platform achieves
21.1 MFLUP/s, the latter 100.9 MFLUP/s. From release dates and performance difference
an increase by a factor of roughly 1.7 per year can be deduced, which meets expectations.
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This chapter deals with the batch-OMP algorithm, a special formulation of orthogonal
matching pursuit[66] proposed by Rubinstein et al. [70], which will be introduced shortly.
It combines various operations from linear algebra and operates on quite small data sets
at a time. As we will see, its high locality can make even optimized implementation
compute bound. The discussion of an optimized implementation in C99 therefore gives
the opportunity to evaluate methods of performance analysis and potential of performance
prediction for this type of algorithms. A prior version of this code already served as
reference in Stürmer et al. [80], but minor improvements in source code and tuning of the
compilation process have been made in the meantime.
Then motivation, application and efficiency of optimization techniques are discussed on
the basis of a port for the Synergistic Processor elements, the accelerator cores of the Cell
Broadband Engine Architecture (CBEA). While being chosen to benefit architecture, they
would largely also benefit most microarchitectures as well. This port has an improved
detection of instabilities, but for the most part is identical to the codes used in Bartuschat
et al. [10] and, which already is slightly improved, in Stürmer et al. [80].
As a last variation, a port of batch-OMP for GPGPUs is outlined. Because contemporary
graphics card require a much higher degree of parallelism, finding a good formulation of
the algorithm requires changes on a more general level than for the CBEA. The same
implementation is already described in Stürmer et al. [80], but more focus is put on the
rationales of implementation details.
My central contribution to the three mentioned publications is the design and implementation of batch-OMP with high performance on the three platforms, except for a preliminary
implementation by Florian Rathgeber within a student project, and their analysis. Consequently, this chapter concentrates on the optimization and evaluation aspect and hardly
takes the application perspective.

5.1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit and its Batch Variant
A common task in image and signal processing is to represent or approximate a signal
x ∈ Rn as weighted combination of few so-called atoms, i.e. potential formings of a signal
given in a dictionary D ∈ Rn×m . Special cases of this problem are for instance discrete
Fourier or wavelet transforms, where m = n and the atoms in D form an orthogonal basis.
By exploiting such properties extraordinary efficient algorithms have been found, like the
Fast Fourier transform.
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In this section, we are seeking to solve a more general formulation of this problem, where
m  n and the atoms in D form an over-complete basis for Rn , so that
kx − Dγk2 ≤  while kγk0  m .

(5.1)

k · k0 here denotes the pseudo-norm counting non-zero entries. The resulting optimization
problem is to either find γ with minimal number of non-zero coefficients kγk0 so that an
accuracy limit  is achieved or to minimize the remaining error while kγk0 ≤ K. Natarajan
[60] proves that finding such a sparse approximate solution is NP-hard.
Consequently, such problems are usually only solved approximately by substantially faster
methods, one of them being the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP). It chooses atoms
greedily according to best correlation with the residue. A succeeding orthogonalization
ensures that the coefficients approximate the signal as good as possible with the current
set of basis functions. This section will especially deal with a variant of OMP tuned for
finding sparse representations for a large number of signals using the same dictionary,
the batch orthogonal matching pursuit (batch-OMP) proposed by Rubinstein et al. [70].
Presentation of the two algorithms and the notation largely follow that paper.
Output of the algorithm are a tuple of atom indices Ii whose size depends on the number
of atoms i that have been chosen, as well as the corresponding coefficients γi . Together,
they form the sparse vector γ in (5.1). 0 and 1 are used for vectors out of all zeroes or
ones, respectively, whose size must be derived from context. Column vectors in matrices
are referred to by indexed lower-case letters, for instance di is the ith column of D (an
atom). When using an index tuple Ii at matrices or vectors, the matrix or vector resulting
from gathering the respective column vectors or vector elements according to the index
sequence is meant. It is further assumed that the dictionary has been normalized, i.e.
(di )T di = 1.
A formulation of OMP is outlined in algorithm 1. The concrete stopping criterion is left
out, typically one would like to leave the loop when a norm of the residual drops below a
certain threshold, if a certain number of atoms has been chosen, or a combination of both
of them. As all atoms in D have been normalized, comparing (di )T r is sufficient to find
the atom having best correlation with the residue. Strictly speaking, arg maxk finds a set
which can contain more than a single element. This description of OMP remains valid
when adding multiple atoms per iteration, but an implementation is likely to implicitly
choose one per iteration – an assumption actually necessary in the following.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is often used to compute the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse (DIi )+ , which is very robust but computationally expensive. Due to the orthogonalization, atoms are (hopefully, as we will see) chosen linearly independent from those
previously chosen, so that DIi has full column rank. If this is the case,

−1
(DIi )+ = (DIi )T DIi
(DIi )T
(5.2)

holds and further (DIi )T DIi is symmetric positive
definite and can be efficiently factorized,

here using a Cholesky decomposition Li LTi . In fact, each iteration only adds one more
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5.2 Algorithmically Optimized Implementation in C99
Algorithm 1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)
Input: x, D (normalized atoms)
Output: i, Ii , γi {number, indices, and coefficients of chosen atoms}
1: i ← 0
2: I0 ← ( · ) {I0 is empty}
3: γ0 ← 0
4: r ← x {residue}
5: while ( stopping criteria not met ) do
6:
i ← i
+1

7:
Ii ← Ii−1 ; arg maxk (dk )T r
γi ← (DIi )+ x
9:
r ← x − DI i γ i
10: end while
8:

row to the previous Li−1 , so that using such a progressive Cholesky update is much cheaper
in terms of computations than an SVD or comparable algorithms.
Batch-OMP is figured in Algorithm 2. The Cholesky matrix is updated in lines 13 and
14. The matrix inversion herein as well as when applying the pseudo-inverse in line 17 are
actually computed using triangular solves.
The specific improvement in batch-OMP is to replace computation of the residual in each
loop iteration (line 9 in algorithm 1) by a simpler update of the correlation vector α
and the (square of the) residual norm . This comes at the cost of calculating the Gram
matrix G ∈ Rm×m in advance, making batch-OMP advantageous only when the same
dictionary is used for many signals. Batch-OMP is therefore appropriate for the construction of suitable dictionaries[4, 70] and further applications like image denoising[10], image
decomposition[76], or superresolution[30].
As already indicated, computation of the pseudo-inverse by means of a Cholesky decomposition requires every chosen atom to be linearly independent from the others. Given a
dictionary with pairwise independent atoms, this should only happen after choosing more
signals than necessary to represent the signal, because then α = 0. But in practice, finite
machine precision can equally lead to cases where identical or linearly dependent atoms
are chosen. These problems will manifest when choosing an atom a second time (line 11)
or if computing 1 − wT w ≤ 0 (line 14). As this indicates that round-off errors begin to
dominate the approximation error, the loop should be exited.

5.2 Algorithmically Optimized Implementation in C99
An efficient implementation of algorithm 2 in ANSI C99 can be found in listing A.1. This
source code contains various improvements of algorithm and data structures, which are
discussed in this section, before presenting alternatives and possible compile-time optimizations.
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Algorithm 2 Batch Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (batch-OMP)
Input: x, D {normalized}, G = DT D
Output: i, Ii , γi {number, indices, and coefficients of chosen atoms}, i {optional, square
of remaining error norm}
1: i ← 0
2: I0 ← ( · ) {I0 is empty}
3: γ0 ← 0
4: δ 0 ← 0
5: 0 ← xT x {square of error norm}
 
6: L1 ← 1
7: α0 ← D T x
8: α ← α0
9: while ( stopping criterion not met ) do
10:
i ← i
+1

11:
Ii ← Ii−1 ; k̂ ∈ arg maxk |αk |
12:
if i > 1 then

13:
w ← Li−1 −1 gk̂ I
i−1
"
#
Li−1
0
√
14:
Li ←
wT
1 − wT w
15:
end if
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
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−1 0
γi ← Li Li T
aIi
β ← GIi γi
α ← α0 − β
δ i ← γiT βIi
i ← i−1 − δ i + δ i−1
end while

5.2 Algorithmically Optimized Implementation in C99
Signal (signal), dictionary (dict) and Gram matrix (Gram) are passed along with their sizes
(signal_size and dict_size) as pointers to variable length arrays (VLAs). These multidimensional arrays whose extents are determined at run time are a language feature introduced
with C99. As stopping criteria, the target error norm (its square sqr_tolerance, to be exact) and the maximum number of atoms to be chosen (max_numatoms) are considered. The
caller must provide sufficient memory to hold the atom indices and coefficients found
(coeffs_idx_ret and coeffs_vals_ret). Eventually, returning the square of remaining error can
be requested by providing a pointer different from NULL in err_return. All pointers are qualified to be restrict, indicating “that all accesses to that object use, directly or indirectly, the
value of that particular pointer”[15]. Effectively, this guarantees that there is no aliasing,
which can prevent compilers from moving a store instruction through one pointer before a
load instruction through another one with respect to their original order in source code.
Within the function’s scope, VLAs are used to hold α0 (alpha_zero), β (beta), and to provide
enough space for the maximal extent of L (L), plus an array for the intermediate vector of
the triangular solves (chol_tmp). Instead of storing α, α0 − β is evaluated on-the-fly while
computing arg maxk (algorithm 2, line 11). The first evaluation of arg maxk is even moved
in front of the loop, allowing to leave beta uninitialized before it actually gets useful data
in line 18.

The right hand side gk̂ I
to update L is first collected in the ith row of L, which proved
i−1
to be slightly faster than gathering it on-the-fly. As L1,1 = 1, the first element is already
correct. During the remaining substitution, wT is successively computed in-place. Along
the way, 1 − wT w is accumulated. But as floating point divisions are substantially more
−0.5
costly than multiplications on basically all microarchitectures, its inverse 1 − wT w
is stored instead of the diagonal of L, so that later multiplications suffice in triangular
solves.
Not explicitly named in algorithm 2, the intermediate resulting from the forward substitution in line 17 is stored in chol_tmp. But as Li and a0Ii only grow by one row or element,
respectively, in each loop trip, this forward substitution merely adds one more useful element to chol_tmp, and all preceding substitutions are redundant and are dropped.
The forward substitution to enlarge L in line 13 and the backward substitution to complete
the orthogonalization in line 17 have a different update order: While the forward substitution computes one resulting coefficient by another, the backward substitution eliminates
all its contributions as soon as a new coefficient has been calculated. Both variants have
their advantages, and this combination was found to be the most efficient in the following
experiments.
Of course, an arbitrary number of variations to the source code can be conceived, but only
the following will be considered: While Gram is symmetric, Listing A.1 uses a row-major
layout for D. Computing α0 = DT x therefore resembles a series of dot products between
consecutive row vectors of DT , corresponding to column vectors of D, and x. When the
memory layout of D is changed to column major, which is equivalent to store DT instead,
computation of alpha_zero is more similar to a linear combination of contiguous column
vectors.
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In many applications, size of signals (or sub-signals) and dictionary are known at compile
time, so that arrays of fixed size can be used. As then the iteration count of many inner
loops is now fixed, a compiler can better rate the benefit of transformations, for instance
unrolling or SIMD vectorization, and tune for that case, for instance omit the cleanup code
if the unrolling factor divides the loop trip count.

5.3 Tuning and Analysis of High-Level Code on a General
Purpose Processor
The goal of this section is, given a certain target platform and compiler suite, to optimize
and assess the resulting performance with only minimally invasive changes to the source
code, mainly by tuning of the compilation process. In the following, the code is translated
through the GNU C Compiler (GCC) and run on a two-socket system containing two Intel
Xeon X5670 processors, each having six Westmere cores at 2.93 GHz. The more recent
compiler version 4.8.1 is tested as well as the slightly older system compiler of the Linux
environment (OpenSUSE 12.3, 64 bit) in version 4.7.3. Intel’s over-clocking technique
“Turbo Boost” is disabled for the tests, so that a fixed clock rate can be assumed.

5.3.1 Tuning, Compilation, and Coarse-Grained Measurement
Optionally, the code is augmented with directives to enforce or with hints that reassure a
certain alignment of data in memory. For global and local data (i.e. program or function
scope), desired alignment is indicated through a system of attributes, which is already
part of current C++11, but must be seen as a vendor-specific extension in the context of
C99. As arrays must be passed by pointers, such an attribute cannot be used – it would
indicate alignment of the temporary pointer, not the array it refers to. Instead, GCC uses
a pseudo-instruction that takes a pointer as argument and returns a pointer for which the
compiler can assume a minimal alignment. The following listing demonstrates how these
features were used to ensure zero-offset with respect to the SSE SIMD vector size of 16 B.
/* ... */
size_t batchOMP (
/* ... */
float const (* restrict signal )[ signal_size ] ,
/* ... */
) {
/* ... */
signal = _ _ b u i l t i n _ a s s u m e _ a l i g n e d ( signal , 16 );
/* ... */
float alpha_zero [ dict_size ] __attribute__ (( aligned ( 16 ) ));
/* ... */

The compiler is told to choose instructions and schedule them suitably for the target
platform (using the flags -mtune=corei7 and -march=corei7). As optimization levels,
-O3 and -Ofast are evaluated. All languages in the C-family require that precedence and
associativity of operators are honored when evaluating expressions (see especially 5.1.2.3
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and accompanying examples and annex F.8.2 in [15]), and a compiler is only allowed to
change the order of operations as long as the result is identical, which depends on round-off
errors, special behavior for not-a-number or infinity results, as well as the sign of the value
0. Even occurrence of traps, floating point exceptions or flags must be largely preserved (cf.
annex F.8.1 in [15]). Simplified, -Ofast enables all optimizations of -O3 and additionally
removes those requirements, allowing the compiler to assume commutative and associative
operations on true real numbers that neither trap nor result in special values.
A technique that is also evaluated is feedback-directed optimizations (FDO). In a first
step, the compiler adds code for instrumentation into program (flag -fprofile-generate).
When the program is run, it collects run time information and stores it persistently in
files. Only after that, the final program version is created using that information (flag
-fprofile-use). Such data can help to improve static branch prediction and choice and
tuning of loop transformations, for which otherwise heuristics need to be employed. The
“quality” of the training samples, of course, has substantial effect. In this case, a different
training set was used, but dictionary, signal size and target number of atoms were chosen
equal.
Like in Stürmer et al. [80], a signal size of 64 and a dictionary with 128 entries, the
atoms, are used. The run time per signal is visualized as a heat map in figure 5.1, which
varies compiler version, optimization levels, and array type, and also evaluates the benefit
of explicit alignment and feedback-directed optimization, and eventually examines the
influence of the dictionary’s memory layout. Such a parameter study finds an optimum
within a limited search space, and more generally allows to some degree to estimate the
effect and benefit of an approach or certain tuning parameters.
For instance, feedback-directed optimization seems to generally benefit performance except
for one pathological case, which is the combination of VLAs, alignment hints, and feedbackdirected optimization with the newer compiler version. Variable length arrays penalize
performance, but only to a similar degree as FDO benefits. Depending on setup, one or
the other compiler version is slightly better, with the already mentioned exception.
Explicit alignment seems to play only a minor role, but is mostly of advantage. As Linux
implements the System V Application Binary Interface, a 16 B alignment is used for local
and global arrays of at least that size and for VLAs [55] anyway. Following from the
requirements on malloc British Standards Institution [15] in the context of the ABI, this
also applies for dynamically allocated memory of more than 16 B. Consequently, relevant
offsets from the natural alignment can be determined at compile-time also without hints
except for data passed via pointers.
The row-major layout for dict is fast only in combination with -Ofast, where it allows to
encode a signal in only 10.3 µs for fixed size arrays and explicit alignment, which is faster
than any other combination. Remembering that the upper and lower half only differ by
which memory layout for dict is used during initialization, one can estimate how much the
row-major layout deteriorates performance at -O3.
For now it is, however, unclear whether even the fastest variant is “reasonably” fast, how
much improvement is feasible, how it can be achieved and if putting effort into it is worth-
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Figure 5.1: Time in µs required to find 16 atoms for a 64-element signal in a 128-atom dictionary depending on code variant, compiler flags and compiler version. The upper half uses a row-major memory layout for dict, while the lower uses columnmajor, and the left half shows results derived when using GCC 4.7.3, while the
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while. Batch-OMP comprises multiple sub-tasks, each having different characteristics and
asymptotic complexities with respect to signal size, dictionary size, and the number of
atoms that are chosen. The initialization phase is dominated by a sumptuous matrix vector product. For choosing each atom, alpha_zero —and from the second on also beta— must
be scanned for best correlation. The effort necessary to compute beta increases with each
atom added. And eventually, the work for the triangular solves increase quadratically with
the size of L. The measured run times are only superpositions of these effects for certain
setups.
Before trying to rate the performance, please note that the whole data set —including
Gram matrix, dictionary and temporaries— is about 100 KiB in size, so that it easily fits
into the 256 KiB of L2-cache each Westmere core owns. After initialization, which mainly
consists of a matrix vector product, the working set is reduced further so that only about
10 KiB remain. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that the code is primarily compute
bound, particularly after the initialization.
The basic approach of determining the compute limit in the balance and roofline model
consists of merely counting floating point operations. The following counts were found for
the code in listing A.1 when picking 16 atoms from a 128-entries dictionary for a 64-element
signal: 27184 additions or subtractions, respectively, 27537 multiplications, 2094 comparisons, and 15 square roots with succeeding divisions. A processor core can perform one
addition and one multiplication per cycle, either scalar or as SIMD operation. Continuing
this simple approach we obtain for single precision and a clock rate of 2.93 GHz
(27184+27537+2094+15+15) FLOP
10.3 µs

2.93 GHz · 2 FLOP

≈ 94 % scalar peak FLOP rate .

(5.3)

This corresponds to nearly 24 % assuming that all operations can be SIMD vectorized.
One can add some architectural knowledge, for instance that additions and comparisons
share the same issue port, and derive that at least 29278 cycles are necessary. This slightly
improves the ratios to more than 24 %, or 97 % if assuming only scalar operations. BatchOMP apparently has portions that are trivial to vectorize. Other parts, however, have
inherently scalar operations, for instance the triangular solves, or a determining arg maxk .
As long as the scalar portion has not been quantified, it cannot be decided if performance
is close to peak or does not even reach a quarter of it.

5.3.2 Fine-Grained Measurement and Analysis
This great realm of uncertainty can only be confined by fine-grained measurements and
analysis, which are complex and technically challenging: The 10.3 µs mentioned earlier
correspond to only about 30, 000 cycles, which suffice for initialization and to determine
sixteen atoms. Thus even a coarse splitting leaves only a few hundred cycles for each subtask. For reference, Int [47] estimates DRAM latency on a similar Xeon X5500 as about
50 ns or 150 cycles. As it proved to be the most accurate and least intrusive approach, the
code was manually instrumented with inline assembly to query the internal Time Stamp
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Counter of the processor according to Paoloni [65]. This method adds only a fistful of
instructions to the code and involves very few memory references per measured region to
collect data in a small buffer.
Breaking up the fastest case in figure 5.1, about 12 % is spent in the matrix vector product
to compute alpha_zero during initialization, 34 % in finding arg max, 31 % in the matrix
sparse vector products to update beta, and 21 % in orthogonalization including update of
the Cholesky triangle. As the share of each part varies with different target number of
atoms —for instance by using an error threshold, size of signal and dictionary— none of
them can be generally neglected, except for perhaps computing and updating the error
measure, which always takes less than 3 % of total time.
The following tools and documents are essential for basically all subsequent investigations:
Besides deriving the plain assembly language code from GCC, the -Wa option allows to
pass additional flags to the GNU Assembler (GAS) so that an assembly listing which is
annotated the originating source code can be obtained. Code transformations —especially
code versioning and loop unrolling— can produce long and ramified listings, so that identifying instruction sequences corresponding to a certain operation in source code is close
to impracticability without such guidance.
The Intel Architecture Code Analyzer (IACA)[45] is a combination of header file and executable tool: Loops of interest are marked in the program source by preprocessor macros
that are eventually resolved in an inline assembly block with particular instruction sequences. These markers enable the accompanying program to identify and analyze these
regions after the binary is compiled straightforwardly. To still produce a working binary
and keep the compiler from “moving” instructions over the marker block, its definition
contains a so-called clobber list that informs the compiler about affected registers that it
may have arbitrary effects on memory contents. On the downside, this sometimes results
in substantially different assembler code to be generated. As a workaround, one can insert
the marker sequences into the original assembler output by hand before generating an object file. Although the resulting object code is likely to be flawed and cannot be run, the
static analysis becomes more reliable.
Likwid[87] is a collection of Linux tools and a library to evaluate hardware performance
counters with low overhead and without patching the Linux kernel. It allows to either
collect performance events of unmodified binaries when launched through a wrapper script
or to augment programs to allow for flexible and fine-grained measurements of arbitrary
code regions.
The Nehalem microarchitecture and its minor upgrade Westmere are well described in Int
[47], where also instruction latencies and information on execution units and their issue
ports are given. Very detailed information, for instance on the out-of-order core, can
also be found in Hennessy and Patterson [39], which uses the Nehalem microarchitecture
regularly as real-world example. Especially helpful are also the instruction tables provided
by Fog [28], which give a clear reference on instruction latencies and issuing for many
implementations of the Intel64and IA-32 instruction sets.
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Analysis of the Matrix Vector Products
The run time of the initial matrix vector product to compute alpha_zero like in listing
A.1 is depicted in figure 5.2. For D in row major duration of this operation varies heavily
from 1.3 to 8.6 µs, and less for D in column major from 1.9 to 2.7 µs.
Row major layout for dict: Without looking at specific implementations and the memory
layout, the following upper bounds can be found by looking at generic memory and floatingpoint operations. All dict and signal must be loaded and alpha_zero written at least once,
resulting in a minimum of 128 · 64 + 64 = 8256 respectively 128 values. Assuming 16 B
vector loads, where each can fetch four numbers at a time, a strict lower bound for run
time of about 704 µs can be derived, and when restricting to scalar load operations still
2.8 µs. Less constraining but equally unavoidable are 128 × 64 = 8192 multiplications and
128 × 63 = 8064 additions.
Before looking at the assembler level, let us imagine a direct translation of the source code
for the row major variant: Each iteration of the inner loop will read two scalar values
and perform one addition and multiplication – the resulting 128 · 64 · 2 loads will take at
least 5.6 µs. If SIMD loads are possible, only 1.4 µs are minimum. But even worse, each
addition is dependent on the preceding loop iteration, so that such a dot product takes at
least 63 × 3 cycles. Assuming for now that operations from different outer loop iterations
cannot be overlapped, this results in an execution time of 8.3 µs.
As analyzing the assembler is very laborious, one could be tempted to be comfortable with
the similarity of these numbers to the fastest and slowest variants in the upper half of
figure 5.2. But as we will see, the similarity is only accidental in one case.
For -O3, the original summation order must not be changed, and without FDO loops are
generated similar to the previous paragraph, but vectorized and, where necessary, with a
succeeding cleanup part. In principle, speculation can overlap multiple iterations of the
outer loop as those are completely independent, but apparently it hardly does. Limiting
factors are the maximal number of 128 µops in-flight [47], the great number of conditional
branches that must be speculated on, and the fact that termination of the inner loop is likely
to be mispredicted. FDO merely unrolls the inner loop eight times, which substantially
reduces loop control and branches, which seems to already improve this. But even with
perfect speculation these variant cannot perform better than the already derived 5.6 µs.
-Ofast allows to change the summation order, so that partial sums can be computed in a
SIMD manner. All variants only vectorize the inner loop and accumulate on a single SIMD
register, whose elements must be eventually summed up. The most remarkable approach
is taken in the four fastest variants. As the signal is known to be 128 elements in size, 120
of them are persistently held in 14 vector registers. The remaining two registers are used
for multiplication and accumulation. Each dot product consequently requires 16 naturally
aligned vector loads from the dictionary plus two from the remaining signal, allowing it to
surpass the bound of 1.4 µs.
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Figure 5.2: Time in µs required to compute α0 ← DT x. The structure of the heat map is
analog to figure 5.1.
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As only a single register is used for accumulation, latencies along this critical path are
added. But by also fully unrolling the inner loop, i.e. a whole dot product, iterations of
the remaining outer loop can be overlapped to a major extent by the out-of-order logic,
so that the whole operation does not take substantially less than the 2 µs that result from
adding up each dot product’s duration naively. GCC 4.8.1 uses a similar technique for
default alignment, which therefore outperforms the older compiler.
Striking is the degradation in performance for the combination of GCC 4.8.1 with -Ofast,
default alignment and VLAs. Inexplicably, the single pass variant refers to the stack for
both arrays’ addresses in each loop iteration, causing the number of memory operations to
double. Switching to FDO, these addresses are kept in register, but now the check of the
loop counter refers to memory.
Column major layout for dict: The alternative column major layout for the dictionary
computes alpha_zero more as a linear combination of scaled vectors. The resulting performance is visualized in the lower half of figure 5.2. The major advantage of this approach
is that all iterations of the inner loop are now independent and trivial to vectorize –
confirmed by the fact that all variants fall below the bound for scalar memory access of
2.8 µs.
Addition of one more vector requires reading of one atom from dict and whole alpha_zero,
plus storage of the updated alpha_zero, except for the initialization of alpha_zero when only
an atom is scaled. For the test setup, these assumptions results in 4128 vector loads and
2048 vector stores, so that the former implies a run time of at least 1.4 µs.
The worse timings of GCC 4.8.1 for most VLA configurations stem from the fact that it
holds the loop limit not in a register, but refers to the stack, so that the number of memory
references per vectorized loop iteration increases from 3 to 4. With FDO, the inner loop
is indeed unrolled, but the many exit checks still access the stack. For default alignment,
the code differs greatly, and in particular all relevant data is kept in registers. Using FDO
for fixed size arrays, the inner loop is fully unrolled just like in the other variants, so that
they all are nearly equally fast.
Computation of beta: The matrix sparse vector product to compute β is very similar
to the second version of the initial matrix vector product. The measurements of this
operation with i = 16 are depicted in figure 5.3. As the whole task is independent from
the memory layout of dict, the respective measurements have been combined in the same
cell. Although the benefit of FDO is proportionally greater, the general features resemble
the column-major computation of β in quality. This includes the trend of GCC 4.8.1 to
fetch operands from memory instead of spilling registers onto the stack that are currently
not necessary.
Not surprisingly, the arrangement of dict usually influences performance only in a range
that can be contributed to fluctuations in measurement and minuscule differences in code
generation. The single exceptions to this results from the combination of -Ofast with
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Figure 5.3: Time in µs required to compute β ← GIi γi for i = 16 (after finding the 16th
atom). As the the storage order of dict should not affect this computation, the
resulting measurements have been collected in a cell, with the results of the
binaries using row major storage are on top. Otherwise, the structure is analog
to one half of figure 5.1.
explicit alignment, direct code generation and VLAs (top right of figure). The reason is
not obvious and cannot be seen immediately in source or assembler code. One needs to
consider that Intel64 instructions are encoded with variable length. Unless enforced, the
alignment of an instruction depends on the preceding instructions. Therefore performance
can be altered by small changes, like addition of statements or functions in source code,
linkage with libraries, or even the choice of other registers because accessing registers
introduced with Intel64 requires an additional prefix in front of the respective instruction.
Such effects of instruction alignment have also been described by Moseley et al. [59].
Especially the position of jump targets can have great impact on performance, for instance
during instruction fetch and decoding, and through the branch predictor [47]. Enforcing a
certain alignment, however, usually involves insertion of NOP (“no operation”) instructions
which consume memory, instruction cache and decoding resources. Both GCC variants
consider this optimization starting from -O2 (or if explicitly instructed to), while internal
parameters prevent alignment for jumps that are improbable to benefit, for instance in
loops with low known or estimated trip count.
For most variants without FDO, alignment is not enforced and result incidentally from
the preceding instructions. Making the compiler treat a loop as hot, for instance locally
by means of the __builtin_assume pseudo-instruction, or globally through the parameters
align-loop-iterations or align-threshold it yields the same performance, irrespective of
the memory layout of the seemingly unrelated dict.
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(a) Time in µs required to compute β ← GIi γi after having found 1 . . . 63 atoms
as well as computation of α0 = DT x with column-major layout for dict. The
first is a variant with direct code generation and enforced 16 B alignment (GCC
4.7.3, -Ofast, and fixed size arrays). For the following feedback directed optimized
variants, also performance with alignment at cache line boundaries (64 B) and
additionally with all hardware prefetchers disabled are included.
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Figure 5.4: Analysis of matrix sparse vector and matrix-dense vector products.
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By again counting memory operations, a minimal execution time of 0.34 µs is found, and
the fastest measurements get closer to that estimate than the matrix vector product for
alpha_zero in the initialization. To investigate this effect further, the time for each computation of beta up to i = 63 has been measured along the initial column-major matrix vector
product for alpha_zero, which corresponds to combining 64 vectors. The resulting performance is shown in figure 5.4(a). Without FDO, performance scales linearly even including
the computation of alpha_zero. The FDO variant is even faster at first, but switches to a
similar scaling behavior after having chosen about 32 atoms. As at this point the required
portion of the Gram matrix alone fills half of the L1 data cache and additionally larger
portions of L are accessed, this is probably related to this. Computing α0 is faster than
that, but not as fast as an extrapolation from the first about 30 values.
Results for a variant whose data alignment is enforced to cache lines boundaries, i.e. to
64 B instead of only 16 B, is included in the graphs. Its performance is measured with all
hardware prefetchers of the processor disabled and in a default configuration. The induced
data transfer between L1 data and unified L2 cache as reported by likwid is shown in figure
5.4(b).
These results confirm that the second level cache is accessed increasingly after having
chosen about 15 atoms, and transfer increases linearly after about 30 atoms. It can also
be seen that parts of this transfer are caused by missing alignment of Gram matrix rows
with cache lines —as every array line is a multiple of cache lines, all of them have the
same offset— and partially by the hardware prefetchers. The increase in cache traffic and
the performance deterioration, however, do not coincide. Two causes or a combination
of them are thinkable: The dynamic scheduler dispatches instructions optimistically in
the assumption that data is at L1D, and has to discard and re-execute them in case of a
miss. An increased number of misses in L1D therefore increases the internal instruction
throughput. Second, the L1D cache is single-ported, so that filling and eviction of data
steal bandwidth from the processor.
The non-FDO variant seems to be largely immune to this, indicating that their instruction
sequence is throughput limited. Although the same memory accesses and computations
are performed in the same order, FDO results in a more efficient instruction sequence.

Scan for arg max
The time required to scan α0 and β for the next atom to be added is visualized in figure 5.5.
The initial scan which can ignore β is deliberately omitted, as is conceptually similar.
Every loop iteration must make sure that the currently largest element and its index are
maintained, and the critical path is therefore along this comparison and the dependent
update of the largest value. The performance of the single-pass translates can be easily
understood when looking at the corresponding assembler sequences generated by GCC
4.8.1:
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Figure 5.5: Time in µs required to find k̂ ∈ arg maxk α0k − βk , which is required for determining finding the atom that has best correlation with the residual. Finding
the first atom is omitted, as scanning α0 is sufficient there. The structure of
the heat maps is analog to figure 5.1.
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. L70 :
movss
(% rdx ,% rax ,4) , % xmm0
subss
(% r12 ,% rax ,4) , % xmm0
andps
% xmm3 , % xmm0
ucomiss % xmm1 , % xmm0
maxss
% xmm1 , % xmm0
cmova
% rax , % r9
addq
$1 , % rax
cmpq
% r14 , % rax
movaps % xmm0 , % xmm1
jne . L70

Assembler generated for -O3.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

. L104 :
movss
subss
andps
comiss
maxss
cmova
addq
cmpq

(% rsi ,% rdx ,4) , % xmm1
(% r15 ,% rdx ,4) , % xmm1
% xmm3 , % xmm1
% xmm2 , % xmm1
% xmm1 , % xmm2
% rdx , % rcx
$1 , % rdx
% r13 , % rdx

10
11

jne . L104

Assembler generated for -Ofast.

lines 2-4: Both versions start by loading the scalar value of alpha_zero[ i ], subtracting
beta[ i ] from it, and eventually removing the sign with a bit operation.
line 5: A flag register is set according to the comparison between currently largest absolute value and new candidate. The comiss and ucomiss instruction differ only in their
treatment of not-a-number values.
line 6: The currently largest value is updated, which happens independent of the previous
comparison using the maxss instruction, which sets its second argument to the maximum of both. Please note the different order of operands due to the specific behavior
or maxss in presence of special values. The implementation shown in listing A.1 takes
the candidate value whenever it evaluates to greater than the currently largest one.
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This greater-than comparison will evaluate to false for either being a NaN (or both being ±0, which cannot occur in the specific case). maxss, however, replaces the second
with its first argument in these cases. It therefore implements b = ( a < b ) ? b : a;
instead of b = ( a > b ) ? a : b;.
line 7: C onditionally mov e the loop counter to overwrite the index of the previously largest
element if the candidate value compared above the previously largest value in line 5.
line 8-9: Increment loop counter and compare it with the size of the dictionary.
line 10: For -O3, the swapped operands in line 6 caused the register holding the new
candidate to be updated, not the previously largest value, which must be made up
for.
line 11: Loop back if comparison in line 9 evaluated to not equal.
For the clearly faster -Ofast, the critical operation is maxss with a latency of 3 clock
cycles, for -O3 the intermediate movaps will consume another cycle. But unfortunately,
maxss and the preceding comiss or ucomiss share the same issue port on Westmere, and —
as they are dependent on the same preceding maxss or movaps instruction— both become
dispatchable in the very same clock cycle. In principle, the out-of-order core is free to
dispatch the maxss operation before (u)comiss as the write-after-read dependency on %xmm1 in
the assembly listing is automatically resolved by the way register renaming is implemented
in the processor, but apparently it does not. Therefore, the effective optimum to complete
the loop is not 127 · 3/2.93 GHz ≈ 0.130 µs, but 127 · 4/2.93 GHz ≈ 0.173 µs for -Ofast and only
127 · 5/2.93 GHz ≈ 0.217 µs for -O3.

With feedback-directed optimization the loop is always unrolled, but with varying degrees
of success. For -O3, this enables the compiler to avoid most of the register moves (movaps):
While the currently largest index must be brought into the same register between every
loop trip of a simple loop, an unrolled variant can use different operand registers in every
unrolled iteration as long as it eventually ends up in the designated register. Benefit of this
transformation, however, varies and usually results in performance somewhere between the
better -Ofast and worse -O3 variants without FDO.

Of course, the long chain of dependent operations can be broken while ensuring the same
result. Having maxima m1 and m2 and corresponding indices i1 and i2 of two arbitrary
sub-sets, they can be fused according to
m1∪2 =max (m1 ; m2 )

i
: m1 > m2

 1
i2
: m1 < m2
i1∪2 =

 min (i ; i ) : m1 = m2
1 2

(5.4)

This approach is used in section 5.4.2 when manually porting batch-OMP to the Cell
Broadband Engine Architecture. A hurdle to utilize this approach in this context is the
different size of float (4 B) and size_t (8 B), but very clever compilers could use versioning
to make an optimized variant that temporarily uses smaller indices.
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Backward Substitution in Triangular Solve
The remaining tasks of interest are the different triangular solves required to orthogonalize
coeff_vals_ret with respect to the dictionary. For the sake of convenience, the analysis is
restricted to the backward substitution, which represents the last step of orthogonalization.
A copy of the result from the forward substitution, which degenerates to computing an additional coefficient, is assumed to be ready for successive transformation in coeff_vals_ret.
A heat-map which accumulates all backward substitutions for i = 1 . . . 16 for each variant
is found in figure 5.6(a), and selected measurements depending on the effective size of L
are detailed in figure 5.6(b).
All compiled variants contain a vectorized version for the eliminations, but the approaches
differ in detail depending on compiler and setup, for which only some of them will be
analyzed below. Explicit alignment leads to better performance, as it enables naturally
aligned vector loads and stores from coeff_vals_ret right away. Otherwise additional code to
check for and process unaligned elements must be placed in front. As L is a VLA whose size
depends on the maximum number of atoms to be chosen, memory alignment can change
from row to row and can only be derived at run time, so that its data is fetched unaligned
anyway. Similar to the heat map for computing β in 5.2, the worst performance of 1.02 µs
is an artifact caused by instruction alignment. It can be eliminated, e.g., by reducing
GCC’s internal parameter align-threshold during compilation.
From a more abstract point of view, the work necessary for a substitution can be described
as
i−1
X
Wi = wc + (i − 1) wl +
(j) we ,
(5.5)
j=0

where we represents the work for a multiply-subtract operation during elimination, and wl
accounts for the multiplication with the reciprocal of the diagonal element plus overhead
of processing a line, for instance branch mispredictions. wc represents constant work that
can be attributed to setting up and leaving the outer loop. Please remember that L1,1 = 1,
otherwise one more wl is required.
This equation implies quadratic growth of work, but in fact figure 5.6(b) roughly exposes
linear increase in run time. Counting floating-point operations, all substitutions to the
16th atom together require not more than 680 additions and 800 multiplications, resulting
in only about 2 GFLOP/s for even the fastest combination.
To verify (5.5), experiments with larger triangular matrices L are necessary, for which
the respective code portions were extracted and measured separately. The resulting run
times for equivalent build configurations are visualized in figure 5.8(a), where eventually a
quadratic behavior emerges. As already indicated, all variants spend most of their time in
largely equivalent vectorized loops, and mainly differ in amount and purpose of additional
code. Consequently, the four samples keep their order in terms of performance, but their
distance is hardly increasing with larger triangles.
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(a) Time in clock cycles and ns required for backward substitutions with L being a
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(b) Time in clock cycles and ns required for backward substitutions with L being
a 16 × 16 array during batch-OMP for selected variants that have been compiled
using GCC 4.7.3.

Figure 5.6: Runtime of the backward substitution within during batch-OMP for a maximum of 16 atoms.
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Intel(R) Architecture Code Analyzer Version - 2.0.1
Analyzed File - 473_backw_FSA_Ofast_aligned.o
Binary Format - 64Bit
Architecture Throughput Analysis Report
-------------------------Block Throughput: 2.70 Cycles
Throughput Bottleneck: InterIteration
Port Binding In Cycles Per Iteration:
------------------------------------------------------------------------| Port | 0
- DV | 1
| 2
- D
| 3
- D
| 4
| 5
|
------------------------------------------------------------------------| Cycles | 1.3
0.0 | 1.3 | 2.0
2.0 | 1.0
0.0 | 1.0 | 2.4 |
------------------------------------------------------------------------N
D
F
*
^
#
@
!

-

port number or number of cycles resource conflict caused delay, DV - Divider pipe (on port 0)
Data fetch pipe (on ports 2 and 3), CP - on a critical path
Macro Fusion with the previous instruction occurred
instruction micro-ops not bound to a port
Micro Fusion happened
ESP Tracking sync uop was issued
SSE instruction followed an AVX256 instruction, dozens of cycles penalty is expected
instruction not supported, was not accounted in Analysis

| Num Of |
Ports pressure in cycles
|
|
| Uops | 0 - DV | 1 | 2 - D | 3 - D | 4 | 5 |
|
--------------------------------------------------------------------|
1
|
|
| 1.0
1.0 |
|
|
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|
1
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|
|
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|
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|
|
| 0.9 | CP |
|
1
|
|
|
|
|
| 1.0 |
|
|
0F
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

movups xmm1, xmmword ptr [rbx+rdx*1]
add rcx, 0x1
movaps xmm0, xmmword ptr [rsi+rdx*1]
mulps xmm1, xmm3
subps xmm0, xmm1
movaps xmmword ptr [rsi+rdx*1], xmm0
add rdx, 0x10
cmp r14, rcx
jnbe 0xffffffffffffffd9

Figure 5.7: Inner elimination loop of backward substitution (GCC 4.7.3, explicit alignment,
-Ofast, fixed size arrays) examined using the Intel Architecture Code Analyzer.
Using a least-square regression on the full range of the fastest variant without FDO, the
run time for each work unit computes as te = 1.00 cycles, tl = 55.4 cycles, and tc =
−2298 cycles (sic!). The vectorized elimination loop, which is followed by a scalar cleanup
loop, was analyzed with the help of IACA, whose output is show in figure 5.7. It computes
an optimal trip duration of 2.7 cycles, which allows for an optimal te of ∼ 0.675 cycles. As
the vectorized and scalar loop must be left, the instruction sequence is likely to cause at
least two mispredictions, each of which will be around 20 cycles [47]. tl therefore seems
about correct. But obviously the negative constant offset hardly makes sense.
Being suspect of cache effects that “skew” the graph, the data transfers between L1D,
L2 and L3 cache were measured using likwid and visualized in figure 5.8(b). Without
correlating it with code performance, the matching lines indicate that transfer between
L1D and L2 cache is not affected by the responsible circuit, the Data Cache Unit (DCU)
prefetcher. This basically complies with the description in [47] which notes that this
prefetcher will not be in effect for contiguous store streams as well as high bus loads. The
Data Prefetch Logic, however, which handles prefetch to level 2, kicks in very early and
—as all but one core and therefore the whole third-level cache are idle— eagerly transfers
huge amounts of data, probably including the upper triangle of L that is never used.
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Despite various influences on the backward substitution could be identified or excluded,
the attempt to understand or model performance of this operation remains unsatisfactory.
For small L, performance grows nearly linearly, indicating that most of the increasing work
can be overlapped with misprediction penalties and linearly growing operations. Only for
problems that are unusually large for most typical applications of batch-OMP performance
becomes more comprehensible, but still matches prediction only coarsely. When more than
a single processor core are competing for access to the last-level cache in productive runs,
it is likely to complicate things even more.

5.3.3 Wrap-Up
Along this analysis many techniques to analyze software performance were demonstrated:
manual and software-assisted static code analysis, creation of performance models and
matching them with measurements, and the utilization of hardware performance monitoring. But it also emphasized how difficult prediction or understanding of run time behavior
can be, especially when starting out with high-level code that is mainly bounded by instruction throughput and runs on a sophisticated out-of-order processor. Simple heuristics like
counting FLOPs can at best provide coarse estimates. If also branches that cannot be predicted or “learned” by a branch prediction unit come in, it can impose nearly impregnable
obstacles to make forecasts.
Summarizing the important components of batch-OMP again, the multiplications of matrix
and vector, dense as well as sparse, generally achieve good performance when the matrix’
columns are stored contiguously. These computations are hardly affected by VLAs and
can be expected to scale as long as the resulting vector can be held in the upper regions of
the memory hierarchy. If this does not apply anymore —or if one would like to harvest the
remaining potential— tiling the loop so that multiple columns of the matrix are accumulated concurrently could benefit performance, as is done in section 5.4.2. The row-major
storage of dict proved advantageous only in specific cases, where it enabled the compiler
to keep most repeatedly used operands in the register file, but requires fixed arrays sizes
and does not scale.
The scan for arg max has potential for improvements, but vectorization must probably
be done using assembly language or intrinsics. Considering the necessary vector operations (load, integral addition, comparison, two blend operations), which can only partially
be dispatched concurrently, approaching roughly one cycle per source code loop iteration
seems to be a lower limit. Only using scalar operations to process multiple subsets concurrently can probably provide only few benefit. As a substantial number of µops is required,
each comparison-and-update will take not less than about 3 cycles, opposed to currently
4 cycles achieved by optimal combinations.
For the test setup, improvements of the backward substitutions are difficult to achieve. For
small triangular matrices, run time consists largely of misprediction penalties. An option
seems to fully unroll the first few iterations of the outer loop and all involved iterations of
the inner. This allows to processing small L without mispredictions at the cost of bloated
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(a) Time in µs required for backward substitutions for the same compilation parameters as in figure 5.6(b).
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(b) Cache transfer as measured by likwid in MiB which is induced by backward
substitutions, where hardware prefetchers are all enabled or disabled.

Figure 5.8: Analysis of backward substitution by a separate program using L being a 512 ×
512 array for selected code variants.
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instruction code. In contrast to improving the arg max scan, however, this seems to be
doable even manually in plain C without language extensions.

5.4 Adapting and Porting Batch-OMP to the Cell Broadband
Engine Architecture
The Xeon processors used in the last section are descendants of a long-lived processor
family eventually originating from Intel’s 8086 chip released in 1976. Even if usage of the
64 bit instruction set with a variety of extensions usually delivers better performance, a
large user basis expects every processor generation to at least compete or better outperform
its predecessors when executing binaries with a broad spectrum of workloads that could
have targeted the Intel 80386 processor from 1985.
Looking at the raw numbers, a peak performance of 204.8 GFLOP/s in single precision and
a memory bandwidth of 25.6 GB/s of a Cell/B.E. from 2006 seems to be quite competitive
with the Xeon X5670 from 2011, which provides 141 GFLOP/s and 32 GB/s. But the
Cell processor is built upon another philosophy. Its hybrid architecture that uses a novel
instruction set for all but one of its nine cores and requires a unique programming paradigm
aims to provide outstanding performance only to code that has been tailored to suit its
needs.
As will be demonstrated at the end of this section, mere recompilation of generic highlevel code is likely to result in disappointing performance. This can be attributed to a
minor degree to the immature compilers, that never got time and resources to evolve
before the CBEA was discontinued. The major factor, however, are the specifics of the
Synergistic Processor Elements (SPUs), that demand for more fundamental interventions.
The following discussion of a highly tuned implementation of batch-OMP for SPUs will
carve out their necessities and demonstrate how they can be satisfied.

5.4.1 Relevant Architectural Cornerstones
Before going into detail, let us recapitulate the relevant features of the actual compute
core of an SPU, the Synergistic Execution Unit (SXU). It is SIMD-oriented through and
through, providing a unified register set of 128 128 bit SIMD registers and naturally aligned
loads and stores of full 16 B as only means to access operands in the local storage. Basically
all operations are vertical SIMD operations, i.e. that the nth element of a resulting register
depends on the very same elements in the source registers. Inherently scalar operands,
like addresses or a number for common shift operations, are expected to reside in the first
32 bit.
The primary means to combine or rearrange data in registers are rotate and shift operations, the select bit and shuffle instructions, as well as supplemental functions to generate
select and shuffle masks. The select bit operation combines its resulting registers by bit-wise
choosing from two source registers according to a third operand register, and is detailed
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in figure 4.3 together with instructions for so-called quad-word rotate of the whole register
and for select mask generation. The shuffle operation allows to byte-wise combine the
contents of two source registers (and additionally a few predefined bit patterns) according
to a third register. Supplemental instructions to generate shuffle masks for some common
operations are available.
An in-order dual-issue logic drives two execution pipelines. As a rule of thumb, the so-called
even pipeline is responsible for all vertical operations, including element-wise shift and
rotate operations. The odd pipeline handles all memory operations, jumps and branches,
mask generation and all operations crossing element boundaries. It is also responsible for
channel operations necessary to access main memory and other cores. Dual issue is only
possible if the instructions in a pair are both executable and independent of each other,
suitably aligned in local storage, and the first of them goes to the even and the later to
the odd pipeline.
SXUs have no dynamic branch prediction at all. IBM [44] states that a “branch hint
should precede the branch by at least eleven cycles plus four instruction-pairs’ and that
every jump or branch that is not predicted correctly and early enough “incurs a penalty
of 18 to 19 cycles”. As only a single hint can be active at a time, this becomes difficult
between closely spaced branches or jumps.

5.4.2 Implementation
The combination of pure SIMD processing, hard alignment restrictions, and sensitivity to
instruction latencies and branches makes it difficult to port algorithms with such frequent
variations as batch-OMP to the CBEA. To relieve this task somewhat, size of signal and
dictionary are each restricted to multiples of 8 and fixed at compile time. Similarly, the
adapted data structures to represent L are allocated statically and therefore impose a fixed
upper limit. Eventually, code and working set must fit in the 256 KiB of local storage.
Except for the computation of α0 , all kernels are implemented using intrinsics.
As the atom indices also serve in address calculations, they are stored in separate 16 B
blocks during the whole computation and only compressed when the computation is finished. As a safety measure, the Gram matrix is padded with a row of zeroes, and the index
storage is initialized to point there. Some operations will use these indices to gather rows
from G in chunks of four to fill a whole vector register. In these cases, the operation is
well-defined and will collect a 0. For reasons not worth elaborating on in this context, this
is actually not necessary on both implementations of CBEA in existence.
Matrix Vector Products
The dictionary D ∈ Rn×m is given in a row-major format, so that the initial matrix
vector product α0 = DT x resembles the computation of many dot products. The
respective kernel has been manually written in SPU assembly language.
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Its outer loop computes eight successive elements from α0 at a time and hereby processes
eight rows of D. The inner loop is laid out as a software pipeline, operating on blocks of
8 × 8 coefficients in D per trip. In addition to the inner loop body, a prologue is required
as well as an epilogue that completes the computation and rearranges the resulting dot
products for consecutive storage.
The prologue does not only prepare the inner loop counter, but already zeroes eight
registers to serve for accumulation and loads the first 16 B chunk of x as well as the first
chunk from all eight rows in D. It also already hints the branch at the end of the inner
loop. The inner loop has two similar halves, each loading new data from D and α0 like
the prologue while processing the operands that have arrived meanwhile. The second half
of the last loop trip will load data that is not used anymore, but accesses to LS cannot fail
and are generally not more expensive than leaving the odd pipeline idle. As neither load
nor fused-multiply-add operations change the association of data with its default slot in
a vector register, eight vector registers containing four partial dot products remain when
the inner loop terminates. The epilogue hints the backward jump of the outer loop and
accumulates the partial sums by SIMD additions while rearranging them through a clever
combination of select bit and shuffle operations, as these two go to different pipelines.
Update of the outer loop counter and address offsets occurs while waiting for the last
accumulations to complete.
Changing associativity to compute the dot product in a SIMD manner was already demonstrated in 5.3.2 by more recent compilers on Intel64. Starting out from the high-level implementation, however, this manual implementation applies a combination of strip mining,
loop interchange, loop unrolling, SIMD vectorization, and software pipelining to evade various problems: As scalar operations must be emulated, they incur much higher penalty than
on other microarchitectures. Software pipelining mainly aims to enable dual-issue for the
whole inner loop body, and unrolling over multiple rows of D reduces the number of times
x is read while covering the memory latencies of load operations and by the way reducing
loop overhead. By processing multiple rows concurrently, there is also enough parallelism
in the epilogue to efficiently accumulate the partial sums of the dot products. Eventually, the long inner loop body and prologue allow for timely hinting. On the down-side,
dictionary as well as signal size are restricted to multiples of eight.
The matrix sparse vector product to compute β is a somewhat simpler operation and
trivial to SIMD-vectorize. Since an SPU supports only a single 16 B memory operation per
cycle but can compute a SIMD fused-multiply-add just as fast, adding only a single scaled
row at a time is heavily bounded by the former. This can be mitigated by concurrently
accumulating multiple rows from G, just like the previous dense product. As far as possible,
the implementation processes four of them at a time, which fits the number of coefficients in
a single 16 B block from γi . The inner loop contains a heavily unrolled part (32 coefficients
in eight SIMD vectors at a time) and an optional cleanup part (8 coefficients in two SIMD
vectors). This is only necessary if the dictionary size is found not to be a multiple of 32
at compile time. Altogether, eight versions of the inner loop exist, combining one to four
rows of G, and either overwriting β for the first invocation or adding to it later. From a
compiler view, this is primarily a loop tiling transformation.
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Scan for arg max
As has already been discussed in section 5.3.2 together with a possible remedy, a straightforward implementation of this task like in listing A.1 serializes all operations to update the
currently absolutely largest value. On an SPU, however, the observed latency for such an
operation is roughly twice as long as on Westmere. A simple loop that is not unrolled and
performs a single scalar check and update per iteration will even fully expose the time to
load data, move the desired operand horizontally to the appropriate SIMD slot, compare
it with the previously largest element, and finally chose according to that. This means
that the in-order logic requires unrolling and/or software pipelines to only hide latencies
of operations that are not on the critical path.
As already outlined in section 5.3.2, it is possible to parallelize most work of this task on
arbitrary subsets. One or multiple SIMD chunks can be processed independently, while
all elements remain in their default SIMD slot. In practice, the fcmgt instruction is used
to compare a vector register containing maxima and one containing candidates according
to their absolute value, which results in a vector register where each slot is filled with all
0 or 1 bits accordingly. Two select bit operations are now used to chose the new set of
maxima from old maxima and candidates, and analog from the maxima’s index and index
candidates. Having initially created a vector register [0; 1; 2; 3], which corresponds to the
first elements, index candidates are derived by iteratively adding an immediate value.
Cholesky Update and Triangular Solves
Especially challenging are the triangular solves because the penalty of scalar computation
is so high. Consequently, the representation of L in memory is adapted to eliminate the
need for explicitly scalar operations. Similar to the high-level code, the reciprocal of the
diagonal is stored, however in a 1-D array separate from the off-diagonal elements. Every
diagonal element is stored in an own SIMD block, in the same SIMD slot it would also go in
a dense storage and with the other slots being zeroes. The purpose of this will reveal itself
later. The off-diagonal elements are stored twice in fixed-size 2-D arrays, once row-major
and once column-major, so to speak the lower triangular matrix and its transpose.
To understand the purpose of this storage scheme, it is helpful to restudy the backward
substitution in section 5.3.2: Whenever computation of a single coefficient completes, its
contribution to the remaining is immediately eliminated. Hereby, the right hand side is
transformed step by step, with partially substituted intermediate values coming first and
finished results towards the end. This update of intermediates is trivially vectorized and
not more than a few scalar updates for cleanup code are necessary. The goal of the SPU
port is to enable SIMD vectorization also for the forward substitution, for which the second
transposed storage is required, and to eliminate all scalar computations, for the update as
well as the multiplication by L’s inverse diagonal.
As two variants of the triangles exist, forward and backward substitutions are very similar.
A zero-initialized array is used to collect the results, and a scratch array holds intermediates
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that have outstanding eliminations or that are not required anymore, so that full SIMD
updates can be used regardless of spoiling the latter. After replicating a newly computed
coefficient to the other register slots, this is a trivial SIMD vector triad. For the “division”
by the diagonal entry of L, source and target —the reciprocal of the diagonal element,
the respective intermediate resulting from substitutions, as well as the zero-initialized
destination— are in the same register slot. The zeroes in the result and the diagonal
SIMD blocks enable to combine previously and newly computed coefficient in a single
SIMD multiply-add operation. As a side effect, results of a substitution are always zeropadded to multiples of four, the number of floating point numbers per SIMD block.
Besides generic implementations, manually unrolled and simplified variants exist of both
operations, which compute up to four, eight, twelve, 16, and 20 coefficients. As the array
size is known, all operands can be held in the spacious register set throughout the whole
substitution, which constitutes a type of register blocking. This allows to spare some operations, most important those involving latencies like loads and branches. On top of that,
some less important simplifications are enabled, like exoneration from zeroing the target
memory. For larger matrices and vectors, a generic, SIMD-vectorized implementation is
used.
The whole orthogonalization including
Cholesky update is split into four sub-tasks: The

first of them merely collects gk̂ I
from G, by arranging four scalar values in a sini−1
gle SIMD vector at a time, which serves as right hand side for the subsequent forward
substitution to determine wT .
The next step combines all remaining operations except for the concluding backward substitution as follows:
• For now, only the contiguous variant of wT has been computed, which is suitable for
the lower Cholesky triangle in row-major storage, but it must also be scattered into
its column-major twin.

• Along this copy operation, 1 − wT w is computed. Afterward, the inverse of the
diagonal results from an estimate of the inverse square root, for which a combination
of two ISA instructions is necessary, which is then improved by a Newton-Raphson
step.
• As already exploited in 5.3, the intermediate forward substitution (Li )−1 a0Ii is largely
redundant to (Li−1 )−1 a0Ii−1 , which was computed during the preceding orthogonalization. It only adds a single coefficient, α0k̂ − wT α0Ii−1 to that, which is also
computed along the way.
These operations have much of their working sets as well as long critical paths in common. Fusing these operations into a kernel saves memory operations, reduces overhead
for address computations and loop management, and especially allows to mutually cover
latencies.
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Remaining Dot Products
Besides those already covered, batch-OMP requires two types of dot products to update
the error measure. The first of them, xT x is handled similarly to the initial matrix vector
product by processing multiple subsets and eventually coalescing the result step by step. To
provide enough parallelism, however, the main loop processes 16 elements in four SIMD
blocks per iteration. A vectorized cleanup code is available for signal sizes that do not
match exactly, but must still be a multiple of four.
The second type is more special in that operands must be gathered from the Gram matrix.
Its implementation contains a single loop which collects and processes a single SIMD block
per trip. Even if the effective size is not necessarily a multiple of four, there is no need
for scalar cleanup code, as γi stems from a substitution kernel and is consequently zeropadded.

5.4.3 Performances results and comparison
In contrast to the complex out-of-order core we dealt with in 5.3, an SPU is very predictable
and performance is typically stable. For that reason, the following SPU performance results
are not measured on real hardware, but with IBM’s Full System Simulator being part of
IBM’s Cell Software Development Kit (SDK), which was used in its latest version 3.1.
The simple in-order logic is fully captured, and as access priorities and constraints to the
single-ported LS are unambiguously regulated, there is hardly room for uncertainties left.
Stochastic effects can come from memory scrubbing and DMA transfers. Both, however,
are presumably rare, because scrubbing commences only if ECC errors are detected and
because actually only few data is consumed (signal, parameters) and produced (indices and
coefficients) by batch-OMP. Especially for code that does not depend on communication
with other cores or main memory, the advantages of a simulator prevail, as it permits
not only measurements that are exact up to clock cycles with minimal overhead, but also
to evaluate a variety of events and provide a deeper analysis than hardware performance
monitoring can do without changing the code.
Before investigating the performance of the tailored implementation, let us have a look at
the high-level implementation in C99. The Cell SDK contains two versions of the GNU
compiler targeting SPUs, spu-gcc, which is based on GCC 4.1.1, and spu-gcc43, which
is based on GCC 4.3.2. As both do not support VLAs, the size of all arrays including L
are fixed at compile-time. It is also necessary to change the syntax of alignment hints.
None of the compilers understand the -Ofast switch, but the equivalent combination of
-O3 and -fast-math can be used. Wall clock times for finding 16 atoms for a 64 element
signal in a dictionary of 128 atoms are visualized in figure 5.9. The older compiler variant
can only take advantage of FDO, but not of alignment hints or more arithmetic freedom.
Surprisingly, dict being stored column major (so that the rows of DT are contiguous) is
slower. The overall bad performance and inexplicable deterioration for the memory layout
of dict that is simpler to translate can be contributed to the immaturity of the compiler
back-end. The newer version is substantially faster and profits even more from FDO, but
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Figure 5.9: Time in µs required to find 16 atoms for a 64-element signal in a dictionary
containing 128 atoms depending on code variant, compiler flags and compiler
version. The structure of the heat map is largely analog to figure 5.1, except
that all array lengths are fixed at compile-time. All results are measured within
IBM’s Full System Simulator.
still can hardly exploit -ffast-math and alignment hints. The latter can partially be
explained by the SPU ABI, which takes SIMD alignment for granted whenever pointers
to vector data types are passed or local objects are created. As SPUs implement single
precision only similar to binary32 as defined in IEEE 754 or IEEE 754r, the differentiation
between strict or relaxed conformance is a matter of opinion anyway. But to conclude this,
even the fastest SPU variant is more than twice as slow as the slowest observed on the
Xeon 5670 and more than five times than the fastest.
The SPU-tailored implementation already contains a variety of optimizations and produces
substantially worse results with FDO. The fastest variants are created by spu-gcc43 at -O3
and with additional flags to enforce more aggressive code inlining, as the source code makes
heavy use of inline functions for clearness. Again, choosing 16 atoms from a dictionary
containing 128 entries for a signal of 64 coefficients is used as test case. As this affects
initialization and some address calculations, the run time varies slightly depending on the
maximal size of L, which eventually restricts the number of atoms that can be chosen.
The whole sparse coding of a signal takes between 11.1 and 11.2 µs, which is less than 2 %
faster than what the Westmere core achieved. On the other hand, the Xeon core is clocked
slower and has an advantage of more than 7 % in terms of clock efficiency.
The time required for setting up batch-OMP and choosing one signal after the other is
broken down to major groups of sub-tasks in figure 5.10(a). Horizontally, the run time for
adding one atom after the other is visualized true-to-scale with respect to cycles, not wall
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Figure 5.10: Break down of the total run time when determining 16 atoms for a 64 coefficient signal in a dictionary containing 128 atoms. The Cell port was compiled
using spu-gcc43 and measured within the IBM Full-System Simulator. As
reference for the Intel Westmere platform, performance of those variants that
performed best at each sub-task have been combined into a virtual all-star
variant. Run time of the fastest variant actually encountered is designated
by ? on the time axis. The run times for preparation and incorporating one
atom after the other is figured horizontally true-to-scale with respect to clock
cycles, not µs. The resulting stripes are further split vertically into sub-tasks
according to their share in the respective step.
clock time. The resulting stripes are further divided vertically according to the share of
every sub-task. The area of a corresponding rectangle is hence proportional to the number
of processor cycles it takes. For comparison, an analog graph has been created for the
high-level implementation running on the Westmere core. It does not represent a real
variant, but for each of the sub-tasks the values of the fastest variants is chosen. Therefore
it is about 8 % faster than the fastest variant in existence, which is marked on the time
axis with an asterisk (?).
The initial matrix vector product is nearly equally fast, taking 1.27 µs on the CBEA and
1.29 µs on the Intel64 platform. Most noticeable is the benefit of manually tuning the
arg max scan, which makes this operation relatively cheap on the SPU. On the other
hand, it is heavily struggling with dot products and triangular solves with few coefficients
– orthogonalization for the first atom consists mainly of reading and writing a fistful of
scalar values. As both platforms can perform one vector load per cycle, but the manually
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optimized matrix sparse vector product on CBEA reads β less often, it even outperforms
its competitor with respect to clock cycles. As this task tries to process four rows of G at
a time, its efficiency is best and its share least whenever the number atoms chosen so far
is a multiple of four.

5.4.4 Wrap-Up
Looking at the resulting sparse coding rates, an SPU achieves nearly 0.99 Msignal/s,
whereas a Xeon 5670 core manages 0.97. Extrapolating this to whole computers, a Playstation 3 is capable of about 0.59 Gsignal/s, a dual-socket Cell blade of 1.58, and the Xeon
workstation of 1.16 Msignal/s. Preliminary tests indicate that simultaneous multithreading cannot improve performance for which the single-core performance has been multiplied
by the number of physical cores. This does not come as a surprise, as instruction and cache
throughput are already high, but both virtual cores share the same issue logic as well as
cache bandwidth and space.
Being a popular mistake, such comparisons hardly allow to nominate one of the microarchitectures faster or more suitable for a certain algorithm. At best they can indicate which
platform, which includes the environment of compiler and operating system, is more efficient with respect to a a certain implementation. Even this, however, makes no sense in
this case: We contrasted a generic high-level implementation to a tuned, platform-specific
one, with one set of results applying for QS 20 blades from late 2006, while that particular
Xeon processor was released early 2010.
Although there is definitely more room for improvement in the C99 variant than in the
SPU port, the latter is surprisingly fast given the complexity of the algorithm, a technological advantage of the Westmere core of more than three years, and only a fraction of
transistors. But of course there is no free lunch. The SXU only has a minimal instruction
set which heavily penalizes operations on scalar or not suitably aligned data. Fast code
is therefore rarely flexible, and makes many demands on memory layout, loop trip count,
and so on. When given the choice between two alternative approaches to an operation, for
instance either to scatter results at the end of one task or gather them at the beginning
of the subsequent, the difference in terms of performance can be huge, and it is up to the
programmer to understand this and chose wisely.
Related to batch-OMP, enabling treatment of signals and dictionaries having sizes not a
multiple of four is reasonably simple by padding data structures and masking inadmissible
computations. The performance will be similar to problems of the sizes with padding.
Handling more flexible memory layouts, however, for instance arrays with arbitrary alignment or line lengths, is quite another challenge. To handle working sets that do not fit in
LS anymore, even a complete rewrite is necessary.
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5.5 Batch-OMP on GPGPUs
While the design of SPUs looks quite special at first sight, it has only dropped some common and convenient features and uses the unallocated transistors to provide higher peak
performance by replicated cores and wide buses and execution units. But eventually, every
SPU is largely programmed like a simplistic computer that executes a single thread and
communicates with message passing and asynchronous dynamic memory access transfers.
Although many details make programming them challenging and at times cumbersome —a
prominent example are the various alignment restrictions— it is actually a very conventional approach.
Although often described as wide SIMD units, processors of contemporary GPGPUs follow
a completely different programming paradigm. GPGPUs are only efficient if there are
hundreds or even thousands of threads executing the very same kernel, and only NVIDIA’s
newest GPGPU generation Kepler is able to execute multiple kernels truly in parallel. As
the low degree of instruction and data parallelism and long critical paths make optimization
of batch-OMP already difficult for common CPUs, a completely diverse formulation of
batch-OMP is necessary to compute it efficiently with the help of graphics processors.
High-end GPGPUs provide outstanding peak performance and memory bandwidth, but
the amount of cache per thread, if there is any at all, is quite small. A GPU cache
therefore usually serves well for unaligned accesses, gather operations, stencil codes, or to
accelerate atomic operations, but cannot hold more than a few bytes exclusively for each
thread. If locality of memory references can be exploited on classic CPUs cores, but not
on the GPGPU, it loses its advantage in terms of main memory bandwidth: Taking the
Intel Xeon 5670 as reference again, each of its six cores has a peak cache bandwidth of
16 B · 2.93 GHz = 46.88 GB/s for reading and independently for writing. In addition to
abet implicit cache reuse, locality must be explicitly made use of in registers and softwaremanaged scratchpad memory whenever possible.
Eventually, a good compromise between the number of different kernels and the complexity
of each of them must be found. More complicated kernels are likely to allow for more data
reuse, but occupying too many registers or too much scratchpad memory they can reduce
the possible number of threads in-flight. Lightweight kernels cause more overhead on host
system and accelerator.
An attempt to evaluate the potential of graphics cards for batch-OMP has already been
made by Braun [13]. He tested three different approaches, using a thread block per signal,
a single thread per signal working purely on uncached graphics memory, and again a single
thread per signal with heavy use of scratchpad memory, which trades data reuse against
concurrency. From those, he found the second variant to be the most effective.
Braun compares the resulting performance on an NVIDIA Quadro 5800 GPU (released
late 2008) and an NVIDIA Tesla C1060 (released mid 2008) with a CPU implementation
running on two Intel Xeon processors of unspecified type running at 3.2 GHz and concludes
that for batch-OMP “the GPU implementation and 4 processor CPU implementation run
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in approximately the same time, while the CPU implementation across all eight processors
is roughly twice as fast as the GPU”.
On the other hand, estimating the necessary floating point operations, the implementation
of Braun achieves acceptable FLOP rates as long as selecting only four atoms, where the
matrix-vector product α0 = DT x is dominant – even more as he uses signals of 144 coefficients and a dictionary of 300 atoms. On a single CPU core, encoding of 250, 000 signals
takes 3.5 s and 1.7 s on a Quadro FX 5800, conforming to approximately 7 GFLOP/s and
14 GFLOP/s. For 16 atoms, the performance already drops to about 0.5 GFLOP/s on the
CPU (123.8 s) and about 2 GFLOP/s on the GPU (30.6 s).
As these performance numbers are mediocre and Braun is also skimping on implementation
details, it was tempting to reinvestigate various approaches for sparse coding on GPGPUs
and see if one could do better. In a preliminary student project, Florian Rathgeber confirmed that using a single thread block per signal is not a viable approach, resulting in
disappointing performance due to limited parallelism and scheduling opportunities. This
emphasizes that an implementation for a GPGPU must provide as much parallelism as
possible to become fast.
A straightforward approach to achieve this is to process many signals at a time, effectively
replacing every scalar in algorithm 2 by a vector with a coefficient for each signal and
likewise all vectors by a matrix where each column represents a signal’s column. This
immediately results in a memory layout that suits the SIMD-like access preferences of contemporary GPGPUs. In the following, an implementation in C for CUDA[80] for NVIDIA
GPGPUs of the Tesla and Fermi microarchitectures is described and analyzed.
Computing the whole set of α0 s has become a big dense matrix matrix multiplication and
can be entrusted to the highly optimized and flexible cuBLAS[63] library. The scan for
arg max is implemented straightforward with one CUDA thread per signal, that computes
the coefficients of α0 − β on-the-fly and tracks the absolutely greatest value together
with its index.
The whole orthogonalization process is completed in another single kernel call, that uses
again one thread per signal. As this is the only way to have these accesses cached on the
Tesla microarchitecture on which the code was originally developed on, the Gram matrix is
mapped to texture memory. This also proved to be the best choice on its successor Fermi.
All temporaries are stored in scratchpad memory so that updating them is relatively cheap
and does not consume precious memory bandwidth. As long as only a few atoms have
been chosen, also L can be cached transparently on Fermi. But the more atoms have been
chosen, the more scratchpad memory each thread will claim, which at some point will
reduce the possible number of threads in-flight so much that its performance is degraded.
Our test-case of 16 atoms, however, is not yet running into such problems.
Computing the set of βs is especially difficult on the older Tesla architecture lacking a
transparent cache to exploit spatial and temporal locality when accessing the indices Ii ,
coefficients γi , and Gram matrix G. G is mapped again to texture memory, which provides
transparent caching. The kernel operates in blocks of 16×16 threads, which at first load up
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to sixteen indices with corresponding coefficients for sixteen signals into scratchpad memory. The x-range corresponds to different signals, while the y-range maps to the different
indices and coefficients. After synchronization, the y-range is mapped to different regions
of β. Accesses then have a good locality in G and have suitable accesses to scratchpad
memory. The Fermi architecture is less discriminating and gets better performance by
relying only on its transparent caches. It can profit, however, from having each thread
computing multiple coefficients of β.
The dot product for updating the error suffers severely from random access into the set
of βs. Those provide no temporal and hardly spatial locality. Lacking caches, a Tesla
GPGPU can only arrange memory requests from threads that issue concurrently on the
same multiprocessor (in CUDA terminology a warp). Unless two threads whose signals
make use of the same atom at the same position in Ii , every coefficient from β must
be read through a separate request to DRAM. The transparent cache hierarchy of Fermi
GPUs increases chances of cache hits, but if only very few atoms have been chosen so far,
recomputing the values required from β is generally preferable, as the required indices and
coefficients of subsequent signals are perfectly arranged from transfer and accesses to G
provide much better locality.
An NVIDIA GeForce GTX 295 from early 2009 serves as test platform for the Tesla
generation. This is a dual-GPU, i.e. there are logically two GPUs on the same board that
are recognized separately by an operating system, each having physically and logically
distinct processors and memories. Using one them on the test problem —signals of size
64 that are approximated by 16 atoms from a dictionary containing 128 atoms— results
in a coding rate of 0.77 Gsignal/s, or 0.63 Gsignal/s if including transfer to and fro main
memory of the host system. The Fermi generation is represented by a GeForce GTX 480,
which followed more than a year after GTX 295. This GPGPU allows for 1.46 Gsignal/s,
or 1.19 Gsignal/s when including transfer over the PCIe bus. It is obviously nearly as fast
as a whole GTX 295 dual-GPU.
The corresponding processing time is broken down to sub-tasks in figure 5.11. Striking is
the, in comparison to Westmere and SPU (figure 5.10), small contribution of computing the
set of α0 s. But of course there is more potential to harvest the high computational power
of a GPGPU for a matrix-matrix product than when computing matrix-vector products
individually. While it suffers from latencies on the critical path when only processing a
single signal at a time, the whole orthogonalization plays a minor role as massive parallelism
is hiding them altogether. In this case, much data is cached or held in scratchpad memory,
so that even access to main memory is quite low. Similar to the CBEA, a GPGPU is
not very efficient when concurrently issuing threads access spread memory locations. The
update of the error measure therefore takes considerable time. Deriving new βs, which
is now similar to a dense matrix-compressed column storage matrix operation, as well
as scanning for the next atom have both optimal access patterns and low computational
density, so that their run time primarily depends on the obtainable memory bandwidth.
There are, however, open questions in this CUDA port. The most pressing is the handling
of signals that require a different number of atoms, for instance if a low error threshold is
sought for and many signals are already approximated within the range of floating point
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Figure 5.11: Break down of the total run time on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480 when approximating 16384 signals. The graph is otherwise analog to figure 5.10 and
applies for determining 16 atoms for a 64 coefficient signal in a dictionary
containing 128 atoms. Transfer of input and output data is not included.
precision. Of course one can skip the respective signals by pausing the corresponding
threads, but the granularity of memory accesses and thread scheduling largely prevent any
benefit from that. Many adjacent signals must pause to completely avoid scheduling of
a whole warp (32 CUDA threads), allocation of a L1 cache line (128 B), or update of a
L2 cache line (32 B). Without further extensions, this implementation is therefore only
suitable for applications where most of the signals are encoded with the same number
of atoms, for instance when only approximating them with a small number of atoms.
Reordering the signals in graphics memory can restore efficiency again, but is itself costly.
It therefore only pays off when many subsequent computations complete faster. Therefore
a reliable measure or at least reasonable heuristics are necessary to decide about this
option.
Other limitations only apply for specific applications. Some real-time applications demand
for short latencies, but the CUDA port is tuned for throughput and requires a large collection of signals as input to be efficient. As already indicated, it is also unclear how well
the implementation scales with signal size and number of atoms. The maximally 48 KiB
of scratchpad memory per multiprocessor on Fermi, for instance, can hold 64 coefficients
only for 192 threads, which may just be sufficient to hide memory latencies. Similarly,
storage size of the Gram matrix increases with the square of the dictionary size and will
exceed Fermi’s L2 cache of 768 KiB with 444 atoms.
It is not easy to summarize the GPU results, as they are quite ambivalent. Similar to
the CBEA, it is necessary to thoroughly rethink batch-OMP to find a heavily parallel
formulation. In comparison to the very flexible implementation in plain C99 and the
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port for SPUs that is limited in terms of problem sizes and data alignment, the GPGPU
variant loses its flexibility when it comes to applications. For finding sparse representations
using a similar number of atoms for a large number of signals, it can provide competitive
performance at a much better price-to-performance ratio than CPUs. But to which extent
or through which extensions other application profiles can be met is yet to be found out.
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Geometric Multigrid Methods
Multigrid methods were initially developed to solve boundary value problems for elliptic
partial differential equations (PDEs) on regular grids, but have been generalized and extended to address a wide range of problems on arbitrary grids or without grids. In all
cases, they achieve their efficiency by solving large problems through the recursive solution
of increasingly smaller problems, so that only few operations must be applied to the large
data sets. Although it can be very challenging to find the right combination to facilitate a
working and efficient multigrid method, the individual components can be quite simple.
This chapter deals with two geometric multigrid methods, whose components result in
stencil-based operations: The first is a typical textbook multigrid method that solves
Poisson’s equation, the second a more advanced Full Approximation Scheme (FAS) that
solves a non-linear diffusion problem with complex numbers.
It was one aim of this investigation to evaluate the potential of the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture (CBEA) as well as of GPGPUs (which will play no role in this chapter)
for multigrid methods. Those architectures, however, had initially no or only provisional
support for double precision. While this is often seen obligatory in many scientific communities, the abilities of common image acquisition systems make single precision more than
adequate. Further, images naturally live on regular grids and are 2-D in most instances,
so that the focus is primarily on image processing for practical reasons. While extension
to 3-D is in principle possible, it holds some challenges that will be discussed at the end
of this chapter.
The simpler multigrid can be used as a general tool for image processing in the gradient
space. The basic idea and the resulting numerical problem will be introduced in section
6.1. In section 6.2 the model for denoising images by means of diffusion process is outlined. Suitable multigrid methods to attack these problems will be described afterwards in
section 6.3, before their components can be analyzed more detailed with respect to their
computational effort and bandwidth demands in section 6.4.
As will be shown, separate kernels for the involved stencil computations are likely to be
memory bound on contemporary hardware even in performance-optimized implementations. A focus of this chapter will therefore be on temporal blocking techniques that can
combine multiple successive operations in a single traversal of the grid. When fusing
bandwidth bound kernels, this approach can reduce the run time drastically by creating
meta-kernels that demand less memory transfer for the same work.
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As outlined in section 3.3.2, cache blocking techniques have been known for a long time.
But the development of processor architecture —currently the establishment of threadparallel architectures and more sophisticated memory hierarchies, like ccNUMA topologies,
shared and multilevel caches, or their replacement or augmentation with scratch memories
like in the CBEA or GPGPUs— continuously adds complexity and makes it necessary
to regularly rethink and adapt them. After discussing the cornerstones set up by the
hardware, section 6.5 presents a temporal blocking approach for stencil-like codes that
can be equally used on standard CPUs as well as on the CBEA and whose realization
can be strongly supported by a framework. According implementations of both multigrid
methods are outlined in section 6.6. A thorough analysis of the resulting meta-kernels
allows to estimate the potential of this approach in reducing memory transfer. The success
of this approach and the resulting run time is discussed on the basis of measurements in
section 6.7.
Not more background than necessary to understand concept and implementation of the
multigrid methods will be provided here. A terse and perspicuous but mathematically
more satisfying general introduction to them is provided in Briggs et al. [14], while a more
thorough discussion an extensive overview of this field is provided by, among others, by
Hackbusch [36], Trottenberg et al. [89], and Wesseling [95].

6.1 Image Processing in the Gradient Domain
Many image transformations can be efficiently applied in the gradient space, for instance
seamless image stitching[53] or painting[56]. Using the star (?) to indicate discrete operators, the filtered version u of the original image u0 is usually retrieved by solving the
elliptic partial differential Poisson equation

div? ∇? u = div? F ∇? u0 ,
(6.1)

where F ∇? u0 denotes the filter operation applied to u0 . The necessary forward transformations on the right hand side require only simple stencil operations that access neighboring values of u0 or of the transformed gradients, but solving a linear system of equations
is required to derive the filtered image u.
For computation of the gradients and the final setup of the right hand side as well as
for solving (6.1), boundary conditions and the computation grid must be fixed. Without
loss of generality, a cell-centered discretization with a step size of h = 1 is assumed. The
outermost values of the image are therefore assumed to be h/2 away from the boundary, on
which homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are assumed.
Discretization of the second order partial derivatives using finite volumes (and equally
when using finite differences) yields the five-point stencil


1


A = 1 −4 1 .
(6.2)
1
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This means that at least rows of the system matrix A which are not affected by the
boundary have a coefficient of −4 on the diagonal, a 1 whenever concerning one of the
four directly neighboring cells, and zeroes otherwise. In fact, the boundary conditions are
imposed using ghost cells that are set to the negative of the neighbor within the domain,
which simplifies their treatment substantially.
For the sake of brevity, the resulting linear system of equations will be briefly written
Au = f .

(6.3)

As we will exploit later, using a Cartesian grid with a different cell width simply scales A
and can be arranged alternatively by scaling the right hand side f before or u after solving
the equation with the original system matrix.

6.2 Image Denoising using Non-Linear Complex Diffusion
A common task in image processing is to remove noise. Simple blurring often has the
undesired effect of also evening edges. Therefore, many application ask for more advanced
techniques that preserve them better, or that are adapted to a certain type of noise. For
this purpose, one approach described by Dietrich et al. [24] is taken, and the noise is
removed by solving the non-linear time-dependent complex partial differential equation
∂u
∂t

div (g∇u) =

in Ω × T

(6.4)

on ∂Ω × T ,

(6.5)

with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
hg∇u, ni = 0

and initial condition u0 which will correspond to the noisy image. T and Ω denote the

time and space domain, respectively. The denoised image will be the real part of u x, t :
R2 × R+
0 → C, while the imaginary part of u controls the diffusivity function g : C → C
and thereby acts as an edge detector.
g is chosen according to Gilboa et al. [31] as
g(u) =
1+

eiθ


Im(u)
kθ

2

(6.6)

and suitable for white additive Gaussian noise and leads to improved results especially
for ramp type edges. The parameter θ denotes a small angle, and k is a soft threshold.
Together with t they can be used to control the process.
To numerically solve (6.4), it is discretized in space using Finite Volumes and semiimplicitly in time with time step τ . In each time step, the discrete system
div (g (u (x, t + τ )) ∇u (x, t + τ )) =

u (x, t + τ ) − u (x, t)
τ

(6.7)
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must be solved. For very small t, τ = t, i.e. a single step, may be sufficient. By defining
u := u (x, t + τ ), A (u) := (τ div (g (u) ∇) + τ 1) (u), where 1 is the identity matrix, and
f := u(x, t), the problem for a single time step can be written more briefly as
A (u) = f .

(6.8)

6.3 Suitable Multigrid Methods
Multigrid methods are motivated by the observation that common iterative methods are
usually efficient in removing oscillatory error components from an initial approximation.
The global convergence of such methods, however, is mostly bad. After the error is made
“smooth” enough, however, it can be nearly eliminated by means of a corrective that
was computed on a coarser grid (or more general, with less unknowns). The following
components are required for a typical multigrid method:
• A suitable smoother.
• A way to restrict the remaining defect to a coarser grid.
• A method to set up the coarse grid problem for computing the corrective on the
coarser grid.
• And eventually a rule how the correction is prolongated to the finer grid again.
This idea is exerted recursively to the coarse grid problem, until this problem is so small
that finding a solution or very good approximation is computationally cheap, causing a
grid hierarchy of increasingly coarser and smaller grid levels.

6.3.1 Correction Scheme V-Cycles for the Poisson Problem
The Poisson problem (6.3) resulting from (6.1) is tackled with the help of a basic multigrid
method[58]. Given an arbitrary approximation v that contains the error e, using linearity
one finds that
f = Au = A (v + e) = Av + Ae .

(6.9)

Substituting f in the definition of the residual accordingly yields the relationship
r = Av + Ae − Av = Ae ,

(6.10)

which shows a way to compute the error in the approximation which can serve as a correction. Solving the residual equation, however, is equivalent and as laborious as for the
original problem. After applying a few iterations of the weighted Jacobi method

v i+1 := ω diag (A)−1 f − Av i + v i
(6.11)
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for pre-smoothing the error, a correction with lower resolution can substantially improve
v. Therefore (6.10) is actually solved on a grid of half size in each dimension, i.e. with a
quarter of cells. To distinguish quantities on a finer and coarser grid, the indices h and H
are used from now on.
The residual is evaluated on the fine grid and then restricted by averaging the four fine grid
cells to one coarse grid cell. This downward grid transfer operation is further denoted as
IhH . Equally, a computed error value is simply replicated in four fine grid cells to prolongate
h ). The coarse grid problem is derived by re-discretization of the Poisson
the corrective (IH
equation 6.1 on the coarser grid. As the cell width is H = 2h, this simply means scaling
the Poisson stencil (6.2) 1/4Ah =: AH .
The coarse grid problem can then be written as
h
eh ≈ IH
eH ; AH eH = IhH rh =: rH .

(6.12)

As the coarse grid problem is analog to the fine grid problem, it can be efficiently solved
by further descending to smaller grids. In this process, rH will take the place of fh , eH of
vh , and AH of Ah .
On the lower grid levels, an initial guess of e0H = 0 is used. As all corrections during the
ascent to finer levels are interpolated, some additional iterations of the weighted Jacobi
method are generally used for post-smoothing. Using a fixed number of pre- and postsmoothing steps, this is generally referred to as V-cycles, and a single cycle can easily
reduce the error on the fine grid in the order of a magnitude.
Instead of using a different stencil on coarser grids, it is also possible to scale the right
hand side by 4 during each restriction —this means that the fine grid residuals are only
added— and use the fine grid stencil (6.2) on all levels of the grid hierarchy. If the initial
problem is 2n × 2n in size, it is even possible to descend to a grid of single unknown.
It should be noted that the V-cycle is the simplest recipe to traverse the grid. There
exist similar W- and F-cycles that descend from a level multiple times, and more advanced
approaches that statically or dynamically optimize application of smoothers and the choice
of ascent or descent. Full Multigrid (FMG) extends multigrid by using the grid hierarchy
to create increasingly finer initial guesses starting out from the coarsest grid. For sufficient
transfer operations and cycles, FMG can reduce the approximation error to the order of
the discretization error for the underlying PDE with an asymptotic complexity of O (n)
and therefore act as an optimal direct solver.
A multigrid method very similar to the former Poisson solver is utilized for high dynamic
range imaging in Köstler et al. [50], but there a vertex-centered discretization and a GaussSeidel method with a red-black coloring was chosen.
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6.3.2 Non-Linear Full Approximation Scheme for Complex Diffusion
Led by Dietrich et al. [24], a cell-based Full Approximation Scheme[12] (FAS) is used to
handle the non-linear problem 6.7, but the lexicographic Gauss-Seidel smoother is switched
for a weighted Jacobi method. A suitable formulation of the non-linear residual equation
can be found analog to (6.10), but due to the non-linearity, generally A (v + e) 6= A (v) +
A (e) and
r = A (v + e) − A (v) ⇒ A (v + e) = r + A (v)

(6.13)

cannot be simplified. Therefore the original problem must be fully approximated on all
grid levels.
After restricting the current fine grid approximation as well as its residual to rH , the right
hand side of the coarse grid problem is set up by evaluating

fH := IhH rh + AH IhH vh .
(6.14)
In the following, bh will be used to denote the residual that has been restricted from the
grid level above h in order to refer to rH when descending the grid hierarchy. This enables
to express this setup of the right hand side also with respect to a finer grid level as

(6.15)
fh := bh + Ah vh0 .

n , for which v 0 := I H v can serve as good
Having found a coarse grid approximation vH
H
h h
initial guess, the error is computed and prolongated as

h
h
(6.16)
eh ≈ IH
eH = IH
IhH vh − vH ; AH (vH ) = fH .

The same grid transfers and weighted Jacobi smoother are employed as in section 6.3.1,
but for complex numbers. For smoothing, the diffusivity function is fully evaluated for the
current approximation, so that an update simply applies varying five-point stencils that
are set up on-the-fly according to g (lagged diffusivity, cf. Chan and Mulet [19]).

As the inner time step τ can generally not be very big, the matrix implicitly resulting from
fixing the diffusivity becomes strongly diagonally dominant, and the Jacobi method solves
the intermediate problem much better than in the Poisson problem above. Therefore it is
possible to stop coarsening on a grid level of minor size and just apply a moderate number
of Jacobi iterations as a coarse grid solver.

6.4 Analysis of Computational Effort and Memory Transfer
As a whole multigrid method is already fairly complex, a good approach is to decompose
it in a reasonable way and analyze the resource utilization of the resulting operations with
respect to computations and memory bandwidth. To estimate the former, the different
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types of floating point computations can be counted in source code after extracting loopinvariant expressions from inner loop bodies.
More assumptions are necessary regarding data transfer. Except for the exclusion of cache
reuse between different kernels, they are chosen optimistic in only counting which data is
ever read and which is written. This implies perfect caching, which can be impractical for
kernels that apply stencils. Spatial blocking techniques, however, can come close to this
efficiency – for now this statement is left without proof, but measurements of the more
advanced meta-kernels in section 6.7 can serve as upper bounds. These simplifications also
exclude read operations to DRAM for allocation of cache lines that are only written to
– this is doable on the test platforms, but not a valid assumption for all architectures.
Based on these values, loop balances —or better said kernel balances, as it also fits parallel
descriptions like CUDA or OpenCL kernels— will be computed.
Together, this allows to estimate the number of floating point operations and the number
of floats that need to be transferred per grid cell and to compute a kernel balance from
it. For the more complicated FAS multigrid, two distinct approaches will be evaluated,
even if one of them is obviously better. In section 6.7 those will be used to bound the run
time of different implementations. By comparing measurements or estimates for variants of
increasing difficulty, it becomes possible to appraise how much work is necessary to reach
a certain level of run time performance.

6.4.1 Characteristics of the Poisson Multigrid
For the Poisson multigrid, clearly a Jacobi kernel is necessary which reads the old approximation with its right hand side and writes new values. A minimal reformulation of
(6.11) under the assumption of h = 1 requires only five additions (or subtractions, which
will in the following be attributed to them) and two multiplications. Before separating
the algorithm for the Poisson multigrid into too many kernels, however, it makes sense to
already consider simple algorithmic optimizations.
Computation and restriction of the residual can be easily done by a single kernel, as the
residue of four adjacent cells must only be added up. Each of them can be computed with
five additions and one multiplication, plus three additions for the restriction itself. The
current approximation and the right hand side of the finer grid must be read, and the
coarse right hand side of quarter the size is written.
Writing the zero initial guess for a coarse grid for successive smoothing makes no sense at
all, as feeding v 0 = 0 into the Jacobi equation results in
ω
v 1 = ω diag (A)−1 (f − A0) + 0 = ω diag (A)−1 f = − f .
4

(6.17)

The way boundary conditions are treated means that the whole diagonal of A is −4, and
that therefore v 1 = − ω4 f . It is further possible to insert this relationship immediately
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back into a second Jacobi step which derived

ω  ω
v 2 := ω diag (A)−1 f + f − f .
4
4

(6.18)

Consequently, the first two Jacobi pre-smoothing steps on a coarse grid level can either be
1 = −ω/4 and a usual Jacobi step, or by an accelerated
replaced by the scaling operation vH
2 immediately from f , which after simplification of
Jacobi iteration which computes vH
H
(6.18) saves one addition from the normal variant.
Combining the prolongation of the error to the finer grid level with the successive correction
of the approximation is straightforward, for which the latter must be read as well as written,
and requires only a single addition per fine grid point.
The resulting FLOP counts, float transfer counts and estimated kernel balances are summarized in table 6.1. Please note that both advanced fused kernels change the number
of floating point operations as well as float transfers. Combination of correction and first
post-smoothing does not only reduce the transfer to 13/21, but also increases the FLOP
count to 48/32. When combining the scaling operation that corresponds to the first coarse
grid pre-smoothing with the following weighted Jacobi, however, not only memory transfer
is reduced to 2/5, but also computation to 6/8. This means that the second optimization is
always helpful, while the former only helps in the memory bound case and actually harms
when computation limits performance.
To rate these kernel balances, a number of machine balances is listed in table 6.2. The
target platforms of this investigation were an Apple Mac Pro workstation and a Sony Playstation 3, for which results will be shown. The former is dual-socket machine housing two
Intel Xeon E5462 (Harpertown microarchitecture, Core 2 processor generation) processors
at 2.8 GHz with a total of eight cores. The latter contains a single STI Cell/B.E. clocked at
3.192 GHz, from which only six Synergistic Processor Elements (SPE), the fast accelerator
cores of the CBEA, are available to the Linux host operation system. For further reference,
a full IBM QS 20 blade (two-socket CBEA ccNUMA system with Cell/B.E. at 3.2 GHz),
the very same dual-socket workstation with two Intel Xeon 5670 processors that already
served as test platform in section 5.3 (twelve Westmere cores in total at 2.93 GHz), and
an NVIDIA GTX Titan high-end GPGPU have been added.
Comparing the raw numbers, all kernels seem bounded through computation by a factor
of six and more (cf. section 3.1). To which degree can such an estimate be realistic? As
shown in table 6.2, the actually achievable peak bandwidth even for very simple workloads
is usually much lower than maximal bandwidths found in official specifications. That
estimates were optimistic with respect to amount and bandwidth speaks for an even greater
discrepancy.
All tasks are trivial to be processed in parallel and in SIMD fashion, but additionally
all architectures can approach their peak FLOP rate only under rare conditions: Both
Intel systems require one SIMD addition and one SIMD multiplication (both 16 B wide)
dispatchable and eventually retired at every clock cycle. An SPU needs an equivalent
SIMD fused-multiply-add operation issuable likewise, and the GPGPU a great number
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Table 6.1: Average estimated computation and data transfer per grid cell and resulting
kernel balance in FLOP/float for components of the Poisson correction scheme
multigrid. The first advanced fused kernel corrects the fine grid approximation
on-the-fly right before the first post-smoothing iteration of the damped Jacobi
method. The second assumes e0H = 0 so that the first two pre-smoothing
iterations on a coarse grid can be substituted by a single Jacobi-like stencil
update.

Simple kernels
Weighted Jacobi
Restrict residual∗
Correction∗
1 by scaling
Compute vH

Source and target
data structures

FLOPs/cell
add+mul

floats/cell
load+store

Kernel
balance

v i+1 ← v i , f
rH ← vhm , fh
vhm+1 ← vhm , enH
v1 ← f

5+2
23 + 4
4+0
0+1

2+1
8+1
1+8
1+1

2.3
3
0.4
0.5

40 + 8
4+2

9+4
1+1

∼ 3.7
3

Advanced fused kernels
Correction + Jacobi∗ vhm+2 ← vhm , enH , fh
Scaling + Jacobi
v2 ← f
∗

with respect to a coarse grid cell

Table 6.2: Theoretical peak memory bandwidth and single precision FLOP rate with resulting machine balances for different platforms. Additionally, memory bandwidth
that is reachable in practice is listed: For the Intel64 workstations, the best
result of the STREAM benchmark that resulted from compilations using GCC
4.8.1 and the Intel C Compiler in version 13.1 are used, after running them in
different thread and pinning configurations. For CBEA, a custom bandwidth
test was made. For the NVIDIA GPGPU, the device-to-device copy bandwidth
derived with the bandwidthTest utility bundled with the CUDA toolkit 5.5 is
taken.

Harpertown workstation
Sony Playstation 3
QS 20 blade
Westmere workstation
GeForce GTX Titan GPU
∗

Peak
computation
[GFLOP/s]

Peak
bandwidth
[GB/s]

Machine
balance
[GFLOP/float]

Realistic
bandwidth
[GB/s]

179.2
153.6∗
409.6∗
281.3
4500

12.8
25.6
51.2
64.0
288.4

56.0
24.0
32.0
17.6
62.4

9.6
19
49
39
226

only accounting for SPEs
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of scalar fused-multiply-add operations in-flight. None of the kernels listed in table 6.1
possesses an appropriate mixture. Further, a number of address computations, control,
and especially memory operations must also be processed, some of them even competing
for the same unit or an issue port shared by different units.

6.4.2 Characteristics of the Complex Diffusion Multigrid
The non-linear multigrid for the diffusion problem is similar in many respects, but a completely new task is the setup of the coarse right hand side. This computation is, however,
nearly identical to calculating a residual from an algorithmic point of view.
Further up-to-date values of the diffusivity function g (v) are required whenever stencils for
the system matrix are assembled, i.e. before a Jacobi iteration, computation of a residual,
and setup of a coarse right hand side. Two approaches that come to mind are to either
store g explicitly or to recompute its coefficients on-the-fly while assembling the effective
coefficients of stencils. Albeit the latter approach increases the arithmetic density, it does
so through redundant calculations. The former, however, causes a lot of main memory
traffic, and there is only a single situation where computed coefficients can be used more
than once, to be specific for setting up a coarse right hand side and for the first subsequent
Jacobi iteration.
It seems a good compromise to compute the coefficients on-the-fly, but keep them for as
many uses as possible. GPGPUs provide appropriate scratchpad memory within their
multiprocessors (shared memory in CUDA’s and local memory in OpenCL’s terminology),
and the local storage (LS) an SPE is operating on (see section 2.5.2) is scratchpad memory,
anyway. On standard CPUs, which lack dedicated structures, this can be imitated by
the use of plain memory buffers. If they are sufficiently small and used regularly, the
probability is high that they stay in higher levels of the cache hierarchy. This complicates
the implementation somehow and is, from a standard CPU’s view, a first step towards
temporal blocking. On CBEA, however, management of scratch buffers is mandatory
and both approaches are equally complicated. Therefore estimates will be made for both
approaches, for using scratchpad memory as well as for persistent storage of g.
Smoother, computation of the residual, and setup of coarse right hand sides are all similar
operations that are computationally dominated by assemblage of the effective stencil and
its application. In contrast to the Poisson multigrid, not only the residual, but also the
corresponding approximation must be restricted, and all tasks require more operations,
partially as they are on complex numbers.
Estimated kernel balances are listed in table 6.3 with consideration of the following algorithmic optimizations: The residual is restricted together with the current approximation
right after it has been computed. And as the right hand side on the finest grid level is the
image when using the multigrid for denoising, Im (f ) = 0 and needs not to be read. The
arithmetic density is much higher than for the Poisson multigrid, reaching 16 FLOP/float
for smoothing on the finest and therefore largest grid level.
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†

∗

per coarse grid cell
when on finest grid level and omitting Im (f )

Using scratchpad memory for g (v)
Weighted Jacobi
Compute and restrict residual with approximation∗
Setup of coarse right hand side
Correction∗ (like above)
v i+1 ← v i , f
0 ,r
m
vH
H ← vh , fh
f ← v0, b
n , v0 , vm
vhm+1 ← vH
H
h

With explicit storage of g (v) in main memory

Evaluate g v i
gi ← vi
Weighted Jacobi
v i+1 ← v i , g i , f
Compute residual
r ← vm, gm, f
0 ,r
m
Restrictions∗
vH
H ← vh , rh
n , v0 , vm
Correction∗ vhm+1 ← vH
H
h
∗
0
m
m
Compute and restrict residual with approximation
vH , rH ← vh , gh , l
Setup of coarse right hand side
f ← v0, g0, b

Source and target
data structures

38 + 38 + 4
160 + 76 + 8
37 + 18 + 2
10 + 0 + 0

2+6+2
36 + 32 + 2
35 + 12 + 0
12 + 4 + 0
10 + 0 + 0
152 + 52 + 0
35 + 12 + 0

FLOPs/cell
add+mul

4(3)† + 2
16(12)† + 4
4+2
12 + 4

2+2
6 (5)† + 2
6+2
16 + 4
12 + 4
24 (20)† + 4
6+2

floats/cell
load+store

13.3 (16)†
12.2(15.25)†
9.5
0.625

2.5
8.75 (10)†
5.875
0.8
0.625
∼ 7.3(8.5)†
5.875

Kernel
balance

Table 6.3: Average estimated computation and data transfer per grid cell and resulting kernel balance in FLOP/float for components of the complex diffusion full approximation scheme multigrid.
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6.5 Generic Approach to Temporal Blocking within a
Multiarchitecture Framework
Comparison of the estimated kernel balances in table 6.1 and table 6.3 with the machine
balances in table 6.2 has unveiled that practically all components of both multigrid methods
are likely to be memory bound on the target platforms. Only the application of temporal
blocking techniques that increase the arithmetic density by fusing multiple sub-tasks, i.e.
various iterations of the smoother or in combination with grid transfers, can reduce memory
transfer to enable a shorter time-to-solution. When making sub-tasks temporal stages of
a single meta-kernel with a more favorable meta-kernel balance, however, the following
challenges must be addressed:
Code efficiency: Temporal blocking is likely to increase code overhead, for instance control and address computations, and can also incur redundant computations. If this
overhead becomes too high, it can thwart the reduces amount of memory transfer.
Compute kernels and control code must therefore be fast and efficient.
Tuning to the memory hierarchy: Albeit the main memory bandwidth is the primary
objective, performance can eventually depend on all transfers within the memory
hierarchy, which should therefore be considered up to the register set. Architectures
like CBEA and GPGPUs provide no or only limited caching capabilities, but can
profit from explicitly managed scratchpad memory.
Compatibility with peculiar hardware features: Many platforms require the exploitation
of certain hardware features to harvest their full potential. A today nearly omnipresent example are SIMD operations in the ISA. On x86 and Intel64, dedicated
memory instructions can reduce cache pollution and especially avoid the undesired
read-for-ownership that can enforce reading of data that is currently overwritten.
Triggering hardware prefetchers is often necessary to max out bandwidth, but inadvertently prefetching unused data can equally spoil it. The necessity to orchestrate
DMA transfers on the CBEA’s SPUs also falls into this category.
Parallelization: Spatial blocking is usually easy to apply and parallelize. In OpenCL and C
for CUDA with their multidimensional domain tiling approach it is even the default
case. But parallelization gets more complicated when it comes to temporal blocking
techniques. Logically the computational domain is split just as well and its portions
are assigned to threads. In non-trivial cases, however, the cannot be processed independent of each other anymore. One extreme to address interdependencies is tedious
synchronization at boundaries to prevent races and to ensure that the last visiting
thread completes the task. The other extreme is to generally prohibit competitive
data access – a thread is made responsible to produce results in a certain sub-domain
without interfering with others, even if this requires redundant computation of intermediate values at sub-domain boundaries.
Further, increasingly parallel hardware tends to bear increasingly complex memory
hierarchies. Unfortunately, replication of compute units, data paths and data storage is probably the most promising approach to increase computational power as
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well as memory size and bandwidth. When different resources are shared by different sub-sets of compute cores, complex and unforeseen interactions can arise. Tedious
association of threads with data is especially important in ccNUMA topologies in order to reduce remote memory accesses. Used appropriately, however, true parallelism
can also leverage some challenges. For serial code it can be difficult to ensure steady
request of main memory transfer, for instance by intermixing computation from different temporal stages or with explicit prefetching. Otherwise memory bursts can
starve the compute unit whereas compute-intensive parts that profit from locality
cannot max out the bandwidth. But running on many compute units, concurrent
compute- and transfer-intensive phases can largely even out each other.
When the first experiences with the CBEA were made, it soon became clear that many
algorithms are heavily memory bound after the SPU code is optimized (cf. section 4.5).
Although the CBEA does not provide transparent caches, straightforward application of
multi-buffering techniques (see 4.4) already exploits locality in a similar way as cache tiling
does. Therefore, only the advance to temporal blocking techniques can further reduce run
time. But writing code for the CBEA is already cumbersome, as it needs generation of
different binary images for the PowerPC core and the accelerators, requires orchestration of
their interplay at run time, and the management of asynchronous data transfers. However,
designing and implementing temporal blocking techniques is already laborious on “simple”
architectures.
For this purpose, a generic temporal blocking method for stencil and stencil-like algorithms
on regular grids was conceived, which can be supported well by a framework. It does not
only serve the CBEA, but is also suitable for common processor architectures and flexible
enough to be tuned to the specific platform. As it shall be possible to write code that runs
unmodified on common, homogeneous multicore processors as well as on the heterogeneous
Cell design, the specifics of SPEs already set some cornerstones:
• As SPEs can only process data within their local storage, but can neither rely on
caches nor directly access main memory, computing and reusing data in scratchpad
memory must be the default case. When run on common architectures with caches,
this is mimicked by appropriate data structures that are, if small enough and used
regularly, likely to remain in the upper levels of the cache hierarchy.
• As it should be possible to write portable code, basically all global data structures
must be managed by and accessible through the framework. This includes passing of
parameters, like for instance a dampening factor for the Jacobi method. Running
on CBEA, the framework must transfer this data to local storage before it can be
accessed by kernels, while the original data can be directly read on architectures
where all cores share a single memory space.
• Only transfers of 128 B chunks that are naturally aligned in main memory as well
as local storage can achieve high bandwidth on the CBEA. Imposing severe requirements on alignment and padding of shared data and scratch structures is therefore a
necessary feature.
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• As there are no caches between main memory and local storages, all locality must
also be exploited explicitly. Failure to do so on CBEA can incur a penalty equal to a
whole 128 B transfer only to satisfy the data dependency on a single value.
• In contrast to cache-based architectures which constantly ensure a certain degree of
cache coherence, synchronization primitives on CBEA cannot ensure any consistency
between the different copies in main memory and local storages. Negotiating boundary access for temporal blocking techniques is therefore not promising, and it is on
the contrary desirable to keep threads as independent as possible.
A first implementation of such a framework, which only ran on standard CPUs, is detailed
in Stürmer and Rüde [78], which is based on a submission to the KONWIHR1 /Intel multicore programming competition in January 2009 that was awarded the third prize. It
was then overhauled while support for CBEA was added. This hybrid variant has already
been described in Stürmer et al. [81] where it is used for Fast Wavelet Transform for Haar
wavelets.
The framework is designed to relieve the programmer from the most annoying and repetitive tasks. It manages creation and communication of the worker threads, and orchestrates
their traversal of the computational domain. During the traversal, it calls kernels for data
transfer and computation, which in turn use framework functionality to query their exact
job description and current parameters, access scratchpad memory, and employ platformspecific and optimized copy routines to fill and deplete scratch buffers.
The application code configures and instructs the framework, and it specifies the necessary
data structures. Only instances of a two-dimensional array class template, which supports
automatic alignment and padding, are currently accessible through the framework. This
flexibility is also beneficial on cache-based architectures, where inappropriate alignment
with respect to cache line boundaries can cause increased main memory and inter-cache
transfer.
The application code must further provide the necessary kernels for copying and computation, which are called through the framework and therefore heavily depend on it. If none
of those parts use platform-dependent features, the program is directly portable. Such
code was successfully compiled and run on Linux for the Intel x86, Intel64, Intel IA-64
(Itanium), and STI CBE architectures as well as on Apple’s Mac OS X running on Intel64.
As all interaction with the framework is through native C++ features like inheritance and
proxy objects, platform-specific and optimized kernels can be added freely.
For a traversal of the rectangular domain, it is in a first step split into several stripes, each
stripe consisting of a similar number of neighboring lines. Stripes are the atomic unit of
parallelization, meaning that a worker thread is always assigned whole stripes. In order to
deal with NUMA topologies, this is done in two levels: First, roughly the same number of
contiguous stripes (and therefore lines) is statically assigned to the subset of workers in one
memory domain. Within such a thread subset, stripes are distributed dynamically at run
time. If the threads are carefully pinned to a memory node, if the environment implements
1
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a first-touch policy for allocating of memory pages, and if the initialization is made through
the framework, data is primarily processed locally also in subsequent traversals.
To process a stripe, it is split again into multiple tiles of equal width along the other
dimension. Application code must provide a data type, usually a purpose-built struct,
that is used as scratchpad memory for a tile and indicate an appropriate tile size. The
framework allocates and manages a number of scratch structures for every worker similar
to a ring-buffer. By calling the respective application kernels, consequent tiles are copied
to scratch structures, processed, and eventually copied back when finished.
To satisfy vertical data dependencies, scratch structures must provide enough space to
hold data from additional lines above and below the current stripe, and redundant transfer
to the scratch structures is caused. To handle horizontal data dependencies, a certain
window of scratch structures can be requested on which the compute kernel can operate
concurrently. Typically two are necessary and sufficient to handle the data dependencies
across tile boundaries. As the layout of the buffer structure is specified by application code,
it can also provide for auxiliary or intermediate data if it seems appropriate. It is only
required that the oldest buffer in the windows is completed before returning control to the
framework which moves the buffer window. This means that horizontal data dependencies
never incur redundant transfer or computation, but that their treatment at tile boundaries
is also more involved. Unless reaching the other side of the stripe, the newest buffer cannot
be processed completely due to dependencies on the following. This situation is reflected
by the state of a whole stripe in progress, which consists of a part that has already been
updated, a part that is unmodified in main memory but for which copies in buffer structures
are in progress, and a completely untouched part.
On the CBEA, the framework ensures that transfers and computation are overlapped,
also during the transition to another stripe. The auxiliary data structures which list
addresses and sizes of sub-transfers in order to gather data from multiple lines are handled
transparently. If all array lines are padded and tile widths are chosen accordingly, all
transfers possess the desired alignment and size which is necessary to make use of the
CBEAs great bandwidth.
For conventional CPU architectures, optimized copy routines are employed instead of DMA
list transfers. On Intel x86 and Intel64, these are platform-specific functions that prevent
read-for-ownership and cache pollution using so-called non-temporal memory operations
which are optimized for data streaming. DRAM access and computation on in-cache data,
however, are serialized within a single worker. Therefore this approach makes only sense on
multicore systems and if the meta-kernel is strongly compute bound. The framework can
even be instructed to create separate copy and compute threads that act as a single worker.
This feature is primarily intended for multicore architectures that provide Simultaneous
Multithreading, but proved only faster for heavily compute bound meta-kernels (compare
[78]).
The whole approach implements spatial blocking for single operations. Otherwise, unless
only operations that operated on each cell individually are combined, data dependencies
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require the implementation of temporal blocking. To handle vertical components of dependency, additional lines must be fetched above and below the current stripe and intermediate values must be computed redundantly in the resulting halos. In horizontal direction,
however, dependencies can be satisfied without redundant transfer or computation. The
primary difference when fusing multiple operations is that not only a single border between
completed and unprocessed cells emerges, but a staircase-like structure that has been processed up to different temporal stages. Intermediate results do not reach main memory,
because only finished results are copied back.
An example for computing a stripe resulting from the application of two stencil operations
is detailed in figure 6.5. For sake of simplicity, this example assumed the same grid and
associations for input and output data and the course of action when using a single thread
for each worker on a caching architecture.
In order to better understand how computation and transfer are overlapped on an SPE, let
us assume that the latest buffer structure is used for computing the ith tile and that a buffer
window size of N was configured. After computation, storage of the (i − N + 1)th (this
was the oldest tile in the window) is started first before request of data for the (i + 2)th
tile. Transfer of data for the (i + 1)ths tile was issued right before computation on the ith
tile commenced. After ensuring that it has completed, the compute kernel can be called
again with this as the newest buffer. When forming workers from two threads on caching
architectures, this behavior is largely copied.
Although dimensions of computational grid as well as source and target arrays often comply, like in the example, this convenient situation is not a necessity and obviously impossible
for grid transfers in multigrid methods. The logical grid provided to the framework is actually independent of certain data structures, but often chosen to comply with target arrays
of the current task.

6.6 Draft and Analysis of Temporally Blocking
Implementations
In the following, meta-kernels that combine all operations on a single grid level during
descent and ascent are outlined for both multigrid. Additionally to deriving the mean
effort per grid cell analog to 6.4, excessive computation and data transfer caused by the
blocking approach are estimated. Based on the assumptions already made, not only excessive computations, but also all additional memory transfer is caused by the necessity
to maintain halo regions on the stripes’ borders to satisfy vertical data dependencies. The
respective data fetches and computations are made explicitly by the copy kernel that fills
scratch structures and the compute kernel, and are therefore known. The resulting transfer
estimates will be pessimistic in the assumption that all requests to halo data reach main
memory and that there is no cache reuse between adjacent stripes.
For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the same operations are applied over a large
grid which which is covered by many stripes, so that effects on the domain’s boundaries
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States of grid nodes
undefined

initial state, at t0

after 1st operation, at t0+1

(a) The three tiles to be computed are highlighted in the target grid to the right. At least
two appropriately structured scratch buffers are
necessary, only one of which is available to application code for now. Ê Data for the first tile
is copied to a scratch structure including vertical data dependencies, which are in this case
two lines above and below. Ë The first and second update are executed on temporaries under
consideration of data dependencies. In this example always as many updates as possible are
made, but to, e.g., retain SIMD-style processing the granularity can be adapted.

(c) . . . the right hand boundary is reached. Ê
Data for the last target tile is copied to a
scratch structure, for which a prior buffer can
be reused. Ë First and second operation are
applied in both scratch buffers, producing the
results missing in the stripe. Ì + Í Data for
the two remaining tiles is copied to main memory. If another stripe is processed by the same
worker, Í is deferred after processing the first
tile in it (compare (a)) to even out DRAM requests.

after 2nd operation, at t0+2

(b) Another scratch buffer has become available. Ê Data for the second target tile is copied
to another scratch structure. Ë As far as data
dependencies can be satisfied, the first and second operation can be performed in both scratch
buffers. This allows to complete the first tile.
It is also necessary to eliminate all dependencies of the newer buffer structure on values in
the older. Please note that the newer scratch
buffer is now in the same state as the older after (a). Ì After the first tile is copied to main
memory, the buffer structure becomes reusable.
This step is repeated until. . .

Figure 6.1: Example of temporal blocking: Two stencil operations which
require only directly neighboring
values each are performed in a single traversal. Considered is only
processing of the middle stripe
(yellow). Input data is pictured
to the left, output data to the
right, and scratch buffers on top.
Transfer and computation are serialized, which corresponds to execution on a cache-based architecture with a single thread per
worker.
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can be neglected. In this case, it is sufficient to consider a single column of grid cells in
an average stripe. The computational effort CH and memory transfer TH to maintain the
necessary halo structures per column are properties of a meta-kernel and are independent
of the number of lines L a stripe covers.
Within the stripe, average computational effort CS and memory transfer TS like the estimates in section 6.4 apply. Therefore excess rates for redundant work can be estimated
as
CH
CS · L
TH
RT :=
.
TS · L

RC :=

(6.19)
(6.20)

Equivalent is the fraction of redundant computations and transfers
CH
RC
=
CH + CS · L
RC + 1
TH
RT
WT =
=
.
TH + TS · L
RT + 1

WC =

(6.21)
(6.22)

The temporally blocking implementations under investigation actually rely on such subkernels as have already been analyzed and summarized in table 6.1 and table 6.3, so that
the computational effort for a grid cell in a stripe’s interior CS is just the summation
of the efforts from the underlying kernels. The necessary transfer TS , however, must be
reevaluated according to which data is read and written by the copy kernels. Totting
up the sub-kernel’s transfers into TΣ , however, allows to estimate the possible savings in
memory transfer as TS/TΣ . Under the assumption that code remains memory bound and
that the same bandwidth can be achieved as in separate kernels, this also corresponds to
the reduction in run time. To determine CH and TH , a detailed analysis of dependencies
at a stripe’s boundary is required, but this also ultimately ends in the summation of
computational efforts and of transfers of individual operands. The effort will be analyzed
with respect to a cell on the finer of both grid levels involved.

6.6.1 Meta-Kernels for the Poisson Correction Scheme Multigrid
The smallest grid levels will be so small, that they can be processed more efficiently by
the general purpose PowerPC Processor Element of the Cell/B.E., which also owns caches.
Elsewhere, the following three different meta-kernels are required, for which the individual
data transfer and temporal stages within the stripe as well in the halo region on one of its
side are depicted in figure 6.2. The resulting estimates are summarized in table 6.4.
Descent from the finest grid level: This meta-kernel applies m iterations for pre-smoothing, computes the remaining residue and restricts it to the second grid level, for
which it transfer TS = 2 + 1.25 values per fine grid cell. Adding up the computational
effort of these operations evaluates to CS = (5 + 2) m + 1/4 (23 + 4). The meta-kernel
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balance depends on the number of pre-smoothing iterations, for m = 3 it is for
instance 111/13 ≈ 8.5. The reference transfer of separate kernels accumulates to
TΣ = (2 + 1) m + 1/4 (8 + 1).
For m pre-smoothing steps, m + 1 rows from the current approximation and m rows
from the corresponding right hand side must be loaded on each side of the stripe, so
that TH = 4m + 2. Providing one P
line of unknowns after the mth Jacobi iteration
in the halo eventually takes CH = m
i=1 (5 + 2) i floating point operations per grid
column.
Descent through intermediate levels: In contrast to the finest level, the initial guess of
0 needs not be read. Instead, vh1 is simply computed by scaling fh . This metakernel therefore only transfers TS = 1 + 1.25. Replacing the first of m pre-smoothing
steps by cheap scaling decreases CS to (0 + 1) + (5 + 2) (m − 1) + 1/4 (23 + 4). For
separate kernels, the first two pre-smoothing iterations are fused, resulting in a total
of TΣ = (1 + 1) + (2 + 1) (m − 2) + 1/4 (8 + 1).
A prior approximation, as already mentioned, needs not to be loaded, and also the
dependency range of fh within the halo is not increased in comparison to the finest
grid level so that TH is more than halved to TH = 2m. The first Jacobi iteration
is replaced by simple scaling
P and reduces computation to satisfy dependencies to
CH = (m − 1) · (0 + 1) + m−1
i=1 (5 + 2)i.

Ascent to finer grid level: This kernel corrects the current approximation vhi with data
from the coarser grid level to vhi+1 before performing o post-smoothing iterations. The
average necessary effort per grid point is TS = 2.25 + 1 and CS = (1 + 0) + (5 + 2) o
floats need to be transferred. Assuming that the correction is applied on-the-fly,
separate kernels require at least TΣ = 1/4 (9 + 4) + (2 + 1) (o − 1).
As the last post-smoothing iteration is only performed within the stripe’s region,
only o − 1 lines of fh and o lines of vh are required as input at each side of the
stripe. Usually a single line from the coarse grid eH can correct two lines of vh ,
but if o happens to be odd this does not work out even in the halo so that TH =
2P(2o − 1 + 0.5do/2e). The respective computational effort is CH = (1 + 0) (o − 1) +
o−1
i=1 (5 + 2) i.

6.6.2 Meta-Kernels for the Complex Diffusion Full Approximation Scheme
Multigrid
For the complex diffusion multigrid, similar meta-kernels are of interest. For the sake
of simplicity, only a fixed V-cycle with two pre- and two post-smoothing iterations is
considered.
The resulting meta-kernels are visualized in figure 6.3. As this multigrid uses complex
numbers, more floating point operations and separate arrays for real and imaginary data
are required. The analyses are, however, analog to section 6.6.1 and will thus be kept brief.
The resulting FLOP and float transfer counts are summarized in table 6.5. It also provides
reference transfers for implementations with separate kernels, for storing g in memory as
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(a) Poisson multigrid: Descent from the finest grid level with
m iterations of the weighted Jacobi pre-smoother and subsequent restriction of the residual.
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(b) Poisson multigrid: Descent through intermediate grid levels where the first pre-smoothing iteration is replaced by scaling.
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(c) Poisson multigrid: Ascent to finer grid levels with correction of the approximation on the finer grid level and o subsequent iterations of the weighted Jacobi post-smoother.

Figure 6.2: Copy operations and computations that comprise the meta-kernels for a temporally blocked Poisson correction scheme multigrid method. The grid is flipped
so that its lines point out of the drawing plane, and the abscissa is used to
itemize the temporal stages. In each of the figures, only the top two lines of a
stripe and the dependency halo above are shown.
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Table 6.4: Poisson multigrid: Computational effort and memory transfer necessary to update grid cells (CS and TS ) and to maintain a column of redundant temporaries
in the halo layers on both sides of a stripe (CH and TH ) for m pre-smoothing and
o post-smoothing iterations. TΣ denotes the summation of the corresponding
TS for separate kernels in table 6.1. Computational effort is in FLOPs, transfer
in floats.
CS

CH

TS

TH

TΣ

Descent from finest grid level (vhi+m , rH ← vhi , fh )
7m +

27
4

7 2
2m

+ 72 m

13
4

4m + 2

3m +

9
4

2m

3m −

5
4

4o − 2 + d 2o e

3o +

1
4

Descent through intermediate grid level (vhm , rH ← fh )
7m +

3
4

7 2
2m

− 25 m − 1

9
4

Ascent to finer grid levels (vhi+o+1 ← vhi , fh , enH )
7o + 1

7 2
2o

− 25 o − 1

13
4

well as for usage of scratch buffers or computation on-the-fly, which is equivalent with
respect to main memory access.
Descent from finest grid level: After pre-smoothing, the residual is temporarily computed in scratchpad memory and eventually restricted together with the current
0 ← v i , Re (f ).
approximation, so that the whole meta-kernel computes vhi+2 , rH , vH
h
h
Before smoothing and computing the residual, the diffusivity function g must be reevaluated each time. To exploit that Im (fh ) = 0, respective parts of the scratch
structures are zeroed before the actual traversal, and only the real part needs to be
copied.
Descent through intermediate grid levels On intermediate levels, the effective right hand
side must be computed in addition to the work identified on the uppermost grid level.
It is required within the stripe and in 2 · 2 halo lines, and also needs to be stored for
later post-smoothing. An additional update of g is not necessary, as it remains valid
0 ←
for the first pre-smoothing iteration. This meta-kernel yields vhi+2 , fh , rH , vH
vhi , bh .
Ascent to a finer grid level: This meta-kernel combines computation of the error on the
coarser grid, for which the initial and the latest coarse grid approximation are loaded,
with the correction of the fine grid approximation, before post-smoothing commences,
0 , v n , f . Reaching the finest grid level, the imagformally computing vhi+3 ← vhi , vH
h
H
inary part of the right hand side can be skipped again.
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(a) Complex diffusion multigrid: Descent from the finest grid level with 2 presmoothing iterations.
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(b) Complex diffusion multigrid: Descent through intermediate grid levels with 2 presmoothing iterations.
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(c) Complex diffusion multigrid: Ascent to finer grid levels with
2 pre-smoothing iterations.

Figure 6.3: Copy operations and computations that comprise the meta-kernels for a temporally blocked complex diffusion V(2,2) FAS cycle. The grid is flipped so that
its lines point out of the drawing plane, and the abscissa is used to itemize the
temporal stages. In each of the figures, only the top two lines of a stripe and
the dependency halo above are shown.
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Table 6.5: Complex diffusion multigrid: Computational effort and memory transfer necessary to compute grid cells (CS and TS ) and to maintain a column of redundant
temporaries in the halo layer on both sides of a stripe (CH and TH ). Additionally, the accumulated transfers when using separate kernels that store g in main
memory (TΣmem ) or use scratch structures (TΣtmp ) are provided for reference.
Computational effort is in FLOPs, transfer in floats.
Descent from finest grid level
Descent through intermediate levels
Ascent to finer grid levels
Ascent to finest grid level

CS

CH

TS

TH

TΣmem

TΣtmp

221
268
162.5
162.5

520
708
210
210

6
9
7
6

16
20
16
14

32
39
28
26

14
17
16
14

6.7 Results for the Harpertown and Playstation 3 Platforms
Looking at the estimates already derived for both multigrid methods, they indicate that
a straightforward implementation results in memory bound kernels (table 6.1 and table
6.3) and that temporal blocking can reduce the required memory transfer (TS  TΣ ) at
moderate increase of computation (RC is typically below 10 % when fusing only few Jacobi
iterations). Real-world experiments are, however, necessary to verify that the concept of
scratch structures actually works, especially on cache-based architectures, and that the
whole approach yields better performance than a fast implementation which does not
employ such advanced techniques. Measured values are subsequently marked with a hât
symbol.
In a first step, only main memory access of the temporally blocking kernels is evaluated. As
savings of memory transfer are a necessary prerequisite to reduce run time independent of
how the compute kernel are implemented, this allows to rate the efficiency of the approach.
On the Intel64 system, the likwid [87] tool suite (cf. section 5.3.2) is used to measure
DRAM access. On the Playstation 3, however, the hypervisor is preventing access to the
hardware performance monitoring facilities. But as memory must be accessed by means
of uncached DMA transfers, traffic can be computed by intercepting and analyzing DMA
calls. Undiscernible remain memory accesses of the idling PowerPC processing element,
calls of the pre-compiled synchronization library, and all management concerning memory
pages and segments.
Using the measured or computed data transfer M̂ for a meta-kernel operating on a grid
with N unknowns, the actual rate of excessive data transfer
R̂T :=

M̂
−1
N · TS

(6.23)

can be computed and compared with prediction RT (6.20), or alternatively WT (6.22) with
Ŵ := R̂ .
R̂+1
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It is equally of interest how much main memory transfer is saved by temporal blocking.
As the respective TΣ represents a cautious estimate for the demands of discrete kernels,
even a good implementation without advanced temporal blocking techniques will at least
transfer
P̂T =

N · TΣ
M̂

(6.24)

times the amount of data, and the meta-kernel therefore has the potential to be P̂T times
as fast if getting the same memory bandwidth.
Only in a second step, the actual run time is taken into account to see how good the
potential can be exploited, which largely depends on the performance of the compute kernels. Those were manually optimized and SIMD-vectorized by means of intrinsics. For the
complex diffusion multigrid, divisions in inner loop bodies are replaced by a multiplication
with a reciprocal estimate and a subsequent Newton-Raphson iteration. Such an approach
is necessary on SPEs, as they lack native division, and is also beneficial for the Intel processors, where it allows for a higher throughput than the divider unit which is not pipelined.
The Cell kernels have been unrolled so that load and compute latencies are largely covered.
Especially in the Poisson multigrid, where only few computations are applied per grid cell,
scratch structures are processed in blocks so that temporal locality can be exploited on
register level. This register blocking can compensate to some degree for the constraint
that in each cycle either one naturally aligned memory operation or the rearrangement of
register operands to facilitate one differently aligned operand is possible.
From a practical point of view, one wants to know how much faster a temporally blocking
implementation gets than well-implemented alternatives. A conservative approach is to
derive a lower bound for implementations without temporal blocking, which is given by
the time necessary to transfer N · TΣ at maximal bandwidth of the test platform B̂ max .
Therefore the speed-of-light factor
c :=

N · TΣ
B̂ max · t̂

(6.25)

tells how much faster a meta-kernel is than an equivalent implementation with separate
kernels can get.
The opposite view is on how well the hardware is made use of, which primarily evaluates
the quality of the respective kernel implementations. As was demonstrated in section 5.3.2,
understanding of performance and quantification of the remaining potential is a demanding
enterprise. While being reasonably implemented, the kernels are not expected to be close
to optimality, for which this aspect is handled only cursorily. Besides the measured or
computed memory bandwidth B̂ = M̂/t̂, only estimated FLOP rates that either incorporate
redundant operations within halos
F all :=

100

N · (1 + RC ) CS
t̂

(6.26)
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or accounting only for the minimal number of unique computations
F uniq :=

N · CS
t̂

(6.27)

will be examined. While the former relates to the usage of execution units, the second
describes the rate of useful work.

6.7.1 Measurements of the Poisson Multigrid Implementation
The size of buffer structures was chosen experimentally to yield close-to-best performance
over all configurations, which resulted in a tile width of 128 grid points of the finer grid
for the CBEA and 32 grid points on the Harpertown platform. The buffers provide a fixed
height of 38 cells, but as they must hold a changing number of halo lines, the effective
stripe height varies. As presumed by some manually optimized kernels, it must be further
rounded to multiples of four. On the Intel system, a problem of N = 8192 × 8192 cells
on the finest grid level is used, but for the Playstation 3 with only 256 MiB of RAM only
N = 4096 × 2048 were possible.
For the three meta-kernels that have already been discussed, the amount of main memory
transfer was derived when fusing two to five Jacobi iterations with grid transfers on the
greatest levels they are encountered. For both test platforms, table 6.7(a) and table 6.7(b)
list the effective stripe height L, the predicted and actual rate of waste transfer RT and
R̂T , and the potential in comparison to implementations that use separate kernels P̂T . To
compute the latter, 19 GB/s and 9.6 GB/s (cf. table 6.2) are used as B̂ max . The effective
stripe height varies as it must be adapted to leave room for halo data and must further be
chosen as a multiple of four.
Not surprisingly, the predicted and measured excess rates agree very well on the Playstation 3 – the remaining difference is caused by transfer of control data to all worker
SPEs (512 B each) and the fact that no halo data needs to be transferred at the domain’s
boundary. But the deviation on the Intel64 system is also small – in fact, measured transfer
becomes generally smaller than prediction when fusing at least three or four Jacobi iterations, indicating that there is some cache reuse between adjacent stripes. Consequently,
the savings in memory transfer in comparison to implementations using separate kernels
develops also similar on both platforms.
The primary objective to reduce the memory transfer of the Poisson multigrid was reached
on both platforms, which lays the foundation to reduce run time. When fusing only two
Jacobi iterations with the preceding or successive grid transfer, half the run time seems
possible, and reduction to about a quarter for four or five smoothing steps.
Consideration of the actual run time allows to assess also the success of an implementation.
Run time t̂, memory bandwidth B̂, real and useful FLOP rates F all and F uniq as well as
the advantage over any implementation with separate kernels c are summarized in table
6.8(a) and table 6.8(b).
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Table 6.6: Poisson multigrid: Analysis of main memory traffic of the meta-kernels. The
tables list the effective stripe height L, the predicted rate of excessive transfer
RT (6.20), the measured or computed rate of excessive transfer R̂T (6.23), and
the potential of temporal blocking in comparison to separate kernels P̂T (6.24)
for two to five fused Jacobi iterations (m for pre- and o for post-smoothing).
(a) Metrics for the Playstation 3 platform, tiles are 128 fine grid cells wide.

RT

R̂T

P̂T

11.0 %
15.4 %
23.1 %
28.2 %

11.0 %
15.1 %
23.0 %
28.1 %

2.3
3.0
3.6
4.1

Descent through second grid (2048 × 1024):
2
32
5.6 %
3
28
9.5 %
4
28
12.7 %
5
24
18.5 %

5.4 %
9.4 %
12.5 %
18.2 %

2.0
3.1
4.2
5.2

Ascent to finest grid (4096 × 2048):
2
32
3
28
4
28
5
24

6.6 %
13.2 %
17.3 %
26.8 %

1.8
2.5
3.2
3.7

m/o

L

Descent from finest grid (4096 × 2048):
2
28
3
28
4
24
5
24

6.7 %
13.2 %
17.6 %
26.9 %

(b) Metrics for the Harpertown platform, tiles are 32 fine grid cells wide.

m/o

L

RT

R̂T

P̂T

11.0 %
15.4 %
23.1 %
28.2 %

14.6 %
17.7 %
19.6 %
22.9 %

2.2
2.9
3.7
4.3

Descent through second grid (4096 × 4096):
2
32
5.6 %
3
28
9.5 %
4
28
12.7 %
5
24
18.5 %

7.1 %
9.5 %
11.7 %
14.0 %

2.0
3.1
4.3
5.4

Ascent to finest grid (8192 × 8192):
2
32
3
28
4
28
5
24

12.7 %
15.8 %
19.5 %
22.0 %

1.7
2.5
3.2
3.8

Descent from finest grid (8192 × 8192):
2
28
3
28
4
24
5
24
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6.7 %
13.2 %
17.6 %
26.9 %
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Table 6.7: Poisson multigrid: Analysis of run time t̂ of the meta-kernels on both test platforms. The tables list the measured memory bandwidth B̂, the estimated real
F all (6.26) and useful F uniq (6.27) FLOP rates as well as the speed-of-light
factor c (6.25) for two to five fused Jacobi iterations (m for pre- and o for
post-smoothing).
(a) Metrics for the Playstation 3 platform, tiles are 128 fine grid cells wide.

m/o

t̂

B̂

Descent from finest grid (4096 × 2048):
2
7.02
17.2
3
8.39
15.0
4
10.32
13.0
5
12.45
11.2
Descent through second
2
3
4
5

grid (2048 × 1024):
1.36
14.6
1.72
12.0
2.17
9.8
2.71
8.2

Ascent to finest grid (4096 × 2048):
2
6.54
3
7.11
4
8.67
5
10.67

17.8
17.4
14.8
13.0

F all

F uniq

c

25.7
29.2
30.6
31.1

24.8
27.7
28.3
28.1

2.1
2.4
2.4
2.4

23.1
27.6
29.4
30.0

22.7
26.5
27.8
27.6

1.5
2.0
2.2
2.2

19.6
26.9
29.6
30.7

19.2
26.0
28.1
28.3

1.7
2.3
2.5
2.5

(b) Metrics for the Harpertown platform, tiles are 32 fine grid cells wide.

B̂

F all

F uniq

c

Descent from finest grid (8192 × 8192):
2
116.0
8.6
3
131.1
7.8
4
152.8
6.8
5
174.5
6.1

12.4
15.0
16.5
17.7

12.0
14.2
15.3
16.1

2.0
2.4
2.6
2.8

13.5
17.3
19.4
20.1

13.3
16.7
18.4
18.5

1.8
2.5
2.9
3.0

9.5
12.7
15.1
16.4

9.4
12.3
14.3
15.1

1.6
2.1
2.5
2.7

m/o

Descent through second
2
3
4
5

t̂

grid (4096 × 4096):
18.6
8.7
21.9
7.6
26.2
6.4
32.4
5.3

Ascent to finest grid (8192 × 8192):
2
107.6
3
120.5
4
136.2
5
160.4

9.1
8.4
7.7
6.6
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With two Jacobi iterations, meta-kernels achieve an advantage not far from their potential
on both platforms. The worst case is the descent through intermediate grids on the Cell
system which reaches only about B̂/B̂ max ≈ 3/4 of the possible bandwidth and an advantage
of only P̂T ≈ 1.5 in contrast to c ≈ 2.0 possible. A brief look at table 6.4 confirms that this
meta-kernel has the worst ratio between CS and TS , suggesting that it is already struggling
with instruction throughput.
When combining more iterations of the Jacobi smoother, this situation applies for all
meta-kernels on the Playstation 3. When fusing five smoothing steps, the real FLOP rate
saturates and the increased portion of redundant computations can cause negative returns.
In general, the SPE-optimized kernels cannot achieve much more than 30 GFLOP/s, which
is only 20 % of the peak rate. Still, this enables a headstart between 2 and 2.5 over
implementations without temporal blocking.
Performance on the Harpertown workstation is actually worse, with an absolutely lower
FLOP rate and a relatively smaller fraction of peak. Still greater c are achieved on this
system because the achievable bandwidth is not even half of the Cell/B.E.’s. Curiously at
first glance, F all is not clearly saturating. But in contrast to CBEA, where copy kernels
only request DMA transfers and can immediately return, they must execute for the whole
process of copying data and consume a substantial part of a worker thread’s run time.
Therefore a higher FLOP rate is observed if the compute kernel just executes longer at the
same rate.
The total run time for different V-cycles on both platforms is visualized in figure 6.4.
Not surprisingly, most time is consumed by operations on the finest grid grid level, and
only very few below the second. Although work per grid level more than doubles from a
V(2,2)-cycle to a V(5,5)-cycle (cf. estimates for transfer of computation of smoother and
grid transfers in table 6.1), the run time only increases by about 51 % percent on the
Harpertown workstation and by about 72 % on the Playstation 3.

6.7.2 Measurements of the Complex Diffusion Multigrid Implementation
Performance of the complex diffusion multigrid kernels for a fixed V(2,2)-cycle is analyzed
analog to the Poisson multigrid. As more memory must be provided per grid cell, only an
image of 2048 × 2048 pixels can be processed on the Playstation 3, while N = 8192 × 8192
are used again on the Xeon system. The Intel64 variant was implemented in the first
version of the framework without CBEA support and is already mentioned in [78].
The analysis of main memory transfer is shown in table 6.9(a) and table 6.9(b). Of course,
predicted and measured excess transfer again nearly match and memory transfer is substantially reduced. In comparison to an implementation that computes the diffusivity coefficients g on-the-fly or in scratch buffers, roughly doubling performance seems possible.
Storing g in main memory does actually not simplify implementation on CBEA.
For the Intel64 system, two different tile sizes have been evaluated. The first achieved
the best run time for a V-cycle, the second was chosen to minimize R̂T . For the former,
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(a) Run time for different V-cycles on the Harpertown platform for problem size 8192 × 8192.
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(b) Run time for different V-cycles on the Harpertown platform for problem size 4096 × 2048.

Figure 6.4: Poisson Multigrid: Total wall clock run time for a single V-cycle on the Harpertown and Playstation 3 test platforms, breaking up the share of the metakernels on the two uppermost grid levels.
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Table 6.8: Complex diffusion multigrid: Analysis of main memory traffic of the metakernels on both test platforms. The tables list the predicted rate of excessive
transfer RT (6.20), the measured or computed rate of excessive transfer R̂T
(6.23), and the potential of temporal blocking in comparison to separate kernels
when storing g in memory P̂Tmem or not P̂Ttmp (6.24). In all cases, two Jacobi
iterations are fused with the grid transfer.
(a) Metrics for the Playstation 3 platform.

Using tiles of 64 × 16:

Descent from finest grid 20482

Descent through intermediate grid 10242
Ascent through intermediate grid 10242
Ascent to finest grid 20482

RT

R̂T

P̂Tmem

P̂Ttmp

16.7 %
13.9 %
14.3 %
15.6 %

16.5 %
13.7 %
14.1 %
14.5 %

4.6
3.8
3.5
3.8

2.0
1.7
2.0
2.2

(b) Metrics for the Harpertown platform.

Using tiles of 256 × 34:

Descent from finest grid 81922

Descent through intermediate grid 40962
Ascent through intermediate grid 40962
Ascent to finest grid 81922
Using tiles of 128 × 22:

Descent from finest grid 81922

Descent through intermediate grid 40962
Ascent through intermediate grid 40962
Ascent to finest grid 81922
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RT

R̂T

P̂Tmem

P̂Ttmp

7.8 %
6.5 %
6.7 %
7.4 %

58.1 %
25.5 %
24.6 %
34.3 %

3.4
3.5
3.2
3.2

1.5
1.5
1.8
1.9

12.1 %
10.1 %
10.4 %
11.4 %

33.6 %
25.8 %
18.2 %
21.7 %

4.0
3.4
3.4
3.6

1.7
1.5
1.9
2.1

6.7 Results for the Harpertown and Playstation 3 Platforms

Table 6.9: Complex diffusion multigrid: Analysis of run time t̂ of the meta-kernels on
both test platforms for a V(2,2) cycle. The tables list the measured memory
bandwidth B̂, the estimated real F all (6.26) and useful F uniq (6.27) FLOP rates
as well as the speed-of-light factors cmem and ctmp (6.25), which relate to storage
of g in main memory or not. In all cases, two Jacobi iterations are fused with
the grid transfer.
(a) Metrics for the Playstation 3 platform.

Using tiles of 64 × 16:

Descent from finest grid 20482

Descent through intermediate grid 10242
Ascent through intermediate grid 10242
Ascent to finest grid 20482

t̂

B̂

F all F uniq cmem ctmp

24.9
9.4
4.9
17.6

4.7
4.5
6.9
6.5

42.7
34.7
38.0
41.8

37.2
29.8
35.1
38.7

1.1
0.9
1.3
1.3

0.5
0.4
0.7
0.8

(b) Metrics for the Harpertown platform.

Using tiles of 256 × 34:

Descent from finest grid 81922

Descent through intermediate grid 40962
Ascent through intermediate grid 40962
Ascent to finest grid 81922
Using tiles of 128 × 22:

Descent from finest grid 81922

Descent through intermediate grid 40962
Ascent through intermediate grid 40962
Ascent to finest grid 81922

t̂

B̂

F all F uniq cmem ctmp

450
139
102
370

5.7
5.4
5.8
5.9

35.2
34.8
27.8
30.6

32.9
32.3
26.8
29.5

2.0
2.0
1.9
2.0

0.9
0.9
1.1
1.1

472
154
115
421

4.6
4.9
4.8
4.7

34.8
32.7
25.0
27.4

31.5
29.2
23.7
25.9

1.9
1.8
1.7
1.7

0.8
0.8
1.0
1.0
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deviation from the predicted rate can be larger, exceeding the estimate by nearly 50 %. The
second variant is much better, but still has twice of the predicted waste transfer. Because it
accesses more quantities for which separate real and imaginary part are stored in separate
arrays, the implementation of the FAS multigrid gathers from and scatters to way more
different memory locations than the Poisson multigrid. Additionally, the old version of the
framework does not support padding and all values in the same column of an array are
placed a power of two away from each other, which makes cache conflicts more likely: On
the Core 2 microarchitecture, addresses with a stride of 4 KiB are competing for the same
cache line set in L1 cache (8-way set associative), and in L2 with 256 KiB[47] (24-way).
Despite these problems, temporal blocking provides potential to outperform alternative
implementations.
Metrics derived from the run time of these implementations are summarized in table 6.10(a)
and table 6.10(b). The Playstation 3 reaches about 40 GFLOP/s in the best situations,
but this is not sufficient to stress the memory bus. As during descent not only computation of the residual, but also setup of the right hand side are fused with Jacobi smoother,
the arithmetic density is much higher than during ascent, which therefore attains a higher
bandwidth. Reaching only between 50 % and 75 % ctmp , it seems doable to equal or outrun this implementation without temporal blocking. The FLOP rates on the Harpertown
system only come close, but due to the lower bandwidth this is already competitive with
the alternatives. Main memory bandwidth is not a limiting factor here, too, for which
reducing computational waste and overhead by using high and wide tiles at the cost of
cache conflicts is profitable. There is some obvious potential for improvements in both
implementations, as they currently use separate sub-kernels for scaling, restrictions, and
correction. Another effort in arithmetic and low-level optimization can therefore probably accelerate computation, but not only on the Playstation 3 such an investment seems
questionable.
As a side note, a whole V(2,2) for 2048 × 2048 unknowns takes 62 ms on the Playstation 3,
and for 8192 × 8192 unknowns 1.1 s on the Harpertown system.

6.8 Résumé
It was shown that temporal blocking techniques can effectively lessen memory transfer of
non-trivial stencil computations and thereby provide the potential to reduce the run time
to a similar degree. When fusing highly memory bound operations, a clear advantage over
implementations that do not employ temporal blocking can be gained, which was demonstrated by analysis and measurements of implementations on classic multicore systems as
well as the CBEA.
Additionally, a practical “recipe” for the application of temporal blocking techniques that
works on the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture and cache-based architectures was given.
Creation of a framework makes management of data structures and orchestration of the
parallel execution reusable.
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6.8 Résumé
The inability to accelerate the complex diffusion multigrid, for which a higher kernel balance than the machine balances of the target platforms was identified, emphasizes the need
for highly tuned kernels. This is a strong rationale for leaving all freedom in arranging the
inner workings of meta-kernels to the implementer, as this provides the necessary flexibility
for necessary algorithmic and low-level optimizations.
As simple kernel and machine balances proved to be bad predictors for code performance
(compare also with section 5.3.2), they can at best serve for a first, rough estimate. As
this will be the mode of operation in this approach, an in-cache (or in-Local-Storage, so
to speak) work unit rate from a prototypical or similar compute kernel constitutes a more
significant replacement for the FLOP-based balances.
Of course, this approach can also be extended straightforward to 3-D by distributing bars
having a cross-section of Ly × Lz instead of stripes. The number of line chunks a scratch
structure can
√ hold is, however, distributed to two dimensions, so that in each dimensions
Lx , Ly ∼ L. As now also halo data is required in two dimensions, Lx · Ly may need
to chosen much smaller than L if the same amount of scratchpad memory is provided.
This means that excess rates for transfer and computation are higher and are not scaling
inversely proportional to Lx · Ly , but only to Lx and Ly . The urge to increase a bar’s
volume is therefore stronger than for a stripe’s area, but this implies even more scattered
memory accesses which also proved problematic.
One should be aware that the whole investigation took a pure algorithmic view on multigrid.
With respect to time-to-solution, however, only fast error reduction matters. In Köstler
et al. [50], the convergence rate of cycles depending on the number of pre- and postsmoothing steps is approximated by means of Local Fourier Analysis[12, 96] in order to
compute the rate of error reduction in combination with predicted or measured run times.
As error reduction and run time of a multigrid cycle are scaling only loosely with the
number of pre- and post-smoothing steps, comparison of one without the other cannot
ensure the best choice.
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In early stages of the development of numerical software, when a mathematical model is
specified and a suitable numerical method is chosen, performance is often only concerned
in abstract and platform-independent ways, e.g. with respect to asymptotic computational
complexity, and subordinated to generality and extensibility. To cope with applications
that have extraordinary requirements on performance, however, a holistic approach can
become necessary which matches model, numerical method, implementation, and target
platform. Such an endeavor requires expertise from different fields and can hardly be
administered by a single person. Instead a truly interdisciplinary effort is required to fabricate a specialized solution where the combination of general approaches and established
techniques is just not sufficient.
Said approach was taken in an industry project with partners from Siemens AG in Erlangen. The goal was to employ GPGPUs as accelerators to enable real-time or faster
3-D simulation of heat conduction in rolls during hot rolling in order to eventually derive
the resulting expansion. The focus will be on the time-dependent temperature simulation,
which required the development of a minimalist model which is eventually computed in a
way that meets the strengths of graphics cards.
Description of these findings from section 7.1 to section 7.5 of this conform to an initial
submission to the Journal of Computational Science, a revision of which has been published
meanwhile [82]. The text is included in accordance with the author rights kindly granted
by Elsevier [1], and has only been modified to fix spelling and grammar, and to assimilate
notation and appearance. Section section 7.1 has been largely written by Dr.-Ing. Johannes
Dagner from Siemens AG. The rest of the text is my original work, however improved and
supplemented on the basis of many suggestions and valuable feedback from my coauthors.
Such an intricate co-design task that ranges from the physical models down to aspects of
low-level optimization is only feasible collaboratively. Dr.-Ing. Johannes Dagner brought
in his expertise in practice and theory of hot rolling and simulation technique. The initial approach to simulate the heat conduction was elaborated primarily by Daniel Ritter
and Harald Köstler. The preliminary investigation of an expansion model by Hamidreza
Attar [6] was refined by Kai Hertel. My responsibility in these activities was to consult
the domain experts in choosing approaches and methods that benefit performance by appraising their effect on implementation and resulting interplay with hardware. Credit for
extending the software to handle multiple materials and cooling channels is due to Paul
Manstetten [54].
My further contributions to the project are the software design as well as implementation
of must functionality, the algorithmic and low-level optimization of host code and compute
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kernels, the move from a finite difference discretization to finite volumes to provide conservation of energy, and finally the performance analyses and validations in this chapter.
I am, however, indebted to Daniel Ritter for aid in parameterization of the Stevens test
case in section 7.4.2.

7.1 Introduction
Nowadays metals’ production, in particular in the scope of flat products (strips, plates)
made from Steel or Aluminum, heavily relies on model-based process control. This is
due to the rough production environment including high temperatures, water vapor and
vibrations combined with challenging requirements with respect to product quality, in
terms of geometrical and material properties. Under such conditions, measurements for
classical feedback control are difficult or impossible, in particular for the full length of the
produced material. Measurement devices are typically at the end of the mill, leading to
need for an accurate, model based setup for the so called head-section of the product.
It is state of the art to use simplified, real-time capable numerical models, e.g., as soft
sensors to replace or support measurements for process control. One example is the roll
expansion in hot strip rolling (figure 7.1). The rolls experience an intensive heating from
the rolling stock and also strong cooling by water sprays during the rolling process. Nevertheless, the rolls heat up to over 100 ◦ C leading to a so called thermal crown of up to
2 mm. This shape-change of the roll excesses the geometrical tolerances of the final product significantly. Unfortunately no established technique is available to measure it online
and compensate it by the control system.
Currently, this effect is represented in the Siemens process control (so called Level 2 System)
using a fast combination of an axially symmetric thermal model with an analytical solution
for the boundary conditions and the resulting expansion of the roll. They form a softsensor, which tracks the rolls’ shape as long as rolls are inserted in the stand (see figure
7.2). Despite this solution has been successfully used for years, a homogeneous model could
be maintained more easily and possibly even further improve precision.
Thus, it was investigated if the combination of models could be replaced with a straightforward 3-D model of the roll, which is fast enough to act as soft sensor for the rolls’ shape
during operation.
Our contributions in the article are specifically:
• We propose a 3-D model for temperature simulation within a cylindrical roll which
• we validate for simple analytic test cases and measurements, and
• we implement it efficiently on GPGPU in order to enable real-time computations for
realistic scenarios including also thermal expansion of the mill.
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© by Siemens AG

Figure 7.1: Modern hot mill for the production of steel strips with six stands during roll
change. New rolls are just inserted in the stand. The rolls in front of the mill
have been used for last roll campaign. Reproduced with kind permission of the
copyright holder.
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Hydraulic
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Backup Roll
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Water Cooling
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Figure 7.2: Sketch of a so-called 4-high stand for a typical hot mill. Some parts, like
bearings of the workroll are omitted.
To make use of GPGPUs for process control and automation is an attractive and promising approach (compare patent specification [26]), but few papers and articles have been
published. We could benefit from our previous work on GPGPU computing for real-time
imaging[50] and large-scale HPC[27].
In section 7.2 we specify the details of the temperature model and its finite volume discretization in cylindrical space, to which we apply an explicit time integration scheme.
Special care has to be taken in order to assure a correct treatment of the boundary conditions. Section 7.3 discusses the implementation details, and section 7.4 presents an analytic
validation of the model, compares the numerical results to measurements found in literature, makes a performance analysis of the code, and shows simulation results for a realistic
setup.

7.2 Model and Discretization
This section outlines the numerical approach we took to simulate the heat conduction
within a roll. As simulations faster than real-time should be possible, model and discretization are kept as simple as possible, while still catching the important features of the
process. Further restrictions will be made to allow for fewer and smaller data structures
and a fast, parallel implementation especially suitable for GPGPUs, which is detailed in
section 7.3.
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The temperature T within the roll is described by the heat equation
ρcp

∂
T = ∇ · λ∇T ,
∂t

(7.1)

where ρ is the density, cp the specific heat capacity, and λ the thermal conductivity of an
isotropic material.

7.2.1 Spatial Discretization
The geometry of the roll is approximated as a hollow circular cylinder of length l and outer
and inner radii ro and ri . Omitting the core hardly influences results for this application,
but simplifies discretization and avoids numeric problems at the center.
Cylindrical space is used for the numerics. In it, the simulation domain Ω reads
[rinside ; routside ] × [0; 2π) × [0, l] .
Ω is covered by a rectilinear grid of nr ×nφ ×nz cells, on which (7.1) is discretized using
the finite volume method. For the average temperature T of a single cell with volume Vb ,
density ρb and heat capacity cbp it reads
X
X
T − Tf
∂
ρbcbp Vb T = −
Ff = −
λf Af
.
∂t
df
f ∈faces

(7.2)

f ∈faces

The flux Ff over each of the six cell faces with area Af is approximated using the temperature Tf of the neighboring cell, the distance of the cell centers along the cylindrical axes
df , and the thermal conductivity λf in between.
The implementation will restrict grid spacing hri , i ∈ {1, . . . , nr } to vary only radially, so
that the fixed widths hz = nlz and hφ = n2πφ can be defined. The temperature Ti,j,k is then
associated with the cell centers at (ri , (j + 0.5) dφ , (k + 0.5) dz ). Material parameters are
allowed to only change radially, too. Considering the manufacturing process of rolls this is
not a serious restriction, but enables a compact and efficient storage scheme described in
section 7.3.1.
For fully regular spacing this approach is equivalent to transferring (7.1) first into cylindrical space and using a straightforward finite differences approach, as described by Baehr
and Stephan [8].
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7.2.2 Time Integration
Especially at the outer surface, conditions change rapidly due to the rotation. To fully catch
their influence, the time step must be reduced accordingly, the finer the angular resolution
and the higher the angular velocity is. For many common scenarios, this restricts the time
step more or at least in the order of what explicit time integration allows (see section 7.4.1
and section 7.4.3). Hence, a simple forward Euler method is used for time integration.
Replacing the remaining derivative in (7.2), the update of single cell for a time step of ht
becomes

ρbcbp Vb

T

t+1

t

X
−T
=−
Fft ⇒
ht
f ∈faces


X
λf Af  t X
λ f Af t
t+1
⇒T
= 1 −
ht
T +
ht
Tf
bcbp Vb df
bcbp Vb df
f ∈faces ρ
f ∈faces ρ


X
X
t
t
=  1 − ht
σf  T + ht
σf Tf .
f ∈faces

(7.3)

f ∈faces

7.2.3 Boundary Conditions
As movement of the roll will displace the temperature grid and the conditions inflicted
by the environment, determining and imposing the effective boundary conditions for each
time is challenging.
A halo layer of ghost cells around the grid is used, and the ghost values are set to enforce the
flux through the surface resulting from the boundary condition. Given a certain condition,
thermal conductivity λ, area of the common cell wall A and distance between the cell
centers d, computing a ghost temperature TG conforms to a linear extrapolation from the
adjacent temperature cell T ∗ using fixed slope s and offset o.
In general, however, the shift is not by an integral number of cells, so that a fraction of
p ∈ (0; 1) of the respective cell’s wall should impose one boundary condition (a), and a
fraction of (1 − p) another (b). Then, effective weights can be computed using the following
ansatz based on fluxes:
T

F

F

G
z }|
{ z
}|a
{ z
}|b
{
T ∗ − (sT ∗ + o)
T ∗ − (sa T ∗ + oa )
T ∗ − (sb T ∗ + ob )
= pAλ
+ (1 − p)Aλ
,
λA
d
d
d

(7.4)

The effective s and o for a certain non-integral offset can be obtained by linear interpolation
between initial weights according to the current rotation, which is also visualized in figure
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TG=(p)(saT*+oa)
+(1-p)(sbT*+ob)

*

pA

A

boundary condition
resulting
flux F

boundary

T*

T*

domain

(a) no displacement or by n·h

(1-p) A

boundary condition a boundary condition b
partial
flux Fa

surface area A

halo

partial
flux Fb

TG=sT +o

(b) displaced by (n+p)·h

Figure 7.3: Ghost value extrapolation (a) when temperature grid and surface grid conform
and (b) when they are displaced by rotation. This is a projection from 3-D
onto 2-D.
7.3. Consequently, arbitrary combinations of boundary conditions can efficiently be treated
by just storing sets of slopes and offsets on each cell surface at the boundary.
Free placement of Dirichlet (fixed surface temperature), Neumann (fixed heat flux per
surface area) and mixed, Poincaré type are supported. The latter is typically used to
model contact with a fluid and relates the heat flux density proportional to the difference
between surface temperature TΓ and a reference temperature of the surrounding fluid Tref
by the heat flux coefficient h as
λ

∂
TΓ = −h (TΓ − Tref ) .
∂~n

(7.5)

This method can be adapted to place cavities inside the material. A void cell, however,
must feign different ghost temperatures if multiple material cells adjoin. On the one hand,
such values must hence be computed on-the-fly. On the other hand, however, they are not
affected by rotation and can be directly applied.

7.2.4 Stability
The explicit Euler method becomes unstable if any coefficient in the time step update (7.3)
becomes negative, which can only occur for the central factor in front of T t . Boundary
conditions must be considered, too, as ghost temperatures may depend on the temperature
of the cell they affect. Considering a ghost value at face f 0 extrapolated using slope s and
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offset o, (7.3) becomes
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Let us examine the influence of a Dirichlet condition, which introduces the strongest limitations on ht as it results in the most negative s. Given the distance bf 0 to the boundary face
f 0 with a temperature TΓ , the ghost temperature extrapolation to enforce an equivalent
flux is given by
T − Tf 0
T − TΓ
λ f 0 Af 0
= λf 0 Af 0
⇒ T f0 =
bf 0
df 0
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Replacing s and o in (7.6) and recalling the definition of σf , it follows that
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f ∈{faces\f 0 }

Not surprisingly, this is equivalent to the insertion of the approximated flux Ff 0 on the
left hand side of (7.7) directly into (7.2). As has been proven here for the Dirichlet case,
the usage of ghost layers is only a matter of implementation and yields identical results to
eliminated boundary conditions for explicit time integration. However, it is simpler and
faster than re-computation of stencils and source terms on the right hand side in every
time step. Consequently, which width is chosen for the ghost layer has no effect on the
results whatsoever (except through limited floating point precision).
As fast changes of boundary conditions is a requirement, time step limitations are evaluated
during initialization, assuming Dirichlet conditions at all occurring boundaries, i.e. on the
hollow cylinder’s faces as well as at voids.
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7.3 Implementation
The first part of this section will bridge from the numeric approach to its implementation.
Besides describing the treatment of solid rolls and the extensions for cooling channels, it
briefly outlines how data structures and execution profit from the restrictions made. Then
an overview of the whole software, the compute kernels make up only a minor part of, is
given.

7.3.1 Method and Data Structures
As long as only solid rolls are concerned, the proposed approach directly leads to efficient
data structures. The spatial discretization for (7.3) is stored as nr stencils: Each point in
a φ-z-plane has an identical set of σf , two of which in turn have duplicates. Including their
sum for performance reasons, each stencil has 5 unique coefficients. The boundary conditions are satisfactorily represented by two extrapolation weights on each cell surface at the
hollow cylinder’s boundary. Eventually, two three-dimensional arrays for the temperature
data including halo are required, alternating serving as source and target of the time step
update. The elements are stored with z as fastest and r as slowest running index, which
ensures that as many consecutive temperature updates as possible depend on the same
stencil. This is both beneficial for SIMD-type vector units in CPUs as well as the more
flexible multiprocessors of GPGPUs, even more if they posses caches. Please note that
allowing only a single material or demanding a radially regular spacing has no advantages,
as stencils differ radially anyway.
To model another large group of rolls in metal working, a minimalist approach to incorporate cooling channels is chosen. The channels are modeled as voids spanning a region of
cells [rmin ; rmax ]×[φmin ; φmax ]×[0, l] on whose walls boundary conditions can be specified.
Looking at more general alternatives, they either introduce unnecessary complexities or
even numerical problems. Treating curved surfaces with the finite volume method requires
the evaluation of complex surface integrals and fluxes, breaking regularity. If energy conservation is dispensable, one could switch to finite differences or use a hybrid approach
and move the reference point of the ghost value extrapolations. But according to the stability analysis in section 7.2.4, the maximal time step depends on the distance between
temperature point and boundary, so that the respective mapping of channels on the grid
may become the primary factor for performance. Counteracting those shortcomings or
only determining if a complex geometry is actually valid for a certain grid resolution adds
even more complexity.
Even stair-step approximations can be problematic, as they are usually not convex. Material cells with multiple void neighbors can become hot-spots (or ’cold-spots’, so to speak),
which can be problematic especially for Poincaré boundary conditions. Besides avoiding
these numerical problems, our simple approach allows for a clean interface, provides simple
data structures and enables great performance. As cooling channels are typically drilled,
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assuming that their shape does not change longitudinally is reasonable. This allows to
describe the geometry of a roll by a single flag field of size nr ×nφ .
If the flag field indicates that a cell is within the material or belongs to a channel, a
straightforward time step or no action is done. If it is, however, adjacent to one or more
void cells, its update depends on ghost values, and the respective value is computed onthe-fly.
Another design decision was to not let the boundary conditions vary arbitrarily along the
cylinder’s axis. Then again only a single cross section of weights needs to be stored. Making
the extrapolation offset linearly dependent on z by adding a third weight allows for some
flexibility, namely a linearly changing reference temperature for the Poincaré boundary
condition. By allocating memory for all possible cell surfaces in a r-φ-plane, i.e. for all
three weights on four faces of each cell, compute kernels can directly address the necessary
weights when indicated by the flag field. This approach trades faster execution for more
device memory. For the sake of convenience, the interface allows only a single boundary
condition per channel, either Dirichlet, Flux, or Poincaré with possibly changing reference
temperature.
At material changes, the respective stencil supposes another thermal conductivity than
required for ghost value extrapolation into voids. Fortunately, the weights can be adapted
to compensate for the “wrong” stencil entries in such cases.
Summarized, the kernels for simulating solid rolls require, besides grid size, rotation of
the roll and time step duration, only buffers for temperature data, stencils and boundary
conditions. For cooling channels, buffers for the flag field and the extrapolation weights at
channel walls need to be added.

7.3.2 Software Design
This approach was implemented using standard-compliant C++ 03. The Boost1 library
is largely used to enhance portability, safety and readability. The compute-intensive parts
can be accelerated using the Open Compute Language (OpenCL)2 . The code has been
successfully used on various versions of Microsoft Windows, Apple OS X, and multiple
GNU Linux distributions. Data structures and OpenCL kernels are primarily tuned for
contemporary NVIDIA GPGPUs that are based on the Fermi or Kepler architectures. [61]
provides details on the hardware architectures as well as an overview of OpenCL), but
work fine on standard CPUs and accelerators of other vendors.
The software package consists of three layers.
• The low-level interface exhibits direct access to the data structures and can be used
for coupling with other code, enabling complex evaluations and feed-back of subsequent effects.
1
2

http://www.boost.org
http://www.khronos.org/opencl/
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• The high-level interface allows the simulation of fixed setups that are specified in a
custom, human-readable file format based on XML. The corresponding files are read
using the TinyXML3 library.
• The intermediate layer consists out of factories, allowing convenient creation of simulation objects or helpers for various formats, and of objects that actively govern
computation and output.
Due to this strict separation, modifications or adaptions can be developed providing only
a low-level interface, first, like it was done with the support of multiple material shells and
cooling channels. In our experience, it often takes time until the range of novel features
and an appropriate interface have formed. A safe and convenient way of accessing this
functionality is then added to the intermediate layer, which can be extended in a flexible
way, before possibly defining a correspondent in the configuration file language. As the
high-level interface only maps from files to data structures, its extension or even the move
to another parser library are only minor tasks.
The code makes heavy use of templates. The central low-level interface to a simulation
object, e.g., is an abstract base class template dependent on two template arguments,
the first of which determines the data type for the initialization, where also the stencils
are pre-computed, while the other type is used further. This way one can use double
precision for setup and simulate faster, but less accurate in single precision. A plain C++
implementation of this interface is available, which primarily serves as testing ground
for numeric and algorithmic modifications. Emphasis is put on clarity, correctness and
expandability, hence, while its performance is of no concern.
Simulation objects are instantiated for whole stands consisting of one or multiple rolls. To
enable further extensions that may consider interaction between, e.g., backup and working
roll, all memory buffers for a stand are allocated in the same OpenCL context, and the
same time step is used for all its rolls. Different simulations, however, can be distributed
arbitrarily to different OpenCL implementations and devices, and also mixed with the
C++ implementation.
Proxy objects are used to alter boundary conditions, providing a convenient interface
and synchronized access to that data. The time step length can either be specified or
selected automatically (i.e. relative to the longest time step possible). Simulating a certain
period of real time, in which rotational velocity and boundary conditions are not changing,
takes place asynchronously. After issuing this computation, the originating thread is free
to continue, with the possibility to already configure the next simulation phase, poll or
wait for completion of the simulation, or even interrupt it. Subsequently, temperature
for the roll or an arbitrary section can be retrieved. The temperatures are returned in a
wrapper object that provides locality information and multidimensional access. For being
able to examine the temperature at a fix point which is not moving with the roll, linear
interpolation in angular direction is supported.
3

http://www.grinninglizard.com/tinyxml/
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7.4 Results
The following section will try to establish that both objectives of the attempt, getting
accurate results and in real-time, could be met. After comparing simulation against analytic solutions and measurement, it will thoroughly analyze the performance of the code
on recent hardware, before finally concluding with exemplary results.

7.4.1 Analytic Validation
Already during development, analytic validations of increasing complexity have been made.
1D-solutions for semi-infinite rays allow to verify boundary conditions, but are reasonably
valid only for a short period of time. Energy balances ensure energy preservation and
validation of the flux boundary condition in geometries with multiple materials and voids.
The most complex analysis done so far depends on an analytic solution given in [18,
13.4] for infinite long hollow cylinders of homogeneous material. Starting with initial zero
temperature and given an arbitrary boundary condition interior and exterior surface, it
must be evaluated numerically to obtain T (r, t) for ri ≤ r ≤ ro , t > 0.
As the solution only depends on r, we use a cylinder of finite length and impose adiabatic
boundary conditions on the lateral surfaces in the simulation. The temperature of a finite
volume cell is then compared to the analytic solution, which in turn needs to be numerically
averaged over the cell’s radial range.
Figure 7.4 plots the absolutely maximal deviation in the temperature field depending
on resolution and time for a prototypical scenario. The setup uses a hollow cylinder
with an outer radius of 0.25 m and an inner radius of 0.125 m. The length of 0.25 m is
chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but the resulting longitudinal grid spacing, like the angular
discretization, influence the possible time step length. The setup ensures that the stencils
are balanced as far as possible, by setting hr = hz ≈ hφ ri for i ≈ n2r .
The material parameters correspond to hard steel (thermal conductivity λ = 20 Wm−1 K−1 ,
density ρ = 8000 kg/m3 , and specific heat capacity cp = 500 Jkg−1 K−1 ). As they are the
numerically most challenging variant, Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied on the
outside, with a fixed temperature of 1000 K. The inner surface is set adiabatic.
For all except the “radially skewed” simulation, regular grids are used. The smallest has
radially 10, angular 90, and longitudinally 20 cells. The number of grid points is repeatedly
doubled in every dimension, up to a grid of 80×720×160. The simulation is done in double
precision, the time step length is 80 % of the stability limit. Analytic and simulated results
were obtained about every 2.5 s for one hour simulated time. The exact output frequency
was adapted to meet a multiple of the time step length.
For t → ∞, the roll tends to an overall temperature of 1000 K, so that the error wanes more
and more by time. Twice the resolution
results in about a quarter of the error, confirming

the approximation order of O h2 .
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Figure 7.4: Evolution of infinity norm error of the simulation during one hour of simulated
time. Please note that temporal resolution of the graph is reduced after 15 min,
causing an apparent crack in the lines which are actually smooth and visually
straight.
Looking at the initially large error, it may play a minor role that the analytic solution is
increasingly hard to evaluate for t → 0. More important, however, is the artificial speed of
sound introduced by explicit time integration. The energy feed starting at t = 0 propagates
only one cell per time step. For the coarsest setup, e.g., it reaches the inner surface not
before 25.8 s. Instead it resides at the exterior and lessens further inflow. Consequently,
the largest error up to a few hundred seconds is caused by too low temperature close to
the outer surface. After that, deviations at the inner surface become dominant.
In our application, the repeatedly changing boundary conditions will cause the major error
to stay close to the outer surface, making it reasonable to increase the resolution there.
The “radially skewed” case in figure 7.4 investigates such a discretization using a grid of size
25×180×40. The innermost cell layer was made equally wide as with a regular spacing
of 10 cells, the outermost of 40. Along r, the spacing varies smoothly according to an
exponential function. The error is comparably low at first. As the lower resolution enables
longer time steps, which tend to overestimate the flux caused by the Dirichlet condition,
it is momentarily even lower than in the 40×360×80 case. When the largest error shifts
inwards into the coarser region, its magnitude briefly even increases, approaching the scale
of an equally wide regular spacing.
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7.4.2 Comparison with Measurements
As the ultimate goal is to simulate and predict heat conduction during hot rolling, comparison against real world measurements is the litmus test for our software. Conduction
of such tests, however, is both expensive and technically challenging. We therefore refer
to the study performed and published by Stevens et al. [77], in which they instrumented a
cast iron roll with a number of thermocouples to allow for on-line measurements in order
to identify and minimize processes in rolls that lead to fatigue and eventually wear.
Legrand et al. [52] make a similar comparison between temperature model and simulation.
Their model is simpler, but they also employ a reverse model to estimate heat transfer
coefficients and evaluate the quality of different thermocouple designs.
Roll dimensions are approximately r ≈ 0.195 m and l ≈ 0.535 m according to the true to
scale sketch [77, figure 1]. We inherit the thermal conductivity of λ ≈ 31.1 Wm−1 K−1 and
thermal diffusivity of κ ≈ 9.04E − 6 m2 /s, which are used for the roll gap temperature
model in [77, appendix 2]. As the simulation only uses the product of heat capacity cp
and density ρ, they can be chosen arbitrarily to satisfy κ = ρ ·λcp . The angular velocity is
specified as 12.8 rpm.
The angle a certain effect applies is chosen according to its duration in [77, figure 5]. Film
transfer coefficients for Poincaré boundary conditions outside of the roll gap are chosen
according to measurements in [68]. Stevens et al. [77] identify the following major regions,
which are visualized in figure 7.5. For each feature, also the affected angle αn and the used
boundary conditions are listed.

Figure 7.5: Distribution of the various features on the roll’s surface. À Between roll gap
and water cooling. Á Extensions of cooling. Â Close to or in spray region. Ã
Air. Ä Roll gap.
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À Right after leaving the roll gap, the main process is conduction of heat from the
surface to lower layers. As we cannot assess the minor effects due to hot steam
from close water cooling and heat radiation from the close slab, we apply adiabatic
boundary conditions.
Configuration: flux boundary conditions with q = 0 W/m2 for α1 = 12◦ .
Á The surface then encounters the water coolant flowing down the roll, the first of
which may even be boiling.
Configuration: Poincaré boundary condition over α2 = 43◦ with reference temperature that is linearly decreasing from Tref = 95 ◦ C to Tref = 15 ◦ C and constant film
transfer coefficient h = 8500 Wm−2 K−1 .
Â Close to and within the spray region, constantly high heat transfer is achieved.
Configuration: For α3 = 45◦ Poincaré boundary condition with Tref = 15 ◦ C and
h = 35000 Wm−2 K−1 .
Ã After leaving the spray region, surface temperature rises slightly due to reflux from
deeper regions. We neglect the effects from increasingly dryer roll surface after the
spray region, and also from radiation and hot air encountered when approaching the
slab again.
Configuration: For α4 = 245◦ Poincaré boundary condition with Tref = 30 ◦ C and
h = 1000 Wm−2 K−1 .
Ä Stevens et al. [77] suggest “that the conditions in the zone of contact between strip
and the roll may be represented by the one dimensional flow of heat between two
semi-infinite bodies, which are suddenly brought together with a thin insulating
layer between them.” and determine heat transfer coefficients by fitting to measurements, h ≈ 41000 Wm−2 K−1 for the first 0.03 s of the traversal (about 2.3◦ ), and
h ≈ 18000 Wm−2 K−1 afterwards.
We only use the latter value, but increase the gap length of originally about 12◦
accordingly. The original model is used reverse to compute the strip’s temperature and average them within a cell’s region. For the strip, a thermal conductivity
λ ≈ 28.5 Wm−1 K−1 and a thermal diffusivity of κ = 4.7E − 6 m2 /s and initial temperature of 1230 ◦ C are specified. For the roll, an initial temperature of 40 ◦ C is
assumed.
Configuration: Poincaré boundary condition with h = 18000 Wm−2 K−1 for α5 =
15◦ . Reference temperature decreases from Tref = 1230 ◦ C to Tref = 886 ◦ C according to the analytic solution.
There is no information concerning longitudinal features, but we assume that such effects
can be neglected for this scenario. Consequently, adiabatic boundary conditions are imposed on the cylinder’s faces. To continue simulation after the slab has ended, at 25.8 s
the configuration of Ã is extended to Ä and À, and the higher reference temperature of À
is reduced to Tref = 40 ◦ C.
A simulation of this setup at Stevens’ metering points is visualized in figure 7.6. As the
finite volume approach only provides cell averages, it is nonsensical to derive temperatures
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Figure 7.6: Simulation results of hot rolling in a setup that resembles the measurements of
Stevens et al.. A core of 10 % is omitted and a grid resolution of 201×360×200
is used, resulting in a radial resolution of about 0.87 mm. Time steps of about
4.2 ms are used. Results are sampled every 25 ms.
of points in high gradients. Therefore, a radially fine resolution is chosen in such a way that
the thermocouples’ positions are close to cell boundaries, and the temperature range of the
adjacent cells is provided. For the surface temperature, the temperature of the outermost
cell layer and the halo layer are drawn.

7.4.3 Performance Analysis
Before the transient behavior can be examined, the sequence of operations and their relationships must be understood. A prototypical simulation of a single roll is pictured in
figure 7.7. The one-time setup at program start is not of interest here.
The preparations for starting the asynchronous computation include checks if all handles
to boundary conditions have been released, consistency checks of the configuration, and
verification or calculation of time step length. After a worker thread is spawned, the
originating thread is free to continue.
The new worker will first check if the copies of the extrapolation weights at cylinder faces
and channel boundaries in device memory accordingly need to be updated. After their
guarding mutexes are unlocked, other threads can again retrieve handles and configure
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Figure 7.7: Sequence of operation when simulating a single roll, including interaction with
the OpenCL runtime.
the next simulation phase. Now the worker iterates the required number of time steps,
each consisting of three kernel calls for the halo updates at the grid boundaries (angular
periodicity is also handled by halo copies) and the subsequent computation of new temperatures. When the actual simulation has completed, optional callbacks are executed before
the worker terminates.
For retrieval, data from the temperature field must be first collocated in a temporary
buffer on the OpenCL device using an appropriate kernel, which is also able to perform
interpolation, and then transferred to the host memory space. When using the XML
interface, retrieval and output are done by the worker in callbacks.
All these operations only depend on the form of the computational grid – mainly on its
size and to a smaller degree on the aspect ratio, and on the presence and distribution of
void cells. The physical properties of the roll and its rotation do not affect the particular
operations themselves, but only how many iterations of the time step loop are required for
simulating a certain period.
The following performance measurements were conducted on an NVIDIA Tesla K20c accelerator with ECC memory protection enabled. It has a peak performance of 3.52 TFLOP/s
in single and 1.17 TFLOP/s in double precision. 5 GiB of GDDR5 memory are connected
with a theoretical peak bandwidth of 208 GB/s. With ECC protection enabled, available
memory is reduced by 1/8 and also achievable bandwidth drops. NVIDIA’s device-to-device
copy operations achieve about 145 GB/s in this configuration. The GPGPU is housed by a
two-socket AMD Opteron 6276 system providing 2×16 cores running at nominally 2.3 GHz
and providing 64 GiB of main memory.
All computations are in double precision and all results are averaged from a large number
of experiments, a few hundred for short events and dozens for aggregate tasks. Execution
time and performance metrics on the GPGPU were derived using the profiling facilities of
NVIDIA’s OpenCL runtime and the underlying CUDA driver.
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Table 7.1: Time required for common tasks ate various grid sizes. Size of the smallest
grid is 10×90×20, which is then doubled three times in every dimension up to
80×720×160.
18, 000
Time required for
first time step
further time steps

0.17
0.11–0.09

Number of unknowns
144, 000
1, 152, 000

9, 216, 000

0.22
0.12–0.10

0.54
0.41–0.39

2.94
2.75–2.75

1.05
0.60

3.12
1.92

0.16
0.24
4.32

0.54
0.91
24.0

Additional time for update of weights at
cylinder surfaces
0.16
0.33
channel surfaces
0.08
0.21
Additional time for retrieval of
a line along φ
0.11
0.13
a plane in φ×z
0.11
0.14
full domain
0.27
1.02
All times in ms.

The wall clock times of different tasks are shown in table 7.1 to give an impression of how
expensive certain parts of the simulation are and how they scale with the problem size.
The choice of work-group size was left to the OpenCL runtime, which in all cases results
in nz ×1×1. The smallest grid size of nr = 10, nφ = 90, nz = 20 was doubled in all
dimensions three times, covering about three magnitudes of problem sizes. The time step
kernel with support for void cells was used, but as will be analyzed more detailed below,
it performs only slightly slower than the optimized kernel.
Host and accelerator form a heavily parallel and asynchronous system, so that run times
cannot be expected to add up perfectly in all combinations. A vivid example of it is the
inner time loop: Initially, the first kernel call must travel through OpenCL run-time and
CUDA driver before actually commencing on the GPGPU, and completion of the last
kernel must similarly be communicated the other direction. Consequently, an average time
step seems more expensive for one or few iterations. Nevertheless the table allows to obtain
good estimates.
Preparation, thread spawning and synchronization sum up to about 50µs on the respective
system, independent of grid size, and are attributed to the first time step. Synchronization
of weights for ghost temperature extrapolation takes in the order of one to three time steps.
As extracting temperature to main memory involves kernel execution and bus transfers,
it requires at least in the order of 0.1 ms, and is also heavily affected by the amount of
data to be transferred – the largest domain here is obtained with an effective bandwidth
of about 3.1 GB/s.
As the grid is always doubled in each dimension, time step and retrieval of the full domain
should approximately scale with the number of unknowns, i.e. by a factor of 8, and weight
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Table 7.2: Split-up of kernel execution and idling of the GPGPU during computation of
100 time steps. Configurations correspond to table 7.1.
Number of unknowns
144, 000
1, 152, 000

18, 000
GPU usage during 100 time steps
Halo updates
2.0
Time step update
1.6
GPU idle
5.9
Percentage of total time
Halo updates
21 %
Time step update
17 %
GPU idle
62 %

3.0
5.6
2.0

29 %
52 %
19 %
All times in ms.

9, 216, 000

9.4
27.9
2.0

34.8
238.7
2.1

24 %
71 %
5%

13 %
87 %
1%

transfers and plane retrieval by a factor of 4. This behavior is not exposed in table 7.1, so
that a closer investigation seems necessary. For brevity restricted to the time step loop,
table 7.2 breaks down usage of the GPGPU.
For the smallest problem, the GPGPU is idle most of the time, and more time is spent in the
three kernels for halo updates than for computation of the new temperature distribution.
From the next size on, idle time is basically constant around 2 ms – obviously work on
the host can now overlap with kernel execution, but not for the smallest size. Predicted
scaling factors can only be observed between the two large domains. Starting from the
second smallest problem, the time step update kernel becomes more and more dominant
for performance, so that we will concentrate on investigating its behavior and the influence
of the OpenCL work-group size in the following.
Additionally to the objective, the execution time on the GPU, the following metrics were
determined: The DRAM transfer is measured by counting the number of 32 B bus transactions from and to the graphics memory. The L1 cache hit rate indicates the percentage
of read accesses that hit the L1 cache. The achieved occupancy reflects the “Ratio of the
average active warps per active cycle to the maximum number of warps supported on a
multiprocessor”[64] and is therefore a measure for the exploitation of the GPGPU. And
finally, replay overhead indicates the percentage of instructions that were issued to a compute pipeline but could not successfully complete and had therefore to be reissued – in this
case typically due to L1 cache load misses.
These metrics were obtained at the largest problem size for both kernel variants, supporting
void channels or not, using the 125 most promising work-group sizes. The former variant
will need to check a flag byte first, before – as no cavities are present – executing the
same code fragment as the latter. The additional topology information is only 56 KiB
in size. For both variants, table 7.3 contains the two fastest configurations, the default
configuration of nz ×1×1, and the configurations optimal with respect to each metric.
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In all tests, the write portion of DRAM transfer evaluated to exactly the storage size of
the unknowns of 70.3 MiB, thanks to correct alignment and suitable line length. The total
DRAM transfer therefore indicates how good a certain work-group size increases locality
with respect to the L2 cache, similar to the L1 cache hit ratio. As stores are “optimal”, the
latter directly relates to L2 cache transfer so that this metric was dropped from the list.
In general, such simple stencil-based operations are expected to be memory bound, and
minimizing graphics memory transfer in fact leads to good results for both kernels. For
the simpler kernel, two out of the three fastest configurations minimize graphics memory
access. For the slightly more demanding kernel, however, work-group sizes that have good
locality at both cache levels excel by balancing exploitation of multiple resources.
Seen on their own, neither replay overhead nor achieved occupancy cohere to good performance – in fact replays seemingly increase utilization of the GPGPU, and worse occupancy
can reduce bus congestion and prevent replays. Similarly, optimizing locality in the L1
cache at all cost is not beneficial.
An interesting result of this measurement is that even for quite simple kernels optimizing
a single metric may not be sufficient to obtain the best performance. One reason is that
experience and estimates from standard CPUs do not necessarily carry over to GPGPUs.
The popular loop and machine balances, for instance, have already become less useful with
increasingly inexpensive floating point operations. On multicore CPUs, motion of loopinvariant code typically allows to reduce complexity of address computations from the inner
loop bodies. In the heavily parallel execution model of GPGPUs, however, corresponding
optimizations are generally not applicable, making address calculations a substantial part
of every work-item’s task.
Except for the smallest problem size, where a better exploitation of the GPU is achieved,
simulation of multiple rolls basically adds up the individually measured times. Using
multiple stands and, consequently, multiple worker threads introduces some overhead of
up to 4 %. On the other hand, it allows to overlap transfers and computation of different
stands and counterbalance this.
Considering the setup of the analysis in section 7.4.1, where the same grid sizes are used,
the coarsest grid allows a maximal time step of 3.23 s, whereas the finest one requires below
63 ms. Using a safety factor of 0.8 for the effective time step, the lowest resolution enables
computation more than 28000× faster than real-time, whereas less than 24× is possible for
the highest. The time step must, however, be shortened for a rotational velocity of more
than 0.26 rpm in the former and more than 1.7 rpm in the latter case! The simulation of
Stevens’ setup in section 7.4.2 is just real-time capable.
Transferring run-times to similar scenarios, the following two relationships apply: The
possible time step length is directly proportional to nφ and inversely proportional to the
rotational velocity, and further it depends quadratically on the grid spacing. Obviously,
the latter will always become more restrictive for finer and finer resolutions.
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Table 7.3: Performance of both kernel variants for the time step update depending on
work-group size configuration for 80 × 720 × 160. The table includes the optimal
setups with respect to each of the five metrics (values in bold face) as well as
the size chosen by the OpenCL runtime. Considered were all group sizes in
{32, 64, 96, 128, 160, 192} × {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8} × {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8} that resulted in not
more than the maximum of 1024 work-items. Restricting the first dimensions
to multiples of the CUDA warp size of 32 work items seems reasonable.
GPU
time
[ms]
Kernel only for solid rolls
32×2×8
1.75
32×4×4
1.76
32×4×8
1.76
64×4×3
2.14
160×1×1
2.41
128×4×2
2.42
32×4×1
2.43

Performance metric
DRAM
L1 cache
Achieved
transfer
hit rate
occupancy
[MiB]
[%]
[%]

Replay
overhead
[%]

215
236
215
251
358
279
359

58
61
64
70
47
68
45

83
83
85
53
87
57
90

36
36
35
34
40
32
41

Kernel supporting void cells
32×4×4
1.86
236
32×3×4
1.87
236
32×1×8
1.95
215
160×1×1
2.39
359
64×4×3
2.39
252
32×4×1
2.43
359
128×4×2
2.77
280

63
62
48
51
71
49
70

84
79
86
86
55
91
58

34
34
36
36
32
37
31
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Table 7.4: Dimensions and material parameters of the simulated roll. Young’s modulus is
omitted, as it has no effect in homogeneous material.
Simulation parameters
l
ro
ri

1.5 m
0.25 m
0.025 m

roll length
roll radius
radius of neglected core

λ
cp
ρ

45 Wm−1 K−1
420 J/kg/K
7800 kg/m3

thermal conductivity
heat capacity
density

ν
α

0.29
1.2 · 10−5 K−1

Poisson’s ratio
coefficient of thermal expansion

7.4.4 Simulation Results
As an example for a practical application of the model results of a numerical study are
shown in the following. Dimensions and material data of the roll under investigation are
given in table 7.4. The corresponding boundary conditions are depicted in figure 7.8 and
resemble typical rolling conditions of a front stand of a rolling mill, but the rolling speed is
chosen very low. Such conditions can be found in some combined casting/rolling plants.
Additional to the temperature simulation, deformation due to thermal expansion is computed. The respective software component is still in an experimental stage, and computes
a steady state solution of the respective linear elasticity problem using the finite element
method. For more information on that model see, e.g., [71]. The 3-D effect in the temperature field and the roll extension, which is not represented by the current process models,
is demonstrated in figure 7.9, which visualizes the state at the end of a 90 s rolling period.
The resulting thermal crown after the roll gap and at the backup roll position is further
quantified in figure 7.10. The angular effect is very large primarily due to the very low
speed of 0.25 m/s and vanishes, for this setup, after 1 m/s.

7.5 Conclusions and Future Work
Our results show that contemporary GPGPUs are sufficiently powerful to simulate the
thermal state of a typical roll mill in real-time with high accuracy. The promising tests of
calculating the resulting shape changes indicate that it is technically feasible to replace the
simplified approaches in current process control systems with a full-scale model. However,
there is still a way to go. In particular, it is necessary to tune the implementation of the
thermal expansion component for GPGPUs.
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ambient
air

Poincaré: Tref = 25◦ C,

h = 20 Wm−2 K−1

spray
cooling

Poincaré: Tref = 20◦ C,

h = 35000 Wm−2 K−1

strip
contact

Poincaré: Tref = 1230◦ C, h = 16200 Wm−2 K−1

omitted
core

flux: q = 0 W/m2 (adiabatic)

Figure 7.8: Position and parameterization of boundary conditions encountered by the roll’s
surface. The front face, which has been removed, is set to air like the back face.
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temperature [°C]
560
500
400
300
200
100
20.5

Figure 7.9: Temperature and deformation of the roll after 90 s. The displacements have
been exaggerated by a factor of 250.
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Figure 7.10: Extension in radial direction in the clipping plane of the roll gap exit after
90 s at 0.25 m/s (left) and 1 m/s (right).
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7.5 Conclusions and Future Work
Other open questions are, e.g., the reliability of the hardware, which only can be answered
by practical experience. The vendor-independent approach with OpenCL may help to
compensate shortcomings of certain hardware platforms and flexibly react to future developments in this rapidly changing field. Eventually, the results encourage to make new and
more sophisticated models, as they already exist for deformation in the roll gap, usable for
real time process control.
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8 Outlook
Software engineering operates at the intersection of different disciplines, and therefore
profits from or even depends on contributions from other fields.
Despite its primary purpose to monitor hardware performance, it was shown that hardware
performance monitoring (HPM) can help to analyze software performance and to draw
conclusions for its improvement. Its utilization, however, is technically challenging, and it
is specific to hard- and software platform how and which metrics can actually be derived.
This does not only result in reluctance to tap this source of information. It also makes it
all but impossible to create software that tunes its behavior dynamically according to such
run time performance information which can be deployed within a larger range of hardand software environments.
Multiprocessing and SIMD units are omnipresent, but the possibilities to express or utilize task and data parallelism in common programming languages are usually limited to
manual thread management and synchronization. Language extensions can help, but are
not necessarily supported by all target compilers.
In both areas, interesting impulses come from general purpose computing on graphics
cards. With C for CUDA and OpenCL, two portable and general approaches to parallel
programming have been created which allow to address also low-level aspects of hardware.
They are well documented and mature enough to be used in large and long-lasting software
projects.
Especially NVIDIA GPUs have hardware profiling abilities which are extensive and provide
a clear and consistent set of information over many hardware generations[62]. This enables
the NVIDIA Profiler to automatically identify performance bottlenecks and provide first
hints what could be improved[64].
But as long as HPM is difficult and inconsistent to use on the majority of common hardand software platforms, it seems impractical to develop more general and refined utilities
for performance analysis and bottleneck identification that could leverage the process of
performance optimization.
As was shown, temporal blocking techniques can effectively reduce demand of main memory
traffic. As the gap between compute power and memory bandwidth is expected to widen
further[99], such techniques can be expected to become more important in the future. It
is therefore not only to simplify their usage, but also to expand their span of application,
e.g. to less regular grids and to distributed memory clusters.
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8 Outlook
There is finally a need for improved performance models. As was demonstrated, the simple
ones like kernel and machine balances are too imprecise, but more advanced models are very
complicated to parameterize and can be dependent on undisclosed information. A way out
could be the exploration of sophisticated tests and microbenchmarks with corresponding
performance models that can detect and represent the intricate interactions of multiple
compute units with an advanced memory topology.
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A.1 batchOMP.c
1
2
3

# include < stdlib .h >
# include < tgmath .h >
# include < stdbool .h >

4
5
6
7

size_t batchOMP (
size_t signal_size ,
size_t dict_size ,

8

float const (* restrict signal )[ signal_size ] ,

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

# ifdef D I C T _ I S _ C O L U M N _ M A J O R
float const (* restrict dict )[ signal_size ][ dict_size ] ,
# else
float const (* restrict dict )[ dict_size ][ signal_size ] ,
# endif

16

float const (* restrict Gram )[ dict_size ][ dict_size ] ,

17
18
19
20

float const
size_t const

sqr_tolerance ,
max_numatoms ,

size_t * restrict
float * restrict
float * restrict

c oeffs_ idx_re t ,
c o ef fs _ va l s_ re t ,
err_return

21
22
23
24
25
26

) {

float alpha_zero [ dict_size ];

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

# ifdef D I C T _ I S _ C O L U M N _ M A J O R
for ( size_t j =0 ; j < dict_size ; ++ j ) {
alpha_zero [ j ] = (* dict )[ 0 ][ j ] * (* signal )[ 0 ];
}
for ( size_t i =1 ; i < signal_size ; ++ i ) {
for ( size_t j =0 ; j < dict_size ; ++ j ) {
alpha_zero [ j ] += (* dict )[ i ][ j ] * (* signal )[ i ];
}
}
# else
for ( size_t j =0 ; j < dict_size ; ++ j ) {
alpha_zero [ j ] = 0. f ;
for ( size_t i =0 ; i < signal_size ; ++ i ) {
alpha_zero [ j ] += (* dict )[ j ][ i ] * (* signal )[ i ];
}
}
# endif

45
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46
47

// will be initialized at end of first loop trip
float beta [ dict_size ];

48
49
50

// intermediate data for o r t h o g o n a l i z a t i o n
float chol_tmp [ max_numatoms ];

51
52
53
54
55
56

// remember which atoms are still available
bool alpha_marker [ dict_size ];
for ( size_t i =0 ; i < dict_size ; ++ i ) {
alpha_marker [ i ] = true ;
}

57
58
59
60

// Chol esky triangle L
float L [ max_numatoms ][ max_numatoms ];
L [ 0 ][ 0 ] = 1. f ;

61
62
63
64
65
66

// compute initial error norm = x ' x
float error = 0;
for ( size_t i =0 ; i < signal_size ; ++ i ) {
error += (* signal )[ i ]*(* signal )[ i ];
}

67
68
69
70

// auxiliary variables to track error norm
float delta_old = 0. f ;
float delta_new = 0. f ;

71
72
73

// number of atoms taken so far
size_t atoms_taken = 0;

74
75
76

// used to find and hold k , the atom to be added
size_t next_atom = 0;

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

// scan for argmax , beta is assumed to be all zeroes
{
float maxval = -1;
for ( size_t i =0 ; i < dict_size ; ++ i ) {
float v = fabs ( alpha_zero [ i ] );
if ( v > maxval ) {
maxval = v ;
next_atom = i ;
}
}
}

89
90
91
92

// main loop , adding atom after atom
while ( alpha_marker [ next_atom ] ) {
// O RTH OGO NAL IZA TI ON

93
94
95
96
97

//
//
//
if

progressive Cholesky update :
Cholesky triangle is already complete in first loop trip ,
otherwise another row must be added
( atoms_taken >0 ) {

98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

140

// pick right - hand - side from Gram matrix ,
// substitution will be in - place
for ( size_t i =0; i < atoms_taken ; ++ i ) {
L [ atoms_taken ][ i ] =
(* Gram )[ next_atom ][ coe ffs_id x_ret [ i ] ];
}

A.1 batchOMP.c

// in - place substitution and progressive
// computation of (1 - w ' w ) for diagonal entry
{
// L [ 0 ][ 0 ] is 1 , not more to do in first row of L
float dot = 1. f L [ atoms_taken ][ 0 ] * L [ atoms_taken ][ 0 ];

106
107
108
109
110
111
112

// substitutions starting from 2 nd row
for ( size_t j =1 ; j < atoms_taken ; ++ j ) {
float t = L [ atoms_taken ][ j ];
for ( size_t i =0 ; i < j ; ++ i ) {
t -= L [ j ][ i ] * L [ atoms_taken ][ i ];
}
t *= L [ j ][ j ];
dot -= t * t ;
L [ atoms_taken ][ j ] = t ;
}

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

// check for numerical problems
if ( dot <= 0 ) {
break ;
}

124
125
126
127
128

// store its inverse instead of diagonal
L [ atoms_taken ][ atoms_taken ] =
( dot <= 0 ) ? 0 : ( 1. f / sqrt ( dot ) );

129
130
131
132
133
134

}

}

135
136
137

// add atom index to set I
coeffs_idx_ret [ atoms_taken ] = next_atom ;

138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

// forward substitution ( degenerated ):
// only the new row of L and the corresponding
// right - hand side must be considered ,
// but at the same time copy intermediate
// to coeffs_vals_ret for in - place substitution
float newrhs = alpha_zero [ next_atom ];
for ( size_t i =0 ; i < atoms_taken ; ++ i ) {
coeffs_vals_ret [ i ] = chol_tmp [ i ];
newrhs -= L [ atoms_taken ][ i ] * chol_tmp [ i ];
}
coeffs_vals_ret [ atoms_taken ] =
chol_tmp [ atoms_taken ] =
newrhs * L [ atoms_taken ][ atoms_taken ];

152
153
154

// this is the optimal time to increment the atom count
++ atoms_taken ;

155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166

// backward substitution
{
for ( size_t jn =0 ; jn < atoms_taken -1 ; ++ jn ) {
size_t const j = atoms_taken - jn - 1;
float const t = ( c oe f fs _v a ls _r e t [ j ] * L [ j ][ j ] );
for ( size_t i =0; i < j ; ++ i ) {
coeffs_vals_r e t [ i ] -= L [ j ][ i ] * t ;
}
coeffs_vals_ret [ j ] = t ;
}
}

167
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// compute matrix - sparse vector product
for ( size_t i =0 ; i < dict_size ; ++ i ) {
beta [ i ] =
coeffs_vals_r e t [ 0 ] * (* Gram )[ coe ffs_id x_ret [ 0 ] ][ i ];
}
for ( size_t j =1 ; j < atoms_taken ; ++ j ) {
for ( size_t i =0 ; i < dict_size ; ++ i ) {
beta [ i ] += c oe f fs _v a ls _ re t [ j ] *
(* Gram )[ coeffs _idx_r et [ j ] ][ i ];
}
}

168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

// update error norm
delta_old = delta_new ;
delta_new = 0;
for ( size_t i =0 ; i < atoms_taken ; ++ i ) {
delta_new += coef fs _ va l s_ re t [ i ] * beta [ coeff s_idx_ ret [ i ] ];
}
error = error - delta_new + delta_old ;

180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187

// check for stopping criteria
if ( atoms_taken >= max_numatoms ) break ;
if ( error <= sqr_tolerance ) break ;

188
189
190
191

// note that atom is in use
alpha_marker [ next_atom ] = false ;

192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205

}

206

// scan for argmax
{
float max_val = -1. f ;
for ( size_t i =0; i < dict_size ; ++ i ) {
float val = fabs ( alpha_zero [ i ] - beta [ i ] );
if ( val > max_val ) {
max_val = val ;
next_atom = i ;
}
}
}

207

// store square of the error norm if requested
if ( err_return ) {
* err_return = error ;
}

208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215

}

142

// return value is the number of atoms actually chosen
return atoms_taken ;
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